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I N T R O D U C T I O N

loridians were indeed very “young” in 1992 when Hurricane Andrew took a shark bite out of Florida’s
southeastern flank, nearly flattening a metropolitan civilization.  We were indeed wiser when the storms

of 2004 and 2005 crisscrossed the state with cones of uncertainty that with precision devastated thousands
of homes along with the lifelines of power, water, fuel and communications.  Over 700,000 homes were

damaged in 2004 alone.  Responses were quicker and recovery was more organized yet rebuilding continues
even several years later.  Hopefully this manual will move Florida’s affordable housing providers even closer to
being wise.  Wisdom in this context means the scout motto:  Be Prepared!  Only by looking back and learning
from our mistakes and accomplishments can we build an even better plan to meet the dreaded but inevitable
disasters that will visit our tropical state.  

Florida’s housing stock proved to be dramatically superior to the pre-Hurricane Andrew construction standards.
Even manufactured housing that was almost completely obliterated in Homestead in 1992 made it through
2004’s Hurricanes Charley, Jean, Francis and Ivan if it was built to the newer building codes.  Some counties
and cities had addressed disaster preparedness by including strategies in their local housing assistance plans
to shift funding to meet emergency needs.  The housing partnership structure that had been building since the 
passage of the Sadowski Affordable Housing Act in 1992 had solidified to a formal organization system with
active players who knew their roles and were prepared to mobilize for first response and long term recovery.   

Drawing from our most recent experiences, this manual is written to share these lessons and provide informed
guidance on preparing for the next generation of natural disasters.  The manual is written in particular for
Florida’s housing providers, those cities, counties, agencies and organizations to whom the responsibility lies
for carrying out the multitude of affordable housing initiatives and programs.  The manual is sponsored by the
Florida Housing Finance Corporation under the Catalyst Program which seeks to provide technical assistance
and support for the significant funding that is available.  The Florida Housing Coalition has prepared this
manual by carefully considering the results of programs and activities before and after the 2004-05 storm
events and has compiled guidelines for the ongoing use of disaster funding and future preparation of
strategies that will come into play at the right time, for the right population and in the right amounts for
stabilization and rebuilding. 

Once Hurricane Charley had made its way across Florida on August 13, 2004, most Floridians were well aware
that nature was bearing down on our state.  Named storms churned across the Atlantic Ocean and Caribbean
Sea while weather forecasters and emergency responders made breathless warnings for preparation and
evacuation.  After three major storms followed Charley, a Governor appointed workgroup began developing a
major funding initiative that would be applied to 28 counties.  By 2005 these communities had submitted their
plans for the Hurricane Housing Recovery Program providing $208 million in funding and began to work on
implementing the plans.  The Rental Recovery Loan Program was advanced with $139 million for multifamily
rental development.  The Coalition’s survey of these plans and programs at the one year mark and most
recently the two year mark showed that the best laid plans can be outwitted by a real estate boom, inadequate
materials supplies and a pronounced shortage of labor.   

The manual presents a description of the major funding programs and the outcome of their implementation.
Guidelines on preparing disaster response strategies are designed to incorporate lessons learned with the input
received from providers statewide.  

“ W I S D O M C O M E S F R O M M A K I N G A L L O F Y O U R M I S T A K E S W H I L E Y O U N G . ”

YY
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As communities work on strategic planning and organizing to meet the challenges of future natural disasters,
the following are points for discussion that were observed and debated during the preparation of this manual.
As communities plan for activities ranging from tarps to new home construction, these lessons illustrate the most
important component of planning, which is collaboration.  Cities and counties, non-profit organizations and
local businesses, relief agencies and essential emergency personnel will be most successful if relationships are
in place with a sense of direction and leadership as a foundation. 

1. The severity of the storm and its aftermath will generally determine the type of assistance.  Simply
stated, a Category 5 storm in a highly developed area will result in a need for new construction and
replacement while a lesser storm may result in a need for rehabilitation.  Most housing providers in
Florida will be involved in a long term recovery effort rather than immediate response. 

2. Unless otherwise planned, SHIP administrators and housing providers will not have a large role in
the initial emergency response.  Short term response with SHIP funding can be difficult in identi-
fying and qualifying both recipients and vendors.  Demolition and relocation are eligible expenses
if related to rehabilitation or new construction thus requiring a comprehensive household approach. 

3. After a disaster, the degree of rehabilitation is a factor of how much time has elapsed since the
storm.  That is, if housing providers mobilize quickly under their disaster strategy to meet imme-
diate needs, new roofs for example, more extensive work will be conducted later under regular
strategies.  After the emergency period, it is more likely that contractors will be in greater supply
A community that is not accustomed to conducting rehabilitation during its regular programming
will find it challenging to suddenly begin this activity after a disaster.  

4. It is important to plan for the amount of money that will be available and what sources will be used.
This will condition the type of assistance that will be available.  Targeting of income levels, owner
or renter, new construction or rehabilitation should be carefully considered in the planning stages. 

5. After a major disaster, there are large teams of volunteers that will be available.  If volunteers are
going to be used, a system needs to be worked out in the planning stages so that all contacts and
capacities will be known.  Experience in Florida has resulted in a large pool of volunteers nation-
wide who are prepared to come to an area to assist with immediate response and rebuilding.  The
bulk of volunteers will leave within six months and most will be out of the area in 18 months.  The long
term recovery plan should recognize the infrastructure needed for these teams.  In some areas local
churches have organized their own members who are building contractors to be on call after a dis-
aster.  The most important component of using volunteers is being ready to coordinate their services.  

For Florida’s housing providers, the use of volunteers and social services is not a typical experience.
For example, the Church of the Brethren, more casually known as the Mennonite church, operates a
disaster response program that is a denomination-wide network of volunteers who donate their time,
skills and energy to clean up and completely restore the homes of those who have little or no
resources to hire paid labor.  In 2004 this group provided 981 volunteers to assist 89 families,
logging over 58,848 hours. (www.brethren.org)  Local volunteer groups are also organized statewide
under the umbrella of the Florida Disaster Recovery Fund (formerly the Florida Hurricane Relief
Fund).  The fund is managed by the nonprofit Volunteer Florida Foundation which works with local
charities in affected communities.  In the 2004 and 2005 seasons, the Fund raised nearly $24
million in private donations which was granted to 300 nonprofits.  The fund logged 1,116,610 hours
of service provided by volunteers statewide.  (www.flhurricanefund.org)
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6. Local communities should have vendor contracts pre-approved by legal counsel before an
emergency.  Preparation of these forms before an emergency will avoid confusion and delays
when time is of the essence. In addition, contractors should be pre-screened and qualified  with
licenses and insurance certificates on file.  There should be an internal mechanism in place to
contact these providers and coordinate their efforts. 

7. Communities can use their Geographic Information System (GIS) to identify large open spaces that
are privately owned that can be used for staging areas.  The owners of these properties can be
contacted with agreements worked out for the use of the property.  Future planning should be in
place so that if a FEMA village is constructed, the infrastructure can be left behind and used for
permanent affordable housing.  This includes utilities and site planning.   

8. Another inventory should be the locations and population density of inhabited areas that are
susceptible to disaster situations, such as mobile home parks in low lying areas.  If a storm is
approaching that area and it is certain that some destruction will occur, FEMA can be notified
with accurate estimates for orders for trailers and supplies.  This zoned approach is an estimated
calculation that can be helpful in the immediate aftermath to gauge the need for assistance 

9. Inter-local agreements between neighboring counties and cities, rural and urban, large and small
can be essential so that services and systems can be shared.   

10. Cities and Counties should work together and have a plan for coordinating funding and services for
housing projects.  Agreements should be in place with multi-family housing communities to make
any vacant units available for relocation- this would include public housing. 

11. Assessment systems are being put in place in some communities that supply field laptops that can
be used to relay immediate information on the damage to an area to those affected in shelters and
to relief workers.  This system can be an early determinant for housing providers of the type and
extent of housing needs created by the disaster. 
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n 2004, after the state experienced multiple serious hurricanes, the Hurricane Housing Work Group
was formed to receive public input, review data and analyses, and recommend the most effective ways

to leverage the State’s financial response.  Several key elements of the final HHRP Rule were based on
recommendations by this Work Group.  Its members were interested in providing funding quickly through
existing delivery channels to stimulate the repair and replacement of affordable owner and rental housing in
the communities that were hardest hit by the hurricanes.   

PROGRAM OVERVIEW

In 2005, the Florida Legislature created the Hurricane Housing Recovery Program (HHRP) which would be
further defined by Emergency Rule 67ER057.  It appropriated $208 million of HHRP funds in July 2005 for
the 28 counties most severely affected by the hurricanes of 2004.  The new program was designed to assist with
general housing recovery efforts in specifically named counties.  Counties were encouraged through additional
funding to exert an inter-local program with its affected municipalities within those 28 counties.  

The county jurisdictions responsible for implementing the State Housing Initiatives Partnership (SHIP) program
were identified to serve as the primary delivery system for the new Hurricane Housing Recovery Program.  The
Hurricane Housing Work Group recommended modeling the HHR program on many design aspects of SHIP,
which they considered to be a good model for a state-funded housing program with a record of success.    

ELIGIBLE COMMUNITIES

The Hurricane Housing Work Group recommended for HHRP an allocation formula that weighs both the extent
and the intensity of housing damage in an area.  The Florida Legislature opted to use a readily available source
of information on hurricane damage:  the assessment produced by the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA).  Due to the nature of this assessment, damage level information was only available at the countywide
level.  It was not possible to document the extent to which one city was damaged more than another city
within a certain county.  For this reason, the Florida Legislature appropriated $208 million of HHR funds to 28
housing offices at the county level.  These 28 counties were documented to be the most severely affected by the
hurricanes according to FEMA data.  Counties were categorized into several tiers, depending on the extent of
damage.  The Tier I, II and III counties listed below were eligible for HHRP.

T H E H U R R I C A N E H O U S I N G

R E C O V E R Y P R O G R A M

\\
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TABLE 1
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The Hurricane Housing Work Group created the allocation formula and process that was ultimately used to cal-
culate the HHRP allocation for each jurisdiction.  Four factors related to housing damage were compared across
counties and combined into this allocation formula. These four factors were weighted and added together to
determine an overall total “score” for each county. 

FEMA DATA WERE USED TO IDENTIFY:  

•  Total Percentage of Damaged Housing Units in a County: This factor allowed the working
group to consider counties of different sizes to be compared in an equitable manner. For scoring
purposes, the number of non-seasonal units damaged in the county was calculated as a percentage
of the units damaged in all the counties.  

•  Total Destroyed Units in a County: For scoring purposes, the total of destroyed units was
calculated as a percentage of the total number of units destroyed in the state. 

•  Percentage of Households Sustaining Damage with $0-30,000 Incomes: The working
group recognized through this factor the need for assistance directed to lower income households.  

•  Number of Households Displaced to FEMA Temporary Housing: This group used this
factor as a useful comparison of displacement in each county.  

Counties were “ranked” by these scores and placed into tiers.  Tier I counties received the most severe
damage in pure numbers and as a percentage. Generally speaking, the counties in Tier I were either in a
“strike area” or were hit by more than one storm.  Tier II counties received heavy damage, generally a large
absolute number of damaged units.  Tier III counties generally received moderate damage and qualify for
this tier based on the number of total units damaged or a relatively high percentage of damaged units, but
usually not both. 

FUNDING LEVELS COMMITTED

The Florida Legislature appropriated $354.4 million in one-time Hurricane Housing Recovery funds, above
and beyond the $193 million in recurring state affordable housing funds.  Of this, $208 million was devoted
to the HHR Program.  The Hurricane Housing Work Group envisioned using SHIP city and county SHIP
offices to implement this new program.  Yet only county-level damage information was available, as noted
earlier.   

Next, the Work Group proposed a Hurricane Housing Recovery Program Allocation Formula.  With a state
total HHRP allocation of $208 million, one-quarter of one percent was taken out of the total for compliance
monitoring.  Next, local distributions were calculated using a combination of the four factors outlined above.
Tier I received 80 percent of the funds, while Tier II received 15 percent of the funds, and Tier III received
5 percent of the funds. Within the tiers, the funds are distributed based on the same four factors in order to
distribute funds equitably to the counties that received the most damage. 

COMMUNITY COLLABORATION INCENTIVE

In order to engage participation throughout the entire community in the 28 HHRP counties, the Work
Group created a new incentive that is not used in the SHIP program: the supplemental community
collaboration allocation.  As noted in the written recommendations of the Work Group, “supplemental
community collaboration funds shall be provided to eligible counties and eligible municipalities that are
willing to bring together business interests, government, and social service, civic and faith-based organizations
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to work formally together on community planning and recovery efforts.  To be eligible for this funding, each
county herein and its eligible municipalities shall describe their collaborative strategy and the planning process
undertaken as part of that strategy.” 

This created a financial incentive for counties to avoid implementing their hurricane recovery programs in an
insular, uncooperative manner.  Instead, staff from the 28 county housing offices were awarded an additional
HHRP allocation of “collaboration funds” for expending HHRP funds with the support and input from
community partners.  Examples of partners include lenders, repair contractors, builders, nonprofit
organizations and other community groups with money to leverage with HHRP.  Moreover, the staff at Florida
Housing Finance Corporation focused attention on partnerships involving city SHIP offices.   

The Work Group also concluded that a disproportionately high number of extremely low income (ELI)
households suffered storm damage. These ELI households have incomes at or below 30 percent of the area’s
median income (AMI).  Consequently, these households tend to be more difficult to assist since so much
subsidy is required to result in an affordable outcome.  Therefore, the Work Group recommended a
supplemental 15 percent allocation on top of the base HHRP funding specifically for ELI families and
elders. Knowing that households in this lowest income range are generally difficult to serve, the work group
encouraged local governments to consider partnerships with each other and nonprofit organizations.   

The Work Group offered the encouragement that “counties and eligible municipalities should consider
partnering with each other and, if possible, with community-based organizations to provide a variety of
needed assistance.” Table 2 details the funding levels shared among the cities and counties.  In almost
every case, each county and its SHIP municipalities were able to agree on a city/county split of HHRP
funding and submitted a joint application request.  In many cases, cities and counties split the HHRP
funding.  In a few cases, they developed an inter-local agreement for the county to administer the program
on behalf of a city.  Some counties receiving assistance, like Okeechobee County and Dixie County, do not
have any cities within their borders that independently receive SHIP funding, so no funding split was
necessary.  The final funding applications that were approved resulted in the following City / County
division of funding.  
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TABLE 2

$

$

CITY AND COUNTY FUNDING LEVELS
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HURRICANE HOUSING ASSISTANCE PLANS

The HHR program rule 67-ER-057 details the responsibilities for participation in the program by those
counties specifically authorized.  The submittal of a Hurricane Housing Assistance Plan was required which
would detail the specific strategies, funding levels and income targets to be served under the program.  The
Coalition provided technical assistance in the implementation of these plans and has conducted surveys on the
use and outcome of the strategies and housing delivery goals.   

Appendix A summarizes the HHRP annual reports that were submitted on September 15, 2006.  It lists the
housing strategies for each HHRP jurisdiction.  Strategies in capital letters were added after the HHAP
originally submitted by the jurisdiction, while those strategies that are crossed-out were included in original
HHAP, but then left unfunded.   

To the right of each strategy is the number of households scheduled to receive HHRP assistance.  This
represents the number of housing units that are currently associated with expended or encumbered HHRP
funds.  Currently, 8,832 households across the State have received or are scheduled to receive some form of
HHRP assistance.     

Encumbrance Deadline 

The 2006 HHRP Annual Reports indicate that 8,832 households across Florida have received or are
scheduled to receive some form of HHRP assistance.  June 30, 2007 marks the HHRP encumbrance dead-
line, two years after jurisdictions first received funding.  With more communities now having encumbered
more money, it is expected that the next annual reports submitted in September, 2007, will report an even
greater level of households assisted. 

The HHRP Rule notes that “any funds that are not encumbered by eligible counties or eligible municipalities
by June 30, 2007, shall be re-offered by the Corporation to eligible counties and eligible municipalities with
remaining hurricane housing needs.”  During the first half of 2007 especially, the Coalition joined with Florida
Housing staff to remind jurisdictions about this deadline, and to provide assistance in complying with this
deadline rather than losing funds.  Coalition staff met with staff in Osceola County, the Cities of Kissimmee and
Titusville, Levy County and other jurisdictions to help them commit all their funds by the deadline.   

Most jurisdictions had their funds encumbered months before the deadline, with many well into the process
of expending funds.  The survey helped identify a small handful of jurisdictions still working to meet the
deadline.  Several factors appear to be causes behind the ‘delays’ or ‘close calls’ associated with the encum-
brance deadline in these jurisdictions.  Some communities planned to leverage HHRP funds with other
funding sources, which are themselves experiencing program delays.  Other areas experienced RFP-related
delays, caused by an initial lack of response from potential sponsor organizations.  Still other jurisdictions
had initial difficulties identifying community needs.  In Levy County, for example, over a year of time was
devoted to outreach for the mobile home repair strategy, which ultimately received little response.  

Through monthly reports and updates, Florida Housing has focused additional attention on the handful of
communities still working to encumber their HHRP funds.  It is anticipated that all jurisdictions are currently
on track to fully encumber their allocations by the encumbrance deadline.
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HHRP INNOVATIONS

While HHRP shares similarities to SHIP, the Work Group recognized that this program and the other hurricane
recovery efforts initiated in the 2005 Legislative session should not merely be expansions of existing programs.
Instead, they should be new programs that allow communities to more flexibly address the complex housing
recovery needs.  While HHRP bears a significant similarity to the SHIP program, there are many elements that
make it distinct from and more flexible than SHIP.  The program does not require applicants to document that
their housing needs are a direct result of the hurricanes.   

The amount of funding also increases the possible types of assistance.  It is important to remember that
many communities received a very sizeable allocation of HHRP funds.  Eight communities received over
$10 million and another 14 communities received more than $1 million.  The significant level of funding
alone has provided some HHRP jurisdictions with opportunities for housing strategies that may have never
before been feasible. 

ELIGIBLE HOUSING

The HHRP Rule provides a broader definition of eligible housing.  In a very notable departure from SHIP
requirements, HHRP funds may be used to purchase, rehabilitate and relocate manufactured homes, which are
not built to the Florida Building Code.  Instead, HHRP funds can be spent to repair or purchase manufactured
homes constructed to a standard established by HUD.  The HUD standard is a “performance code,” unlike
Florida’s prescriptive code that requires that manufactured homes be constructed to withstand a certain level of
wind and hurricane resistance.  HUD improved this construction standard in 1994.   

The HHRP Rule focuses most attention on manufactured homes constructed after 1994, while also allowing
repair of pre-1994 units on a case-by-case basis.  As part of the 1994 improvements, Florida is now divided
into two wind zones.  The Northern section of the state is designated Wind zone 2, while the Southern section
is Wind zone 3.  The 1994 standard requires mobile homes to withstand greater wind loads.  Data collected in
the aftermath of the 2004 natural disasters illustrates the benefits of this improved code.  This topic is explored 
below in the section assessing mobile home strategies.   

NEW CONSTRUCTION SET-ASIDE FLEXIBILITY

One key requirement of the SHIP program, the construction/rehabilitation set-aside, is absent from the HHRP
program, thus allowing HHRP funds to be expended more flexibly.  The set- aside requires 75 percent of SHIP
funds to be expended for projects that involve rehabilitation or result in newly constructed units.  The removal
of this set-aside requirement allows a significant portion of HHRP funds to be dedicated to a larger pool of
possible projects.  HHRP may, for example, be used to: 

•  Help buyers purchase existing single family homes which do not require repairs. 
•  Provide rent and security deposits to support residents moving into affordable rental units or

temporary housing 
•  Make monthly rental assistance payments for limited periods of time for eligible households to

prevent foreclosure or eviction.    
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RENT PAYMENTS

The last of these examples—make monthly rental assistance payments for limited periods of time—is
especially notable, and deserves additional attention.  This is a main example of how HHRP funds can be
used for more types of assistance than the SHIP program allows.  SHIP cannot pay for monthly rent.  By
contrast, HHRP funds can even pay for rent in units that charge a level of rent that exceeds the “rent
limits” for the SHIP program.  

FLEXIBILITY ON HOMEOWNERSHIP SETASIDE

A central requirement of the SHIP program is compliance with the Homeownership Set-Aside, which
requires 65 percent of funds to be expended on homeownership-related activities, like purchase assistance
and home rehabilitation.  HHRP compliance with this rule is more flexible.  A HHRP jurisdiction may
expend less than 65 percent of its base HHR allocation and supplemental community collaboration funds
on homeownership activities if it provides information that documents the need for greater funding for a
rental strategy.   

The program provides a further feature that can benefit communities that focus on rental housing.  The
Work Group that first recommended the design of HHRP was sensitive to programmatic requirements for
monitoring the affordability of rental units.  Their written recommendations explain that “to lower the
long term cost to local governments of monitoring income compliance on rental units, no compliance
monitoring shall be required on a unit as long as no more than $10,000 has been provided for assistance
to the unit”.  This is in sharp contrast to the much more significant threshold for the SHIP program, which
is $3,000 per project, not per unit.  This is another example of how HHRP funds can be expended on
more types of activities.  A much larger number of small rental repair projects can be completed with
HHRP funds without triggering the “monitoring requirements” for rental housing. While rental projects
funded by SHIP must be monitored annually for 15 years, those funded by HHR face only up to four years
of annual monitoring. 

EXTREMELY LOW INCOME HOUSEHOLDS

As noted above, another aspect distinct from the SHIP program is that some HHR funds were set aside for
households earning below 30% of the area median income.  The Rule provides that “Supplemental funds
to serve the particular needs of extremely low income households shall be distributed based on the
funding levels provided herein.”  This, combined with the flexibility on the homeownership set-aside has
allowed for special needs housing projects to be completed.   

TYPICAL HHRP STRATEGIES:  HOW THEY WORKED

Once the Florida Legislature approved the HHR program by enacting it into law in April of 2005,
Florida’s local housing administrators had a relatively short time period of time to prepare for the initial
allotment of funds provided on the start date of the new program of June 1, 2005.  During this interim
period, staff from the Coalition and from Florida Housing met with local administrators in three day-long
training sessions around the State.   This helped HHRP jurisdictions plan and prepare for their program
responsibilities.   
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As a new program, the first order of business was the creation of a local Hurricane Housing Assistance
Plan (HHAP).  HHAP’s were required to be submitted by August, 2005, and had to be approved by Florida
Housing staff before jurisdictions could draw down more than the $100,000 allocation initially provided
to all HHRP jurisdictions. 

The Florida Housing Coalition conducted a survey of HHRP recipients to determine the types of strategies,
status of funding, and problems encountered.  Results obtained from the 88% of HHRP participants who
responded are described below.  Since funds must be expended by July 1 of 2008, it is critical to measure
the status of the implementation of the assistance plans.

In general, the original versions of many HHAPs were large and diverse.  Many communities erred on the
side of creating “too many” housing strategies.  A review of the first drafts received by Florida Housing
Finance Corporation indicates that each HHAP had an average of seven strategies, ranging from one in
Dixie County to 18 in Daytona Beach, which had a wide range of repair strategies.  By September 15,
2006, when HHRP jurisdictions formally reported their program progress for the first time, the focus of

many local programs had changed.  Eighteen of the 44 jurisdictions funded a
strategy that was added after the initial version of the HHAP.  In addition, more
than half of the jurisdictions ended up not funding or implementing one or
more strategies that were originally proposed in August of 2005.    

PRIORITIZING ASSISTANCE TO SPECIFIC GROUPS

A community receiving HHRP funds may choose to prioritize assistance to
such applicants who document that their housing needs are a direct result of
the hurricanes.  Priorities may focus on a variety of special needs groups,
including elderly households, farm workers, supportive housing, teachers and
residents in target neighborhoods.   

The Coalition conducted a survey of HHRP and SHIP administrators at
the beginning of 2007.  The survey results illustrate that it is common for
local HHRP and SHIP programs to provide priority assistance to a specific
constituency.  Over three quarters of HHRP jurisdictions offer one or more
strategies that prioritize attention to some special needs population, compared
with 59 percent of SHIP jurisdictions responding to the survey.  The
Coalition’s survey specifically focused on the housing needs of people with
developmental disabilities.  Survey results indicate that only a minority of
housing programs—24 percent of HHRP programs and 26 percent of SHIP
programs—offer prioritized assistance specifically to this population.   

REVIEW OF STRATEGIES

Appendix B contains a variety of actual strategies culled from a review of
statewide HHAP’s.  Table 3 is an inventory of these strategies.  For further
details of language, maximum awards, recipient selection criteria, etc.,
consult the Appendix.   

A summary of the broadest categories is contained below. Tips and lessons
learned are provided to assist current programs and to assist with developing

BU I L D I N G MAT E R I A L S AC Q U I S I T I O N

CO M M U N I T Y L A N D TR U S T S

DI S A S T E R PR E V E N T I O N

DI S A S T E R RE C O V E R Y

EM E R G E N C Y RE PA I R

F I N A N C I N G ST R AT E G I E S

FO R E C LO S U R E PR E V E N T I O N ST R AT E G I E S

HA Z A R D MI T I G AT I O N

HO U S I N G F O R SE N I O R S

HO U S I N G RE-EN T R Y EV I C T I O N PR E V E N T I O N

HO U S I N G RE P L A C E M E N T

IM PA C T F E E S T R AT E G I E S

L A N D AC Q U I S I T I O N

MA J O R RE H A B I L I TAT I O N

MI N O R RE H A B I L I TAT I O N

MO B I L E HO M E

NE W CO N S T R U C T I O N

PU R C H A S E AS S I S TA N C E

RE H A B I L I TAT I O N

RE N TA L

SP E C I A L NE E D S

UT I L I T Y PAY M E N T

VO LU N T E E R AS S I S T E D

TABLE 3
SAMPLE STRATEGIES
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disaster preparedness and response strategies for the future.  Appendix D contains a more in-depth analysis
of mobile home repair or replacement strategies.

HOMEOWNERSHIP NEW CONSTRUCTION

Some communities received a large amount of HHRP funds, enabling jurisdictions to devote an adequate
subsidy to help promote low income homeownership.  Five HHRP jurisdictions included strategies for land
acquisition for the development of homeownership units.  Similarly, another handful of communities
allocated money for the development and sale of Community Land Trust homes.  HHRP funds were
provided for land acquisition and down payment assistance for very low and low income buyers.   

HHRP funds can be used for land acquisition, site preparation, infrastructure, pre-development costs,
permitting fees, construction and other construction related expenses.  This is not an emergency response
type strategy but one that could be used on projects already in the planning process in order to meet
expenditure deadlines.  Under this type of strategy, which is a keystone of most SHIP programs, the cost
of the home to the homebuyer is transferred through a first mortgage which may be held by a lending
institution and the property is transferred to the new owner by fee simple title.  The amount of subsidy is
usually held by a second mortgage according to the recapture provisions of the plan.   

HOME PURCHASE ASSISTANCE STRATEGIES

This is traditionally one of the most popular types of strategies used by SHIP programs.  Providing down
payment amounts that bridge the gap between purchase price and an affordable amount is a well used
strategy in Florida. Administrators of HHRP funds established purchase assistance strategies in much the
same way—they all require applicants to attend a pre-purchase education class.  Many also require an
applicant to receive pre-approval for a first mortgage before HHRP funds are committed to assist with
purchase.  According to the results of the Coalition’s survey of SHIP and HHRP administrators in the
Spring of 2007, the average amount of purchase assistance is also similar for the two programs: $32,009
for SHIP assistance and $33,989 for HHRP assistance, 

The Hurricane Housing Recovery Program started at a time when more subsidy than ever was needed to
help an eligible household buy a home.  The State was experiencing a significant increase in housing
sales prices and housing costs.  Florida’s housing sales prices increased by more than 50 percent in the
four years leading up to the hurricanes.  Some areas experienced even higher increases; Miami housing
costs increased 72 percent, for example.  During the same period, the annual incomes of eligible HHRP
applicants did not significantly increase.  As a result, a buyer might require double or triple the amount
of down payment assistance needed by a buyer just a few years earlier.   

REHABILITATION AND EMERGENCY REPAIR STRATEGIES

When the Coalition conducted a survey of SHIP and HHRP administrators in the Spring of 2007, the
average amount of SHIP repair assistance reported was $30,875.  The average repair subsidy for the
HHRP program was higher: $37,497.  In general, HHRP communities devoted significant amounts per
house to provide the requested repairs.  While many SHIP jurisdictions offer small grants of assistance
through Emergency Repair strategies, this is less common for HHRP.  Only five jurisdictions offered
emergency repair, while another five communities offered minor repair strategies offering an award of
$15,000 or less. 
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When HHRP funds were first received in the summer of 2005, some communities experienced difficulty
locating contractors to bid on their HHRP work.  Contractors were in high demand from community residents
working to rebuild their homes and businesses.  Almost all jurisdictions found it easier to locate contractors
by the beginning of 2006.  In the interim, some communities had success attracting contractors by bundling
together several repair jobs in one bid.  Under such an arrangement, the winning contractor could secure
significant income and several months of work.  Therefore, these administrators were able to compete in the
busy market for contractors.   

A handful of communities initiated volunteer-assisted repair programs in response to the contractor shortage.
The lesson from their experience seems to be that such a program works best when it is well organized by a
central nonprofit or agency that provides supervision by licensed contractors.  One successful program was
administered in Hardee County by the Mennonite Disaster Service (MDS), a nonprofit organization that
organizes volunteers from across the country.  MDS organized a large scale two-year project in Hardee County
to coordinate Mennonite volunteers serving month-long tours.  Their construction expertise and dedication
helped the county’s HHRP staff complete repairs on almost 50 houses.   

The rehabilitation activity in these HHRP strategies included permitting fees, construction and construction
related costs, weatherization, code compliance, emergency repairs, accessibility modifications, and hazard
mitigation to reduce or eliminate exposure to further harm.  These are very broadly defined categories to allow
for adequate flexibility in assisting households to clean up and rebuild.  The recapture provision for these funds
varied from second mortgages to allowing for a limited amount for grants.  These funds were utilized directly by
local governments or provided to partnering non-profit agencies.   

The LHAP text for some repair strategies specifically focused on hazard mitigation.  Several common
repair practices and features were used in these strategies to increase wind storm protection.  For example,
contractors strengthened the roof deck attachment on houses by adding nails to better fasten each plywood
sheet with shingles to roof trusses.  Disaster mitigation also influenced the standard and strength of
replacement materials.  Some communities upgraded to thicker and stronger hurricane-resistant roof
shingles, for example, and replaced standard garage doors with hurricane-rated garage doors.  Additional
retrofit activities included: 

•  Bracing the gable-ends of the roof framing to decrease the chances of roof collapse under hurricane
wind loads.  

•  Reinforcing roof-to-wall connections by installing metal tie-down straps that attach roof rafters to
wall studs.   

•  Upgrading exterior wall opening protections by installing hurricane-rated window shutters.

RENTAL STRATEGIES

The significant level of HHRP funding provided HHRP jurisdictions with opportunities for activities that were
never before feasible.  As a result, strategies that provide some form of rental housing assistance were also very
common in HHRP jurisdictions.  Over half of HHRP jurisdictions had one or more strategies of this type.
Thirteen communities have devoted funds to the development of rental housing.  In several cases, strategies
were designed so that HHRP funds would be leveraged with Housing Credits, SAIL, HOME or other significant
rental development subsidies.  Another three communities offered rental rehabilitation to preserve existing
rental units. 
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Other jurisdictions offered HHRP funds for rent payments.  As noted earlier, SHIP cannot pay for monthly
rent, while HHRP can.  Jurisdictions provided several months of rental payments and/or rent deposits under
strategies entitled “Eviction Prevention” and “Housing Re-Entry”.  On occasion, HHRP funds have paid the
rent of eligible applicants living in units that charge a level of rent that exceeds the “rent limits” for the SHIP
program.  This is also an allowable activity; one designed to provide housing assistance in the aftermath of a
disaster when rents may be driven up as the result of less rental housing supply. 

Considering the large amount of HHRP funds devoted to rental housing, some jurisdictions made use of
the program’s flexible compliance with the homeownership set-aside.  While the SHIP program requires
65 percent of funds to be expended on homeownership-related activities, a HHRP jurisdiction may expend
less than 65 percent of its base HHR allocation and supplemental community collaboration funds on home-
ownership activities if it documents the need for greater funding for a rental strategy.  Several communi-
ties presented Florida Housing Finance Corporation with such documentation, including Titusville,
Osceola County, Delray and Charlotte County. 

MOBILE HOME/MANUFACTURED HOUSING REPAIR STRATEGIES

Finding Contractors in the aftermath of a storm is extremely difficult.  However, in some communities,
contractors who provided services under the SHIP program were available.  Some communities found that
their regular rehab contractors would not work on factory built housing.  It was found that mobile homes
and manufactured housing require a totally different repair process with specialty parts required that must
be ordered.  These are not available in the hardware store.  The amount of funding provided for repairs was
generally low with many damaged units needing replacement.  Locating specialized contractors can be
difficult.  For example, Levy County searched a three-county area.  The building department had printed
a list of all types of contractors but many were not available.  The HHRP administrator also asked
contractors for referrals for those who are properly licensed to work on manufactured housing. 

Mobile home repairs must be permitted and inspected just as site built homes.  The county building depart-
ments treated the issuance of permits and conducting final inspections in the same manner as with a site built
homes.  It would be worthwhile to meet during the planning process with the building officials to determine
their process for permitting such repairs and establish a coordination agreement for disaster events.   

There was not as much repair demand as anticipated. Some jurisdictions reported that demand for this service
was not what was expected.  This could be an outreach problem or that some applicants or units simply did not
qualify.  During the planning process, it would be worthwhile to explore this industry and identify vendors who
sell repair parts for roofs, tie downs, siding and windows.  By pre-selecting contractors who can perform these
repairs it won’t be necessary to conduct a search in the aftermath of a disaster. 

MOBILE HOME REPLACEMENT

Lenders typically will issue mortgages with different terms based on whether or not the lot is owned by the
homeowner or if it is rented.  If rented, the unit cannot be financed over 85% of the value and for only 15 years.
For owner type units, financing is similar to site built housing.  As with site built housing, the overall cost of
the home includes not only the unit cost, but also site work and infrastructure. 

The HHRP administrator can choose to work with either general contractors, vendors or directly through
the manufacturer.  Pricing will be different with each source but so will the services provided.  It is important
to consider the full picture in order to anticipate the costs to be incurred.  The general contractor will be
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needed in any case.  The contractor is responsible for putting together the permitting, demolition, site work,
infrastructure if needed, and setting of the unit.  The vendor is a middleman who sells units and can hire
the contractor as well.  The vendor will coordinate the delivery and setup of the unit.  Working with the
manufacturer can yield the best purchase prices of the units if ordered in bulk, but the delivery and setup
must then be the responsibility of the HHR administrator or the contractor.  There were some unsatisfactory
results using HHR funds with vendors who did not perform.   

It is clear from this discussion that proper planning would require that contractors, vendors and manufacturers
be researched and qualified before a disaster occurs.  The following are tips learned that can be put into use
during the planning process and immediately following the disaster.  

1. Obtain at least three bids or estimates from contractors, vendors and manufacturers.  Try to use
standard language for each type of project and take into account the special circumstances of
location, infrastructure and park rules.   

2. Communicate about the volume of homes to be purchased in the next few years.  How many
manufactured units does your Housing Delivery Goals Chart indicate will be purchased? 

3. Carefully read sales contracts to ensure that fans, telephone and cable jacks etc. are included in the
price.  These can be costly add-ons. 

4. Consider asking for a total price for multiple homes. This would include demolition, site prepa-
ration, infrastructure hookups, unit purchase, delivery and setup.  This was successful in Brevard
and Charlotte Counties.   

5. As Martin County found, an annual agreement for purchase took out the guesswork.  The agreement
contains specifications and approved vendors. 

6. Spend some time on the policy of providing replacements in parks where the lots are rented.  It is
true that the owner of a unit in a park where the lots are owned will have more control over the
status of the unit.  Financing in rental parks is different and there is no assurance the park will not
be sold or the rents will increase sharply.  The HHRP emergency rule does not address this matter.
In Martin County, only units in owner parks are assisted.  If the homeowner already owns the land,
the county pays the deposit on the new home and then pays the balance upon delivery.  For new
buyers, the buyer purchases the land and provides the sales contract for the manufactured home.
The money to purchase the unit is held in escrow until the home is placed on the land.   

7. Almost all jurisdictions use HHRP to pay for the full amount of demolition and new unit purchase
and set up.  Some chose to make the demolition costs a grant and the second mortgage applied only
to the home purchase price.  Temporary relocation was also provided and was not included in the
second mortgage.  In Lee County, demolition and temporary relocation was capped at $15,000.   

8. One jurisdiction paid a set amount of $30,000 toward the purchase price.  So far, no applicants
could afford the balance to purchase a unit.  Increasing the subsidy is the option available. 

9. Some homes have an existing first mortgage.  Martin County requires this mortgage to be paid off
before it will provide a replacement house.  So far, such mortgages were repaid with insurance
proceeds.  Another option would be to contact the lender and request subordination of their
mortgage since in most cases it will be a great deal lower than the new subsidized mortgage.
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CONCLUSION

Many communities continue to implement the strategies identified in the Hurricane Housing Assistance
Plans.  The Hurricane Housing Recovery Program has evolved since 2005 and Florida’s hurricane impacted
communities now have valuable experience responding to emergencies and long term recovery.  It is
important to remember that housing itself is a long term commodity and when services are needed rapidly, a
well thought out plan can best deliver successful results.  As our survey has shown, plans continue to evolve
as communities discover what works best given their housing environments.  It is important to continue to
support these funds and to encourage thoughtful planning should this program have the unfortunate need to
be resurrected in the future. 
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lorida’s flagship affordable housing program, the State Housing Initiatives Partnership (SHIP),
provides an important and flexible funding mechanism for cities and counties responding to a natural

or declared disaster.  After the 2004 storm events, communities were encouraged to adopt an emergency
strategy in their SHIP Local Housing Assistance Plans (LHAP’s).  Even though the hurricanes of that season

had resulted in widespread devastation, many coastal communities including a majority of the communities in
South Florida chose not to adopt a disaster strategy at that time.   

Now that Florida Statutes chapter 67-37 (7) has been amended to require that ALL communities develop a
disaster strategy as part of their Local Housing Assistance Plans, there have been many requests for technical
assistance and support in drafting these strategies.  The following guidelines are intended to provide a basic
outline that answers many frequently asked questions and provides guidance on creating strategies that are
effective and well coordinated with mainstream housing activities.   

DESIGNING A DISASTER STRATEGY: 

The first consideration is that the strategy can remain unfunded until a disaster occurs and at that time any
funds that have not been encumbered under other strategies can be used to fund the disaster strategy.  However,
careful attention is required as to the type and amounts of assistance that might be anticipated in the event of
a disaster.  Second, it is recommended that the strategy be applicable to a “declared Disaster” rather than
“natural Disaster” to ensure that it can be used in the event of other types of disasters such as accidents,
wildfires, or gas leaks.    

TYPE OF ASSISTANCE

It is important for cities and counties to determine what type of assistance their community will provide with
SHIP funds in the event of a disaster.  Depending on the community’s needs, priorities must be established for
the nature of assistance.  After the hurricanes of 2005, most Florida communities knew where SHIP funds were
needed the most.  By looking at past experiences, we can prepare for the future.   

The SHIP program provides great flexibility for communities to decide how disaster funds will be spent.  Other
than mobile homes, communities can assist in the repair of all types of housing.  Single family rehabilitation
including condominiums and town homes, multifamily rehabilitation, emergency repair, and even the payment
of insurance deductibles are an eligible expense under the SHIP Program.  But there are other factors that
influence how the local housing program will design the disaster strategy.     

D I S A S T E R R E S P O N S E W I T H T H E

S H I P  P R O G R A M

YY
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FUNDING SOURCES

Another important factor to consider is funding sources other than SHIP.  A community must look at all
potential funding sources available after the disaster.  The compatibility of these funds must be considered
for applicability and the presence of social and other emergency services for their disposition.  If the
community receives HOME, CDBG or Emergency Shelter Grants, those funds can be combined with SHIP
funds to provide additional assistance to residents.  Having multiple funding sources available provides
the flexibility of combining funds for emergency repairs or rehabilitation.  A funding matrix can be a
helpful tool while planning.  Array the source amounts with eligible uses and targeted population to
identify gaps or duplication. 

The amount of funding is also important.  If the SHIP Program receives the minimum allocation for a
county of $350,000, the community may want to consider a program that provides small grants that
address immediate needs.  The program should be designed to provide only items that are essential after
a storm such as emergency roof repairs.  The strategy should establish a mechanism for determining
eligibility plus identify a local partnership with builders who might be able to be pre-qualified as
vendors to carry out the work. 

TIMEFRAME FOR EXPENDITURE

Another consideration is that Cities and Counties must analyze the time it takes for SHIP funds to be
encumbered and expended within the local program.  If the community receives a small allocation and
funds are committed within the first year the distribution is received, it is unlikely that in the event of a
disaster, funds will be available to fund the disaster strategy.  However, if the community receives a large
allocation and requires three years to expend its funds, then the community can consider full rehabilitation
or reconstruction assistance as part of a disaster strategy.   Full reconstruction or replacement of homes is
a long term strategy.  It is essential that a plan be in place for temporary relocation and demolition if this
strategy is to be implemented successfully.  In most communities rehabilitation requires an investment of
at least $50,000 and reconstruction may cost over $100,000.  Anticipated availability of funds after a
disaster is crucial to program design. 

PROVIDERS AND SERVICES

A community must also consider the services available after a disaster from other local, county or statewide
service providers.  There may be private for profit or non-profit organizations within the local government
service area that have specific types of experience providing assistance to residents after a disaster.  After
the Hurricanes of 2004 free roof tarps were provided to homeowners who had roof leaks.   The BLUE ROOF
program provided by FEMA through the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers in all counties that had been declared
eligible by FEMA for the Individual Assistance program.  Also available from FEMA is financial assistance
to persons that have no homeowners insurance for home repairs.  From experience we know that the Red
Cross provides food and water relief in areas affected by a natural disaster.   Knowing what services are
available in your community will ensure that services are not duplicated and that SHIP funds can be used
effectively and where they are needed the most after a disaster.     
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PARTNERSHIPS

Inter-local agreements are a good tool when planning ahead for a disaster.  The community may meet with its
local housing authority and enter into an agreement that would allow the housing authority to make vacant
units in their public housing buildings available for temporary relocation at no charge or at a fixed rent
to the city or county to house very low and low income left homeless from a natural disaster.  Other
multi-family housing including mobile home parks should be inventoried in advance for relocation needs. 

It is also a good idea to meet with other surrounding cities and counties and discuss the services that they
will provide in the event of a disaster.  A municipality located within a County would need to determine
what services will be provided county wide.  Once this information is available, the contact information
from that county agency is all the City would need to refer citizens to the right department for assistance.
The County may provide tree removal.  The fact that this need will be met by another agency, gives the
City the flexibility to use its resources for other unmet needs.  The local housing program should also let
surrounding cities and counties know the services that its organization will provide.    

Prepare a list of the services available from the state, county, non-profit or for profit organizations
including addresses and phone numbers for service providers.  This is useful in helping to ensure that
citizens are referred to the right service provider in another community or within the State.  Contacts
for FEMA, HUD and the Florida Housing Finance Corporation are important to have on hand when
disseminating information to residents about where they can call for assistance. 

AWARD AMOUNTS

The SHIP community should review its maximum award levels and recapture provisions under its
disaster strategy.  Determining the maximum award under a disaster strategy is affected by the distribution
amount, the funds that will be available if a disaster occurs and what activities are eligible under the
disaster strategy.    

Less than half of the strategies reviewed in existing LHAP’s provide disaster assistance in the form of a
grant. If a county is providing $5,000 maximum award for emergency repairs, it would seem reasonable that
this assistance is provided as a grant.  Communities that provide $30,000 to $40,000 in repairs may want
to add a recapture provision, though not required.  Granting $30,000 does not appear fiscally responsible,
even if funds are provided as a result of a disaster. 

RELOCATION

If the community chooses to use SHIP funds to provide temporary rental assistance for relocation under a
housing assistance strategy, the community must determine how much assistance is needed by each house-
hold before determining the maximum award amount.  Rental subsides are ineligible under the SHIP
program but communities can pay for temporary relocation under a disaster rehabilitation or reconstruction
strategy.  If the rent in your community averages $1,200 a month for a two bedroom unit, the family will
likely need at least three times that amount to rent an apartment.  Most landlords require first month, last
month and a security deposit before initial occupancy.  If the community receives a limited amount of SHIP
funds and the funds are expended as soon as they are received, there will not be enough funds available
to provide temporary housing in addition to the cost of repairs to the home.  Rental assistance will most
likely be provided as a grant even though the rehabilitation expenses are in a recapture position. 
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Since many SHIP offices may not be familiar with issuing rental assistance, there are some considerations
for implementing this strategy.  Once the household is approved for rehabilitation, it is their responsibility
to locate temporary housing unless another agency is making a referral.  The rental agreement should be
provided and funds should be disbursed directly to the landlord per the agreement.  Moving and hotel costs
can be reimbursed.  It is important to calculate how long the temporary assistance will be given and that
this correlates with the length of time the rehabilitation or reconstruction will take.  Some communities have
been surprised when the rehabilitation takes longer than planned.  The statute and rule do not provide a
timeframe for rental assistance but it is expected to be temporary. 

STAFF SUPPORT FOR THE DISASTER STRATEGY

A major consideration in designing a disaster strategy is the number of staff members available in the
City or County to carrying out program activities.  Communities must decide before the disaster strikes
who will be responsible for implementing the disaster strategy.  If a non-profit organization is currently
implementing the strategies under the Housing agency’s Local Housing Assistance Plan, then it is likely
that the community will need assistance from non-profit organizations to carry out the Disaster strategy.
If your organization anticipates that there will not be sufficient in-house staff to carry out the disaster
strategy, it is important to sign an agreement with a local non-profit organization beforehand.  The
agreement should state that in the event of a disaster the non-profit organization will be responsible to
carry out the disaster strategy for the City or County.  The time to consider this and make these decisions
is before a disaster occurs.   

Without a written agreement beforehand, most non-profits will not be expected or able to provide the
services the organization needs within the time frames required after a natural disaster.  The agreement
should include the forms that will be used during the application process, the method that will be used to
determine income, what procedures will be in place for tracking and reporting of persons assisted, what
activities are eligible activities, and how accurate financial records will be maintained by the non-profit.  A
clear system for the disbursement of funds should already be in place. 

WRITING AND IMPLEMENTING THE DISASTER STRATEGY

The Florida Housing Finance Corporation has provided a sample disaster strategy on their web site at
www.floridahousing.org that can be modified to fit the needs of any community. Remember that a
strategy can be modified at any time through a council or commission action or resolution.  The only time
that an approval is needed from the Florida Housing Finance Corporation is when a new strategy or incentive
is added.  Once a strategy has been approved by the Florida Housing Finance Corporation, changes to that
strategy are considered a technical amendment and can de done through a Council or Commission
resolution at any time by the City or County.  

Communities should consider the administrative policies and procedures that will be in place related to the
aftermath a natural disaster. The Mayor or City or County Manager will likely have a plan in place that must
be followed in the event of a disaster.  Key staff members and department heads will be designated to
handle specific duties. The SHIP Administrator or the Director of the Housing Department should be
involved in this administrative process.   

Within the SHIP program there should be clear, written administrative procedures for carrying out program
activities after a disaster.  Other City or County departments should be aware of the services that your SHIP
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program will provide to local area residents.  The written procedures should outline key staff and their
roles after a disaster such as a hurricane.  All members of the SHIP staff should have an opportunity to
provide input on the procedures that are developed.  A housing inspector can provide vital information on
what activities and repairs are feasible after a hurricane and can estimate the cost for specific types of
improvements.  Using this budget, a community can estimate how many persons it can serve based on
funding availability. 

In the event that key staff cannot be reached after a disaster, an alternate staff member should be named
to take on the duties of that key staff person. The procedures manual should contain contact information
for all key personnel including home phone, cell phones, addresses and e-mails. Remember that during a
disaster there is the possibility that most staff members will be without power. All applications and forms
needed to provide assistance to an eligible family should be printed and available in the event that there
is no power to operate computers or printers.  Flyers and advertisements that direct people to one central
location and one phone number where they can get information should be printed and available before the
disaster occurs.   

PRE-QUALIFIED CONTRACTORS

Since disaster strategies are not carried out until after a disaster, communities must be prepared to provide
the services outlined in the Local Housing Assistance Plan after initial response and assessments have
occurred.  There are ways to be prepared to move more quickly.  For example, if the strategy involves
providing emergency roof repairs, have an active list of roofing contractors that are pre-qualified to provide
roof repairs after a storm.  Meet with the contractors and discuss the roofing materials that must be
used, discuss costs per square foot, and explain the payment process.  Have all licenses and insurance
requirements already on file.  Getting the contractor to commit to working with your program before-
hand will reduce the amount of time it takes to assist an eligible household after a hurricane. The time to
make those decisions is now.  Planning ahead will ensure that the services needed by residents will
be available. 

ADVERTISEMENT

Cities and counties are encouraged to advertise their disaster strategy as soon as it is adopted.  The
advertisement can state that the strategy will be funded only in the event of a declared disaster with funds
that are unencumbered in the SHIP Program. If a sponsor will be used, the agency must have a selection
criteria established.  By doing this, the City or County will have complied with the requirement that a
strategy be advertised 30 days prior to the beginning of the application period.  

INCOME VERIFICATION

SHIP recipients are required to verify income but after a declared disaster they can use the self
certification form provided by the Florida Housing Finance Corporation.  Have this form downloaded
and printed before a disaster strikes.  Cities and counties are also encouraged to use pay check stubs
and other forms of proof as required and if available.  The SHIP rule allows for other documentation
required for SHIP income qualification to be waived if unavailable.  However, the County or City
should make every effort that the recipient of SHIP funds are income qualified.  It should be recog-
nized that given these requirements, SHIP assistance is not a prime first response funding source.
Rather, the use of SHIP funds would come into play after life and safety matters are handled and the
rebuilding process is beginning. 
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SURVEY RESULTS OF DISASTER STRATEGY CONTENT:  A COMPARISON OF 2003-04 AND 2005-06 

The SHIP statute under 420.9078 (1) states under “State administration of remaining local housing
distribution funds.--When appropriated funds remain in the Local Government Housing Trust Fund, the
corporation shall distribute the remaining funds as follows:   

(1)  The corporation shall distribute all remaining funds proportionately as provided in s. 420.9073(2)(b) among
counties and eligible municipalities for which an emergency or natural disaster has been declared by
executive order and which have an approved local housing assistance plan to implement a local housing
assistance strategy, consistent with ss. 420.907-420.9079, for repairing and replacing housing damaged as
a result of the emergency or natural disaster.   

A review of 67 Local Housing Assistance Plans in fiscal year 2003-2004 found that 43 communities had
disaster strategies while 24 did not.  In 2003 the Florida Housing Finance Corporation encouraged
communities to develop a disaster strategy but did not require communities to do so.  Among the communities
surveyed, 64% incorporated a disaster strategy as recommended while 36% did not.  It is surprising that a large
number of the communities that did not have a disaster strategy were located in South Florida and coastal areas,
the communities that are hardest hit after a hurricane. 

The following table is a result of a review of the 43 local housing assistance plans that had disaster strategies
in 2003-2004. Table 4 describes the most frequent activities included in the disaster strategy for the
communities surveyed.  

Currently there are 105 communities that have submitted LHAP’s to the FHFC.  A small number of cities and
counties submit joint LHAP’s; those communities are only counted once.   

A similar survey involved a review 61 LHAP’s covering fiscal year 2005-2006.  None of the communities
surveyed in the 2005-2006 survey were a part of the 2003-2004 survey.  Of the 61 communities surveyed, 37
(61%) had a disaster strategy while 24 (39%) did not.  Most of the communities who did not have a disaster
strategy were again located in South Florida and on the coast of Florida.   

TABLE 4
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Table 5 describes the most frequent activities included in the disaster strategy for the communities
surveyed.  Table 6 is a result of a review of the 37 local housing assistance plans that had disaster strategies
in 2005-2006. 

In both years reviewed the trend in strategies continues to be providing emergency supplies to weather proof
homes, interim repairs to avoid further damage and tree and debris removal.  The average cost per strategy has
also changed very little over the years with some communities providing as little as $2000 while others provide
up to $45,000 with an average of $14,856. 

In 2005-2006 we see a trend toward temporary rental assistance to displaced families as well as rental
assistance in conjunction with repairing rental property. Assistance to renters after a storm is an unmet need that
is rarely addressed by cities and counties with SHIP funds.  The SHIP program homeownership requirements
limit the amount of funds available for rental assistance.  Typically tenants have no recourse after a storm if
their apartment and belongings are damaged.  The SHIP program prohibits rental subsidies alone, but assistance
can be provided to renters in the form of repairs to their rental units if the family meets the low and moderate
income requirement.  The project must also be monitored for 15 years after rehabilitation assistance is provided.  

CONCLUSION

Cities and counties throughout the State of Florida have been exposed to the impacts large scale natural
disasters can have on the well-being of a community.  Being prepared with a consensus based plan is the best
way to utilize the flexibility of the SHIP program.  SHIP communities envisioned using the funds as a first
response but found that their customary programs with some modifications made the most sensible and
effective response.  While SHIP is among the most flexible housing programs, the nature of housing delivery
still requires 
income certification, proper work write ups, disbursement procedures, and meeting all codes.  With this in
mind, planning for future disasters can include some interim types of assistance but for the most part,
continuing to construct strong and durable housing in established programs is the best plan.

2005 - 2006

TABLE 5
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TABLE 6
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H O M E O W N E R S H I P S T R A T E G I E S

N O T E :  T H E N U M B E R O F U N I T S I S F R O M E A C H C O M M U N I T Y ’ S 2 0 0 6  A N N U A L R E P O R T .  I T R E P R E S E N T S T H E

N U M B E R O F U N I T S F O R E A C H S T R A T E G Y T H A T W E R E C O M P L E T E D B Y J U N E 3 0 ,  2 0 0 6  A S W E L L A S T H O S E

U N I T S T H A T W E R E E S T I M A T E D T O B E C O M P L E T E D B Y J U N E 3 0 ,  2 0 0 8 .

Charlotte County – 3 units
Community Land Trust 

Establish and provide funds for the creation of a Community Land Trust and the purchase of land for no more
than $50,000 per unit, for development of community housing

a. State Fiscal Years 2006, 2007 and 2008
b. Income Categories served:  Moderate up to 100% of AMI, Low, Very Low and Extremely Low

Incomes
c. Maximum award:  $750,000 over 3 year period.
d. Terms, Recapture and Default Grant.  With resale provisions.  Land is secured thru restrictive

covenants.
e. Recipient Selection Criteria:  First ready, first served
f. Sponsor Selection Criteria, if applicable RFP for non-profit who can demonstrate capacity and

experience creating affordable housing within specified time frame Additional Information:  CLT
will advertise RFP for private and non-profit developers to construct affordable community
housing, partnering with several that can produce desired single family, duplexes or triplexes
homes for sale within specified time frame or rental units for rental by low, very low or extremely
low income households.

APPENDIX A
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Escambia County – 129 units
Housing Development
Home Construction and/or Development Financing

Summary of the Strategy: Home Construction and/or Development Financing (including Urban Infill housing)

Brief Description: HHRP funds will be used to fully or partially finance the acquisition of property,
individual construction, or large scale development of new affordable housing units for sale and occupancy by
HHRP eligible homebuyers on a Countywide basis. The homes will be produced by: (1) providing short term,
interim construction financing to local non-profit or for profit residential builders/developers combined
with optional conversion of all or a portion of the construction financing to a long-term deferred second
mortgage to enhance affordability for the HHRP eligible homebuyer, or (2) through mortgage reduction
assistance (soft second mortgage) provided to enable SHIP eligible families to directly purchase newly
constructed homes available on the open market. Completed homes will be purchased by approved HHRP
eligible families with permanent first mortgage financing provided by area private financial institutions. A
minimum of 60% of the permanent mortgage financing will be provided by participating lenders. The
remainder, or a portion thereof, may be held as a deferred HHRP second mortgage to provide affordability of
the home for the lower income homebuyer. This strategy also incorporates the Urban Infill concept or
stimulating investment in declining urban area such as locally designated Community Redevelopment Areas
(CRA); Escambia County, Pensacola and Century Enterprise Zones (EZ), the Pensacola Front Porch
Community, and similar areas “targeted” for redevelopment by offering financial incentives to encourage the
redevelopment of abandoned or vacant Urban Infill properties by private developers/builders, non-profit
corporations, lenders, and individual citizens. Utilizing HHRP, SHIP, HUD, or other public and private
sector resources, the Urban Infill component of this Strategy encompasses: the identification and evaluation
of urban Infill sites/properties (including vacant parcels and/or salvageable abandoned buildings) suitable for
the production of newly constructed or renovated housing utilizing criteria established jointly Escambia
County, the City of Pensacola, and representatives of targeted neighborhoods; attaining control or ownership
of properties, through acquisition, donation, or other means as may be appropriate, that support the overall
Infill housing and redevelopment goals established in the or effectively redeveloping such properties, through
construction or renovation, to meet the single family affordable housing needs of residents of local neighbor-
hood(s). Due to the importance of the neighborhood revitalization mission, HHRP financial resources shall be
allocated in support of the Urban Infill element of this overall Housing Development Strategy in the most
flexible manner allowed under the governing regulations.

a. Fiscal Years Covered: July 1, 2005 – June 30, 2008
b. Income Categories to be served: All of the homes produced through this activity will be sold

to families with incomes below 120% of the median income. A minimum of 60% of the newly
developed homes will be sold to families with incomes below 80% of the area median.

c. Maximum award is noted on the Housing Delivery Goals Charts:  The maximum award level for
this strategy is stipulated in the HDGC: $50,000

d. Terms, Recapture and Default: Home Construction and/or Development Financing: Deferred
Payment Loan @ 0% interest secured by mortgage and note due upon default as a result of the
sale, transfer or rental of the housing unit. Maximum term is 30 years or the term of the first
mortgage whichever is less. Repayment requirements are: full repayment is required upon default
within one year; 20% of the amount of the HHRP assistance is forgiven after one year, with the
balance due and payable if the sale, transfer, encumbrance, or rental of the subject housing
unit occurs within the term of the first mortgage. Assuming the original qualifying homebuyer
occupies the home, without default, for the full duration of the first mortgage, the 80% balance of
the HHRP assistance is also forgivable.
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e. Recipient Selection Criteria: Assistance provided on a first come/first served basis following
advertisement of the availability of HHRP resources. Homebuyer eligibility and certification
activities will be performed in-house.

f. Sponsor Selection Criteria: Local government staff will work individually with local non-profits,
builders, developers, property owners and homebuyers on a first come/first served basis following
public announcement of the availability. The application process for sponsors will be continuous
until funds are exhausted. Generally, selection will be based upon responses to an advertised
request for proposal, and will be for a the full HHRP period. 

g. Selection criteria will include: 
1. Demonstrated affordable housing production and preferably locally based expertise in

affordable single family housing construction, development and marketing; 
2. Housing unit production goals and per unit cost in relation to HHRP funding requested;

amount of non-HHRP funds or value of other services committed as HHRP leverage;
3. The provision of homebuyer education/counseling as a core component
4. Housing production/development schedule (i.e., ability to produce units in a timely

manner)
5. Commitment to reasonable design standards as promulgated by the local governments.
6. Builders or developers who have not been under contract with the Escambia/Pensacola

SHIP Program as a participating builder/ developer within the past two years will be
limited to construction of one house at a time until a minimum of three homes have been
successfully built and sold in accordance with the provisions of this Strategy and the
required Housing Development Agreement.

7. Additional Information: NONE
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Palm Beach County – 20 units
Land Acquisition

Summary of the Strategy: This strategy will provide funds to eligible developers of single-family
developments serving extremely low, very low, low and moderate income households to acquire vacant
land including scattered sites and existing manufactured home parks with the goal of increasing the
number of affordable owner housing units available to income eligible residents.  Properties can be
acquired through deed and tax sales, foreclosure, or through private purchases. Properties purchased
must be utilized for the development of affordable housing for income eligible first time homebuyers. 

Funds may be utilized for site acquisition, site development, infrastructure improvements, impact fees,
demolition costs, and other construction related costs, title costs, appraisals, surveys, attorney’s fees, and all
closing related fees. This strategy can be used in combination with the SHIP Purchase Assistance Program,
SHIP Single Family Development Program and HOME program funding.  When HHR funds are combined
with SHIP or HOME funds, any HHR loan repayment proceeds will be prorated and deposited into a
separate Housing Trust Fund as required. 

a. Fiscal Years Covered:  State fiscal years 2005/2006; 2006/2007; 2007/2008.
b.  Income Categories to be served: Extremely low, very-low, low, and moderate 
c. Maximum award as noted on the Hurricane Housing Goals Chart: $50,000 per lot.
d. The maximum purchase price shall be determined by the appraised /fair market value at time of

purchase not to exceed the maximum purchase price as noted on the housing goals delivery chart
as adjusted from time to time.

e. Terms, Recapture and Default:  Financial assistance to developers will be secured with a mortgage
and note that will require repayment at an interest rate of 3% with a minimum term of 30 years.

1. Assisted developments must commit to set aside a minimum number of units for lower
income households. The housing must remain affordable, and all HHR assisted units must
be occupied by income eligible persons during the affordability period. Additional resale
restrictions as stipulated in a Community Land Trust and/or Shared Equity Agreements if
applicable may be enforced during the applicable restrictive period.

2. Assistance to eligible homebuyers will be provided in the form of a deferred payment zero
percent interest loan secured by a mortgage and note for the market value of the land at
the time of construction for a minimum period of thirty (30) years. No payment will be due
as long as the home remains the primary residence of the applicant. If the house is sold
or leased, title is transferred or conveyed, or the home ceases to be the primary residence
of the applicant for the term of the loan, the entire amount of the assistance provided will
be due and payable within 60 days. 

3. A deed or resale restriction for the term of the mortgage will be recorded in the Public
Records of Palm Beach County ensuring resale of assisted units to income eligible
low/moderate income buyer. Additional resale restrictions as stipulated in a Community
Land Trust and/or Shared Equity Agreements if applicable may be enforced during the
restrictive period.

4. HHR funds may be combined/leveraged with SHIP, HOME, CDBG, private sector
financing, Single Family Mortgage Revenue Bond and Federal Home Loan funds to assist
with single family housing developed/constructed for first-time homebuyers.  When HHR
funds are combined with other funds,  any HHR loan repayment proceeds will be
prorated and deposited into a separate Housing Trust Fund as required. 
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f. Recipient Selection Criteria:
1. Eligible applicants will be approved for assistance on a first-come, first-qualified first

served basis within the income groups subject to funding availability. In addition to being
income eligible, buyers must meet the following selection criteria:

2. Eligible homebuyer program participants must qualify as first time homebuyers and must
receive a certificate of homebuyer counseling prior to loan closing. A first time home
buyer is an applicant who has not owned a home within the three (3) years immediately
preceding the assisted purchase. The only exception is a person who has lost his/her home
as a result of divorce within the three (3) years preceding the assisted purchase.

3. Purchasers of the developed units must be very low, low, or moderate income, and occupy
the property as their primary residence.  Management of the development will select
potential homebuyers for the HHR assisted units on a first come first served, first
qualified basis.  Qualification criteria for HHR recipients must meet all HHR affordability
and income guidelines for the income group. County staffs will income-certify all home-
buyers for the HHR assisted units.

g. The purchase price of the home may not exceed the maximum sales price as established by Palm
Beach County and/or the State of Florida. The home must be located within the urban service
areas of the County.

h. The purchased property must meet all applicable building codes, and, Certificate of Occupancy
is required prior to occupancy.

1. Site Selection Criteria:
(a). Only vacant land will be funded for purchase under this strategy.  Properties

will be purchased at appraised/fair market value. Eminent domain activities
will not be funded under this strategy.

2. Sponsor Selection Criteria: 
(a). Sponsors of affordable owner housing development will be awarded assistance

on a first come first qualified, first served basis subject to funding availability.
The County will advertise the availability of funds. Preference will be given to
sponsors who hire employees through local WAGES and Workforce
Development initiatives. It is the goal of the County to provide funding for a
variety of housing projects in a variety of locations. If staff deems a project not
feasible, staff reserves the right to recommend no funding for that project and
state the reason for such recommendation

3. Selection criteria will also include quality of the proposed development, development
costs, development team experience, housing affordability, financial stability, economic
viability and sensitivity to local housing needs. The proposed HHR assisted units must be
affordable to very low, low and moderate income households
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Lee County 16 units
Homeownership - New Construction

Summary, of the Strategy: Eligible costs include land acquisition, site preparation, infrastructure, pre-
development costs, permitting fees, construction, and other construction related costs. These expenses must
be completed within one year immediately preceding the date of conveyance of title (i.e., closing) or within
24 months of the close of the applicable State fiscal year. The cost of the home to the homebuyer is trans-
ferred through a first mortgage, which may be held by a lending institution, and the property is trans-
ferred to the new owner fee simple, at the completion of construction. The non-profit sponsors may be lever-
aging HHR dollars with private funds derived from mortgages from lenders as well as sweat equity from the
homebuyers. All components of the program will be monitored to ensure that the benefits accrue directly to
the home buyer/owner.

a. Fiscal Years Covered: 2005/2006
b. Income Categories to be served: Extremely low income households as defined by 67ER05-02

Definitions (2) and very-low, low and moderate-income households as defined by Section
420.9071, F.S. are eligible.

c. Maximum award is noted on the Hurricane Housing Goals Chart: See Page 14
d. Terms, Recapture and Default: HHR funds used in the home ownership new construction

strategy are subject to a subordinate mortgage on the property in the amount of the subsidy
or according to costs and other subsidies used in the project. The mortgage is zero interest,
deferred payment, non-amortizing. It is forgiven in 15 years if the owner maintains the home
as a principal residence. Upon the transfer of ownership or sale of the property before 15
years, the entire amount of the mortgage is due and payable to the HHR Trust Fund. If the
new buyer is income eligible for the program, the mortgage may be assumed so long as all
other HHR requirements are met. The total of all mortgages on the property cannot exceed
the appraised value of the unit, which is defined as the Market Value as determined by a State
of Florida Certified Residential Appraiser. The appraisal must include the value of the land
and the improvements using the after-construction value of the property and must be dated
within 12 months of the date construction is to commence. The sales price of any unit must
include the value of the land in order to qualify as eligible housing. Recaptured funds and
program income will be used for eligible HHR activities described in the Hurricane Housing
Delivery Goals Chart. Staff is authorized to use these funds for emergency housing needs as
well. The funds must be expended within the statutory requirements for program income and
recaptured funds. The Hurricane Housing Assistance Plan may be amended if program goals
will not be met. f. Recipient Selection Criteria: To qualify, applicant households must be
eligible under the HHR income guidelines and select housing that meets criteria in Sec.
420.907 Florida Statutes and Chapter 67-37 Florida Administrative Code. New construction
by non-profit sponsors or governmental agencies is made available on a first come, first ready,
most needed basis to households that have been impacted by the hurricanes. g. Sponsor
Selection Criteria, if applicable: IRS approved non-profit affordable housing providers and/or
government agencies compete for HHR funding at the discretion of the county and according
to the county's procurement procedures. Sponsors will be selected based on the criteria
shown in the Addendum. Because the purpose is to assist households impacted by the
hurricanes; priority will be given to sponsors or government agencies who can demonstrate
their recipients are on the 2004 Lee County Disaster Recovery List compiled with the
assistance of the Lee County Long Term Recovery Committee and maintained at the Lee
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County Department of Human Services, the Pine Island Long Term Recovery Organization
(PILTRO) list or whose clients qualify for inclusion on these lists. (Households on these lists
have a documented need as they have been screened and the status of their FEMA and insur-
ance disbursements is documented). h. Additional Information: Efforts will be made to
leverage public dollars to the maximum extent possible in the program. The home owner-
ship/new construction strategy encourages the use of HOME, HOPE, SHIP and other available
programs. Private capital, donations and sweat equity are also important in the home ownership
construction strategy.   
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City of Port St. Lucie - 8 units
SCATTERED SITE LAND ACQUISITION FOR HOME BUILDING PROGRAM  

Summary of the Strategy: The land acquisition strategy will be utilized for the purchase of individual scat-
tered building lots for very-low and low income clients whose homes are being built by Habitat for Humanity
or an approved private contractor.  The City will collaborate with the County on its builder/lot program or work
with the approved contractors to develop pre-approved plans for homes that may be constructed on these lots.
Very-low income clients may qualify for purchase of a scattered site lot plus down payment/closing cost assis-
tance under the Home Purchase Program.  Low-income may qualify for either a building lot -or home pur-
chase assistance to purchase an existing home, not both.  

a. Fiscal Years covered: 2005/2006; 2006/2007; 2007/2008 
b. Income Categories to be served:  Very low and low income.  Maximum award as noted on the

Hurricane Housing Goals Chart: $90,000  
c. Terms, Recapture and Default: A mortgage in the amount of the appraised value at the time of con-

struction will be recorded against the property.  This will be a deferred loan (DPL), with no inter-
est, due and payable when the home is sold.  Any program income received will be paid to the
HHR Trust Fund for use in assisting other eligible households.  Note: We are considering
Community Land Trusts, resale restrictions and shared equity mortgages which may be used in
connection with this strategy if approved and available for implementation during the required
time frame.  

d. Recipient Selection Criteria:  Households must meet income and other qualifying guidelines set
forth under SHIP Home Purchase Program, have the ability to qualify for a new home being built
by Habitat or an approved private or nonprofit contractor and accept the approved plans available
for the program.    

e. Sponsor Selection Criteria:  Contractors wishing to work with this program must either respond to
an RFP, or the City may piggyback on existing contracts with the County for a similar project.  

f. Additional Information:  None   
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Indian River County – 37 UNITS 
Land Acquisition Loans/Grants

Summary of the Strategy: To assist extremely low income, very low income, and low income house as
well as non-profit sponsors, such as Habitat for Humanity, for the acquisition of vacant lands or lots for the
purpose of providing eligible housing units for eligible persons.

a. Fiscal Years Covered: FY 2005-2006, FY 2006-2007, FY 2007-2008
b. Income Categories to be served:  

1. Extremely-Low Income Persons (less than 30% of median income)
2. Very Low-Income Persons (between 31-50% of median income) 
3. Low-Income Persons (between 51-80% of median income)  

c. Maximum award:  The maximum monetary award for land acquisition loan shall not exceed
$50,000.00 per lot within an existing subdivision or appraised value of the lot, whichever is less,
or $100,000.00 per acre for un-subdivided lands with a density of 6 units per acre or higher.    

d. Terms, Recapture, Default: Land acquisition loans to individual eligible recipients are deferred
payment loans whereby repayment of the entire loan amount is required at the time the parcel/lot
and its corresponding eligible housing unit is sold or at the time that the assisted unit is occupied
by someone other than the original loan recipient. Recaptured funds will be deposited in the
county’s affordable housing trust fund. Eligible persons may repay the entire amount of the loan
at any time. For non-profit organizations, the award will be a grant. The non-profit organization,
however, shall guarantee that units to be built on the property will be used by extremely
low-income, very low-income, or low-income persons.    

e. Recipient Selection Criteria:  Applications will be reviewed based on a first come first reviewed
basis, and applicants will be chosen per the following criteria:  Income Eligibility Asset
Verification        

f. Sponsor Selection Criteria: Grants to non-profit organizations will be awarded based on the
following criteria:  

• Ability to proceed with construction
• Ability to meet the deadline for expending the funds
• Number of units to be built
• Percentage of extremely low and very low income households to be assisted
• The length of time the organization has been in Indian River County 
• Experience in development of affordable housing
• Proof of 501(1)3 tax exempt status

g. Additional Information:  
1. Geographic Area Land acquisition loans may be made anywhere in the County, including

all municipalities located within the County.  
(a). Housing Unit Classification All housing units utilizing assistance from the

Program Land Acquisition Loan Strategy shall be owner-occupied single
family residences.  Mobile homes are not eligible. 

(b). Land acquisition loans can be given in combination with down  payment
closing costs and impact fee loans.    
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City of Fort Pierce – 20 UNITS 
LAND ACQUISITION 

Summary of the Strategy: Funds will be utilized to purchase individual scattered building lots for homes
to be built by Habitat for Humanity or an approved private contractor.  The City will collaborate with the
County on its builder/lot program or work with approved contractors to develop pre-approved plans for homes
that may be constructed on these lots.    

a. Fiscal Years Covered:  2005-06, 2006-07, and 2007-08  
b. Income Categories to be served:  Very low, low, or moderate income families (ie, with incomes

below 120% of the median income).   
c. Maximum award as noted on the Hurricane Housing Goals Chart: $100,000    
d. Terms, Recapture and Default:  A mortgage in the amount of the appraised value at the time of

construction will be recorded against the property.  A deferred payment loan @ 0% interest due
and payable upon sale, transfer or rental of residence for very low income families.  Low and
moderate income households will receive a zero (0%) to five (5%) low interest, direct loan with
up to the maximum of a 30 years repayment period, or a combination for low and moderate
income families.  Interest rate will be determined on a case-by-case basis.  Loans will be due
and payable upon sale, transfer or rental of residence.  

e. Recipient Selection Criteria:  Households must meet income and other qualifying guidelines set
forth in the downpayment assistance strategy, have the ability to qualify for a new home being built
by Habitat, Sunrise City C.H.D.O., or an approved private or nonprofit contractor and accept the
approved plans available for the program.  

f. Sponsor Selection Criteria:  Developers wishing to work with this program must either respond to
a Request for Proposal (RFP), or the City may piggyback on existing contracts that follow under
state purchasing guidelines for similar projects.    

g. Additional information:  None 
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Hardee County 39 units 
PURCHASE ASSISTANCE 

Summary of the Strategy: This strategy is for income eligible applicants as first time homebuyers or
displaced persons to purchase single family, homeowner occupied site-built homes (not mobile homes).
Funds will be used for closing costs and down payment assistance toward approved existing houses or
approved new construction contracts. The criteria will also require only approved lending institutions for
first mortgages. Funds will be awarded as indicated in the Hurricane Housing Delivery Goals Chart. The
difference between the award and the amount needed for closing costs will be applied as a loan principal
reduction.  Applicants will be required to attend a homebuyers education course, consumer credit
counseling and provide a minimum of $500 of private funds at the loan closing or before.  

a. Fiscal Years Covered:  2005/2006-2007/2008 
b. Income Categories to be served:  Extremely Low Income (30% or below the Average Median

Income [AMI]), Very Low Income (50% or below the AMI), Low Income (50% to 80% AMI), and
Moderate Income (80% to 120%AMI).

c. Maximum award as noted on the Hurricane Housing Delivery Goals Chart:  Individual maximum
awards for the Rehabilitation/Replacement Housing strategy are:  Extremely Low Income:
$70,000, Very Low Income: $60,000, Low Income: $50,000 and Moderate Income: $40,000. 

d. Terms, Recapture and Default:  Program funds used in the home are subject to a subordinate
mortgage or Deferred Payment Loan Agreement (DPL) on the property in the amount of subsidy
or according to actual costs used on the project. The mortgage is zero interest, deferred payment
and non-amortizing. Term of the lien is 20 years and requires that said property is the
applicant/property owner’s primary place of residence and who is also required to reasonably
maintain the home to reasonable standards for the term of the lien. After 10 years, if the terms of
the agreement have been met, fifty percent (50%) of the subsidy will be forgiven. Upon transfer of
ownership or sale of the property prior to the 10 year period, the entire amount of the subsidy is
due and payable to the Hardee County SHIP/HHRP Trust Fund. Transfer of Ownership after 10
years will require a repayment to the program of 50% of the original subsidy. If the terms of the
agreement are met for the full 20 years, the remaining 50% will be forgiven and the lien will be
satisfied at 100%. Recaptured funds and program income will be returned to the program and
used for eligible SHIP/HHR activities as described in the Housing Delivery Goals Chart. OCD
staff is authorized to administer these funds for rehabilitative housing needs. Recaptured funds
are to be expended within statutory requirements. 

e. Recipient Selection Criteria:  To qualify, applicant households must be eligible under SHIP
income guidelines. Funds are distributed on a first come, first ready basis after an initial point
ranking system. Priority will be given to extremely low income, very low income, Elderly and
Disabled households.  Sponsor Selection Criteria, if applicable:  Local approved government and
non-profit, housing organizations, with interests in the same projects/individuals, will be given
consideration for additional funding to leverage individual applicants  
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Glades County – 3 units 
PURCHASE ASSISTANCE-SITE BUILT    

Summary of the Strategy: The Glades County HHR Purchase Assistance strategy may assist a verified
and certified homebuyer by paying a portion of their down payment, closing costs and/or principal mortgage
buy-down to purchase either a unit of new construction of concrete block structure  (CBS) or an existing,
site-built unit, built of either concrete block structure (CBS) or a stick built unit.  The Purchase
Assistance strategy may leverage HHR Funds along with funds from State, Federal programs or private
lending institutions. If SHIP funds are available and all SHIP guidelines are met, a portion of SHIP funds
UNIT or EXISTING UNIT Down Payment, Closing Cost Assistance, Mortgage Principal Buy-Down. 

a. Fiscal years covered by strategy.  FY 2005/2006; 2006/2007; 2007/2008
b. Income category to be served.   This strategy will be provided to households with incomes less

than 120 % of the Area Median Income Adjusted by Family Size: Extremely Low Income, Very
Low Income, Low Income and Moderate Income.

c. Maximum award as noted on the Hurricane Housing Goals Chart: 
1. Extremely Low Income category award amount up to $30,000 
2. Very Low Income category award amount up to $30,000 
3. Low income category award amount up to $30,000 
4. Moderate income category award amount up to $30,000

d. Terms, Recapture and Default.  The recipient is required to sign a deferred Mortgage and Loan
Agreement and Mortgage Note with the Glades County Board of County Commissioners as either
a first or second mortgage/lien holder for a term of TEN (10) years.  The Mortgage is forgiven on
a pro rata basis beginning in year SIX (6). Twenty percent (20%) of the mortgage amount will be
forgiven per year until year ten (10).  At which time, if the Owner-Occupant has remained in full
compliance with the terms of the deferred Mortgage and Loan Agreement, the entire debt will be
forgiven.  The interest rate for the Down Payment Assistance mortgage is 0%.  No payments will
be required until the property is sold, transferred, or is no longer the primary residence of the
homebuyer.  At which time, if the Owner-Occupant has NOT remained in full compliance with the
terms of the Deferred Mortgage and Loan Agreement, the non-forgiven debt plus four percent (4%)
interest accrued from the date of default, is due and payable.  Subordination:  Subordination
approval for debt service will not be allowed during the term of the deferred Mortgage and Loan
Agreement. 

e. Recipient Selection Criteria. The applicant will be verified and certified according to the State
Criteria for “Anticipated Gross Household Income Limits Adjusted to Family Size”.  Contingent
upon availability of HHR funds, Glades County may encumber funds for applicants on a priority
bases AMI income level, elderly or disabled.  After the priority applicants are served, other
applicants may  be served  on a first-ready, first-served bases.  The unit to be purchased must be
located in the City of Moore Haven or the County of Glades, Florida; The sales price or value of a
unit of new construction  may  not  exceed the maximum amount allowed in the HHRP program
which is 90 % of the median area purchase price of $106,365; existing unit $98,523.  The applicant
will pay the applicant’s  investment  fee  towards  the purchase of the home in the amount  of: 

1. Extremely Low Income $100.00 
2. Very Low Income $300.00
3. Low Income $400.00 
4. Moderate Income $500.00  
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e. The applicant must be income and credit eligible for first mortgage financing that will cover the
remainder of the cost of the home above the HHR Assistance Award; The applicant must have an
accepted contract for a home and have applied for and received a written pre-approval document
from the first mortgage lender; The property taxes and the homeowner’s insurance must be held in
escrow as a PITI payment by the first mortgage lending institution; Homeowner’s insurance is
required to show Glades County Board of County Commissioners as a first or second mortgage lien
holder in the loss payable clause and a copy of the document sent to the HHRP Administration
office;  

f. Sponsor Selection Criteria:  None  
g. Additional Information:  None  
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DeSoto County – 55 units
Purchase Assistance 

Activity Description: Funds are provided to homebuyers for new construction or the purchase of an
existing home.  The maximum purchase price for construction or the purchase of an existing home is
$189,000.  Only the amount of subsidy required to close will be awarded.  Funds through this strategy may
be utilized to make necessary code related repairs to the unit being purchased.  The maximum award may
not be exceeded.  Applicants will be pre-qualified through the Housing Office for this assistance.  Upon
completion of application/income verification the homeowner will be notified in writing as to his or her
eligibility determination.  Eligible applicants will be provided a list of participating lenders through the
HHRP program.  The Housing Office must be provided a copy of all inspections, appraisals, and photos of
each residence being purchased or constructed with HHRP funds.  The applicant will be responsible for
selecting an eligible home and securing his or her maximum mortgage commitment.  Post ‘94 Mobile Homes
may be purchased with HHRP assistance.  Funds will be provided to the closing agent for eligible
applicants.  Upon notification of eligibility, the maximum award will be encumbered for the applicant.
Funds will be encumbered for a period of 60 days.  If the homebuyer fails to close, or contact the Housing
Office with specific details and timelines, the funds will be made available to the next applicant.  The
HHRP administrator will award encumbrance extensions on a case-by-case basis.  If funds are
unencumbered, the applicant will have to reapply for funding.     

a. State Fiscal Year(s):  2005, 2006, 2007 
b. Income Categories Served:  very low, low, and moderate income households as defined by Section

420.9071, F.S.  
c. Maximum Award:  Maximum award is tiered by income category as follows: 

• Very Low = $40,000 
• Low          = $35,000 
• Moderate  = $30,000  

d. Terms/Recapture/Default Provisions:  Subject to a subordinate mortgage.  Mortgage due and
payable to the DeSoto County HHRP trust Fund upon transfer of ownership of the property.  A
homeowner will be in default if he/she fails to maintain the unit as his/her primary residence or if
the owner transfers ownership of the property.  Repayment shall become due and payable within
30 days of the transfer.  

e. Recipient Selection Criteria:  Funds are made available first come first ready basis to HHRP
eligible applicants.      

f. Sponsor Selection Criteria:  Not applicable. The County administers the purchase price buy-down
assistance program.
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DISASTER RESPONSE & DISASTER MITIGATION   
Boynton Beach 31 units 
Disaster Prevention  

Summary of the Strategy: The purpose of this strategy is to provide Florida Product Approved hurricane
panels to very low, low and moderate income households who currently do not have any, and replacement of
awnings that are not suitable to current City of Boynton Beach codes.    

a. Fiscal Years Covered:  State Fiscal Years 2005/2006; 2006/2007, and 2007/2008.
b. Income Categories to be served:  Very low, low, and moderate income households as defined by

the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) and adopted by the State of
Florida and distributed by the Florida Housing Finance Corporation for use in the SHIP Program.  

c. Maximum award as noted on Hurricane Housing Goals Chart: The maximum award for this
strategy is $5,000 per unit.  

d. Terms, Recapture and Default:  Assistance will be provided in the form of a grant as the price is
expected not to exceed the $5000 threshold. Therefore, individual households will not be required
to repay funds used for hurricane disaster prevention assistance.   

e. Recipient Selection Criteria: In addition to being income eligible as described above, applicants
will be served on a first-come, first served basis as long as funding is available.  The residence
must be located within the municipal boundaries of Boynton Beach.  

f. Sponsor Selection Criteria:  N/A Additional Information: Elderly applicants, and applicants who
may be physically challenged will be allowed to obtain accordion awnings in order to alleviate the
possibility of having to incur costs to have protection put in placed during the event of pending
hurricanes.  Otherwise, aluminum storm panels will be installed.

R E H A B I L I T A T I O N S T R A T E G I E S

N O T E :  T H E N U M B E R O F U N I T S I S F R O M E A C H C O M M U N I T Y ’ S 2 0 0 6  A N N U A L R E P O R T .  I T R E P R E S E N T S T H E

N U M B E R O F U N I T S F O R E A C H S T R A T E G Y T H A T W E R E C O M P L E T E D B Y J U N E 3 0 ,  2 0 0 6  A S W E L L A S T H O S E

U N I T S T H A T W E R E E S T I M A T E D T O B E C O M P L E T E D B Y J U N E 3 0 ,  2 0 0 8 .

APPENDIX B
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City of Deltona 12 units 
Disaster Recovery    

Summary of the Strategy: Pay insurance deductibles Pump septic tanks Repair damage not covered by
insurance, FEMA, or other funding source Correct damage from mold, mildew and insect related to the storm
event; funding available for contracted work and materials.  Prevention from further damage: roof tarps,
plywood, emergency plumbing repair, carpet removal, etc.  

a. Fiscal Years Covered:  State Fiscal Years 2005/06, 2006/07, 2007/08  
b. Income Categories to be served: Household incomes at or below 80% of the area median income,

adjusted for household size.  Preference shall be given to applicants below 50%.  Extremely Low
- 30% Very Low – 50% Low – 80%    

c. Maximum award as noted on the Hurricane Housing Goals Chart: 
1. FY 2005 – $11,000 
2. FY 2006 -  $12,500 
3. FY 2007 -  $14,000

d. Terms, Recapture and Default: Low Income - 10 year defer pay loan, reduced by 10% of the
original loan amount each year.  Very Low & Extremely Low – Grant, no recapture  

e. Recipient Selection Criteria: Eligible applicants will be assisted on a first-come, first-qualified,
first-served basis.  

f. Sponsor Selection Criteria, if applicable: N/A  
g. Additional Information: This strategy may be combined with other state, federal, or local programs.  
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Seminole County 8 units
Mitigation 

Summary of the Strategy: This strategy offers qualified seniors and disabled homeowners assistance with
home repairs, home alterations to improve their health and safety, contribute to structural integrity and
preservation of their owner occupied home. Home repairs to make a home barrier free for special needs
households are also eligible.  This strategy also includes reconstruction and demolition if a home is beyond
financial feasibility to repair (cost of repairs more than 51% value) or a replacement of a mobile home with
a mobile home on a case by case basis.  Households are eligible for rental assistance if their home is
demolished and rebuilt using this strategy.  The eligible household may receive rental assistance for up to 6
months of rent during the reconstruction of their home. Rental assistance payments may not to exceed $700
per month for up to 6 months.  

a. Fiscal Years Covered: 2005/2006; 2006/2007; 2007/2008  
b. Income Categories to be Served: Very low income and low income households as defined by the

U. S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD); adopted by the State of Florida; and
distributed by the Florida Housing Finance Corporation for use in the HHR Program.  

c. Maximum Award is Noted on the Housing Delivery Goals Charts:
d. Terms, Recapture and Default: Seminole County will provide an interest free forgivable grant for

up to $15,000 of mitigation repairs or a low interest deferred payment forgivable combination
loan for up to 30 years for demolition /removal and reconstruction of the applicant’s home.  The
interest rate will not exceed two percent (2%). The minimum affordability period is: 

1. Assistance of up to $15,000  Grant  0 years Affordability 
2. Assistance of $15,001 - $40,000  Loan  15 Years Affordability
3. Assistance of $40,001 - and above Loan  30 years Affordability 

e. Repayment, default and recapture will be triggered point of sale, transfer, refinance or no longer
owner – occupied before the end of the term. 

f. Recipient Selection Criteria: Funds will be made available on a first come, first completed
application served, basis while funds are available. Eligible applicants must be head of household,
62 years of age or older, or disabled head of household with special needs.  Applicants who have
been previously assisted with SHIP Funds are not eligible.  All units assisted will be within
Seminole County. Mobile homes built after 1994 are eligible for repair or removal and replacement
with a site built home or a mobile home on a case by case basis. Mobile homes built before 1994
are eligible for removal and replacement with a site home or a mobile home on a case by case basis.
Applicants are required to submit a completed Seminole County HHR Application and provide
all written documentation requested of income eligibility and qualifications. Persons who
qualify for HHR Assistance must contractually agree to all HHR Program guidelines, Seminole
County HHR requirements, recapture provisions and certify that the unit assisted will be their
principal residence. 

g. Sponsor Selection Criteria:  The County may choose a sponsor to assist in administration of
this strategy by advertising using Seminole County purchase and procurement guidelines. The
sponsor may be a private corporation or a not-for-profit corporation, community based
organization.  Selection will be based on the sponsor’s ability to proceed, past experience in
related fields, and performance.  

h. Additional Information:  If it is determined by the Seminole HHR Program that the applicant
meets income eligibility guidelines, a home inspection and work write-up will be completed by
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the County or its designee. Applicants whose homes are beyond repair may apply for Demotion and
Replacement.  Funds will be encumbered for eligible applicants whose homes are deemed
repairable according to program guidelines. The County or its designee will assist the homeowner
with home repair work write-up and inspections. All home repair work shall be performed by a
licensed, insured contractor.  The Homeowner’s mortgages, taxes, and special assessments must be
paid up to date on the property to be repaired.  All homes eligible for mitigation repairs must be
owner occupied and with a fee simple title.  If it is determined by the Seminole HHR Program that
the applicant meets eligibility guidelines for reconstruction, a title search, variance and setback
requirements update, necessary sanitary requirements for water and sewer or septic and lot size
will be determined to see if the lot meets current guidelines.  Applicants eligible to receive assis-
tance must have applied to the mitigation repair program and their home declared beyond repair.
Funds for repairs or reconstruction will be encumbered for eligible applicants whose lots are
deemed buildable according to program guidelines.  The County or its designee will assist the
homeowner with County approved new home plans, contractor quote process and inspections to
ensure that all work is performed by a licensed and insured contractor.   
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City of Deltona 12 units 
Hazard Mitigation  

Summary of the Strategy: To reduce or eliminate the exposure of people’s lives or property to harm from a
disaster. Generator – 1 per household for persons with medical conditions who require electrical power. Tree
and debris removal required to make the housing unit safe. Purchase and installation of wind-rated storm
shutters. Purchase and installation of wind-rated garage doors. Retrofitting roofs with hurricane clips or
straps to improve roof wind load rating. Replacement and original installation of properly sized rain gutters,
including repairs of fascia board. Upgrading electrical service and installation of underground power drop.
Elevating air conditioning units, hot water heaters, and utilities and appliances in garages and utility rooms
where demonstrated flood hazards exist. Flood proofing converted garages where demonstrated flood hazards
exist. Elevating electrical equipment and septic tanks to comply with current legal flood insurance program
and Florida Health Law requirements within designated 100 year flood zones.  

a. Fiscal Years Covered: State Fiscal Years 2005/06, 2006/07, 2007/08  
b. Income Categories to be served:  Household incomes at or below 80% of the area median income,

adjusted for household size.  Preference shall be given to applicants below 50%.  Extremely Low
- 30% Very Low – 50%  Low – 80%    

c. Maximum award as noted on the Hurricane Housing Goals Chart: Extremely Low  $5,000 
Very Low  $5,000 Low  $5,000  

d. Terms, Recapture and Default: Low Income – 10 year defer pay loan, reduced by 10% of the
original loan amount each year.   Extremely Low & Very Low – Grant, no recapture  

e. Recipient Selection Criteria: Eligible applicants will be assisted on a first-come, first-qualified,
first-served basis.  

f. Sponsor Selection Criteria, if applicable: N/A  
g. Additional Information: This strategy may be combined with other state, federal, or local programs.   
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REHABILITATION Martin County – 10 units 
Rehabilitation  

Summary of Strategy: This strategy is to assist existing homeowners in the repair and substantial
replacement of owner occupied properties. Fiscal Years Covered:  The fiscal years covered in this plan are:
2005/06, 2006/07 and 2007/08. 

a. Income Categories to be served:  At least 20% of the funds will serve the extremely low income
(ELI) households, 30% will serve very low and 30% low income households.  The remaining 20%
will serve any combination of ELI, very low, low or moderate income households. 

b. Maximum award:  The maximum award amount for any income level is $60,000.00 
c. Terms, Recapture and Default:  The term of the no interest loan will be 30 15 years, at which point

all funds will be returned to the County, if the property is still occupied by the original applicant,
then the loan will be forgiven.  If the property is sold or ownership transferred, the entire amount
of the loan will be returned to the County.  The County will record lien documents to that effect.
Recipient Selection Criteria:  The County will advertise the availability of HHR funding in
accordance with Rule 67-37 F.A.C.  

d. Selection criteria will be based on State and local SHIP requirements, with priority given the
lowest income and special needs housing.  Applications will be available year round as long
as funding is available.  Awards will be made on a first come first serve bases, as funding is
available. 

e. Sponsor Selection Criteria:  The County will advertise the availability of HHR funding in
accordance with Rule 67-37 F.A.C.  Applicants will have a two-month period to submit
applications.   The Grants and Affordable Housing Advisory Committee (GAHAC) and a Staff
committee will review and rank all applicants and make funding recommendations to the
Board of County Commissioners.     
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Palm Beach County 84 units
Owner-Occupied Housing Rehabilitation 

Summary of the Strategy: This strategy combines the SHIP Strategies for Housing Rehabilitation,
Replacement Housing, Special Needs/Barrier Free Housing, and the Disaster Mitigation/Recovery, and will
be used to enhance these strategies. Funds are provided to extremely low, very low, low and moderate
income homeowners to repair/replace/reconstruct/retrofit eligible single family owner-occupied units
(structures of one to four dwelling units) for the purpose of upgrading substandard property to correct code
violations and prevent additional deterioration and/or add needed living space. Assistance for moderate
income homeowners is limited to hurricane related repairs.  Special Needs/Barrier-Free funding will be
provided to disabled households for housing modification and barrier removal to improve accessibility and
provide for health and safety repairs as needed.  Eligible homes requiring rehabilitation will be renovated
to meet the County’s applicable building code standards.  If the maximum award combined with other
public or private dollars is not sufficient to bring a home up to County’s building code standards, the home
will not be eligible for assistance under this strategy.  However, if the rehabilitation cost is at least fifty
percent or more of the fair market value of the home, the homeowner may be referred for replacement
housing under the Replacement Housing Strategy. Eligible home repairs include but are not limited to:

a. Structural components that show sign of imminent collapse 
b. Damage cause by fire Roof repair and /or replacement:  complete repair or replacement

of deteriorated roofing systems to eliminate substandard or unsafe roofing conditions
including gutters 

c. Broken water pipes Sewer sanitation failure Water leaks in walls or foundation  
d. Door replacement including hardware 
e. Garage door repair/replacement 
f. Windows and window fixtures replacement including screens 
g. Roof leaks causing electrical hazard, ceiling collapse or structural damage Inoperable

toilet, sink, tub or hot water heater 
h. Drywall replacement/repair Inoperable exterior doors and windows Installation of hurricane

shutters (aluminum)  
i. Electrical failure including exposed bare wires or other imminent fire hazards 
j. Gas leaks  
k. Mold remediation 
l. Termite treatment and repairs 
m. Kitchen and bathroom remodeling 
n. Cracked/dangerous driveway  
o. Room addition to alleviate over crowding  
p. Interior and exterior painting 
q. Rewiring 
r. Re-plumbing 
s. Kitchen and bathroom remodeling to restore/remove/impede deterioration 
t. Repair/replace/install 
u. HVAC system 
v. Floor covering replacement to restore/repair deteriorated existing floor covering 
w. Insulation 
x. Repair deteriorated siding/stucco 
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y. Repair/replace existing sprinkler system and related items 
z. Replace existing landscape only if hurricane damaged  
aa. Debris removal 
bb. Repair/replace screen and patio enclosures 
cc. Repair/replace fence only if required by 
dd. Homeowners/Condo Associations 
ee. Repair/replace light fixtures  
ff. Payment of Home Owners Associations fees windstorm and flood insurance (up to 12

months)  including  payments of fees assessed for hurricane related repairs  Incipient
building code violation that if left un-repaired will compromise the health and safety of
a household Any other repairs identified as being in violation of applicable building
code threatening the life, health and safety of the resident. 

b. Fiscal Years Covered: 2005/2006; 2006/2007; 2007/2008 
c. Income Categories to be served: Extremely Low, very low, low and moderate income households as

defined by the U. S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) and adopted by the
State of Florida and Palm Beach County.  

d. Maximum award as noted on the Hurricane Housing Goals Chart $50,000 The maximum award
for this strategy is not automatically provided. Rather, the amount of subsidy awarded will be the
maximum amount necessary to make the necessary repairs and bring the house up to building
code requirements.

e. Terms, Recapture and Default Funding in the amount of $5,000 or less will be provided in the form
of an unsecured grant with no recapture or deferred payment provision.  Assistance of $5,001 up
to $20,000 will be in the form of a deferred payment zero interest loan secured by a lien on the
property for a period of 10 years. Assistance exceeding $20,001 and up to the maximum award
will be in the form of a deferred payment, zero interest loan secured by a lien for a period of 30
years.  No payments will be due as long as the home remains the primary residence of the
original applicant.  If the home is sold, leased, title is transferred, or the home ceases to be
the primary residence of the applicant within the lien period, the entire amount of assistance
provided must be repaid within 60 days.  If the property is sold or title is transferred to an income
eligible buyer during the term of the mortgage, repayment may be waived for the owner and
transferred to the buyer if the purchaser accepts the terms and conditions of the program,
including the principal residence requirement and any new/additional program requirements
applicable at the time of transfer.  The purchaser’s eligibility will be determined by the County
and must be requested by the owner prior to the sale of the property. If eligible, the purchaser
shall be entitled to the remainder of the owner’s benefit.

f. Recipient Selection Criteria: Eligible applicants will be approved for assistance on a first-come,
first-qualified first served basis within the income groups subject to funding availability. 

g. Sponsor Selection Criteria, if applicable:  No sponsors are utilized for the Owner-Occupied
Housing Rehabilitation program. Applicants will be funded subject to funding availability.
Funding for materials and labor may also be provided to long-term recovery organizations in Palm
Beach County including non-profit and community housing organizations.   

h. Additional Information:   In addition to being income eligible as described above, applicants must
meet the following selection criteria: Applicant may not currently own or have assets exceeding
$200,000 (monetary gifts and real estate excluding applicant’s primary residence are included in
the asset calculation The residence must  be owner occupied Mortgage payments and taxes must
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be current / paid up to date Applicants must provide proof of current homeowners insurance and
ownership. HHR funds may be combined with SHIP and/or HOME funds where needed.  When
HHR funds are combined with SHIP or HOME funds, any HHR loan repayment proceeds will be
prorated and deposited into a separate Housing Trust Fund as required. Rehabilitation/repairs must
be performed by a State certified licensed contractor licensed to do business in Palm Beach County.   
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Boynton Beach 9 units 
Owner-Occupied Housing Rehabilitation

Summary of the Strategy: This strategy provides 0% interest rate, deferred payment loans to assist very
low, low, and moderate- income households to rehabilitate owner occupied single family units. This strategy
furthers the City’s Housing Element of its Comprehensive Plan by preserving the City’s existing housing
stock.  Areas to be addressed will be interior and exterior building/electrical/plumbing problems in an
effort to make them compatible with to current codes.  Emphasis will also be placed on health, potential
life threatening safety issues, as well as retrofitting items for those individuals with special needs:   

a. Fiscal years covered: State Fiscal Years 2005/2006; 2006/2007; and 2007/2008.  
b. Income Categories to be served: Very low, low, and moderate income households as defined by the

U. S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) and adopted by the State of Florida
and distributed annually by the Florida Housing Finance Corporation.   

c. Maximum award as noted on the Hurricane Housing Goals Chart: The maximum award for this
strategy is $40,000.00.  However, the maximum amount is not automatically awarded, but rather
the subsidy awarded will be the minimum amount required to make necessary repairs to bring the
dwelling into compliance with the City’s current code requirements. 

Household Size #
of Persons

Maximum Award

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Very Low-Income
0 - 50% of Median

$40,000

$22,000
$25,100
$28,250
$31,400
$33,900
$36,400
$38,950
$41,450

Low-Income 51% -
80% of Median

$40,000

$35,150
$40,200
$45,200
$50,250
$54,250
$58,300
$62,300
$66,300

Moderate-Income 81%
-120% of Median

$20,000

$52,800
$60,240
$67,800
$75,360
$81,360
$87,360
$93,480
$99,480

d. Terms, Recapture, and Default: Assistance greater than $5,000 provided to eligible households
in the form of a 0% interest, deferred payment loan secured by a promissory note forgivable over
ten (10) years.  Prorating of the loan award will occur at a rate specific to the duration of the
note.  Repayment of the full loan award will be immediately due to the City in the event any of
the “qualifying events” occur prior to the expiration date of the note.  The “qualifying event(s)”
are considered to be:  Sale of the unit, or transfer of title (except for major healthcare expenses
by one of the primary owners or by inheritance) The assisted homeowner fails to continuously
occupy the home The unit is rented The unit is refinanced without prior authorization of the City
of Boynton Beach Repaid funds will be utilized in accordance with the approved Local Housing
Assistance Plan in effect at the time the funds are recaptured.  If no “qualifying event(s)” occur
prior to the expiration of the note, the loan is totally forgiven.  In the event the homeowner wishes
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to refinance his or her first mortgage or take out an equity loan to make repairs or improvements,
the City has developed an administrative policy pertaining to subordination requests. Recipient
Selection Criteria: In addition to being income eligible as described above, applicants must meet
the following selection criteria:  Applicant may not currently own or have assets exceeding
$15,000, (monetary gifts and real estate are included in the asset calculations; retirement
accounts are not); this does not include the value of the dwelling being rehabilitated; The
dwelling must be owner occupied; Mortgage payments and taxes must be current / paid up to
date; and Applicant must have proof of current homeowners insurance.  

e. Sponsor Selection Criteria, if applicable: N/A.  
f. Additional Information: The home must be located within the City’s municipal boundaries.  The

appraised value of the home may not exceed the maximum sales price allowed by the SHIP pro-
gram for existing units.  The homeowner must agree to maintain the home free of any code viola-
tions after rehabilitation work is completed.  
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Glades County – 4 units 
REHABILITATION

Summary of Strategy: The Glades County HHRP Rehabilitation strategy’s intent is to emphasize the
upgrading homeowner conditions by the repairing of a deteriorated unit.  The Down Payment assistance
Program will use HHR Funds, along with funds from State, Federal programs or private lending institutions.
If SHIP funds are available and all SHIP guidelines are met, a portion of  SHIP funds may be leveraged  with
HHR funds and/or other sponsor funds for rehabilitation of a site built unit.  Repair of site built housing;
Repair for post-1994 Manufactured Homes where the wind-load rating is sufficient for the location; Limited
repair on a case by case basis to pre-1994 Manufactured Homes and mobile homes: 

a. Fiscal years covered by strategy: FY 2005/2006; 2006/2007; 2007/2008
b. Income category to be served: This strategy will be provided to households with incomes of less

than 120 % of the Area Median Income Adjusted by Family Size: Extremely Low Income, Very
Low Income, Low Income and Moderate Income.

c. Maximum award as noted on the Hurricane Housing Goals Chart: 
1. Extremely Low Income category award amount up to $30,000 
2. Very Low Income category award amount up to $30,000 
3. Low Income category award amount up to $30,000 
4. Moderate Income category award amount up to $30,000  

d. Terms, Recapture and Default:  The recipient is required to sign a deferred Mortgage and Loan
Agreement and Mortgage Note with the Glades County Board of County Commissioners as a first
or second mortgage/lien holder as follows:  The Mortgage and Loan Agreement, in the amount from
$1.00 up to $15,000., will be for a term of THREE(3) years, forgivable on a pro rata basis,
beginning in year TWO(2), fifty percent (50%)of the mortgage amount will be forgiven per year
until year THREE(3).    The Mortgage and Loan Agreement, in the amount of %15,000.01 up to
$30,000.00, will be for a term of FIVE(5) years, forgivable on a pro rata basis, beginning in year
FOUR(4), fifty percent (50%) of the  mortgage amount will be forgiven per year until year FIVE(5).
The interest rate for the Down Payment Assistance mortgage is 0%.  No payments will be required
until the property is sold, transferred, or is no longer the primary residence of the homebuyer.  At
which time, if the Owner-Occupant has NOT remained in full compliance with the terms of the
Deferred Mortgage and Loan Agreement, the non-forgiven debt plus four percent (4%) interest
accrued from the date of default, is due and payable.  

e. Subordination.  Subordination approval for debt service will not be allowed during the term of the
deferred Mortgage and Loan Agreement.  

f. Recipient Selection Criteria. 
1. Site Built Unit: The Applicant will show proof of property ownership in the form of a

Warranty Deed or Quit Claim deed.  
2. Mobile Home: The Applicant will show proof of property ownership in the form of a

Warranty Deed or Quit Claim deed and proof as title holder of the mobile home.  The
mobile home and the land of the applicant will be subject to the HHRP mortgage and loan
agreement. Glades County, as a mortgage holder, will follow the same requirements as
other mortgage lenders.  The Applicant will be verified and certified according to the
State Criteria for “Anticipated Gross Household Income Limits Adjusted to Family Size.”
Contingent upon availability of HHR funds, Glades County will encumber funds
for applicants on a priority bases AMI income level, elderly or disabled.  After priority
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applicants are served, other applicants may be served on a first-ready, first-served bases.
The unit to be repaired will be located in the City of Moore Haven or in Glades County,
Florida.  The assessed value of the existing unit may not exceed the maximum sales price or
value allowed in the HHRP which is 90% of the median area purchase price of $98,523.  The
unit will be pre-inspected for HHR by a certified, licensed inspector for safe or sanitary habi-
tation, correction of substantial code violations, or the creation of additional living space. 

g. Sponsor Selection Criteria:  None  
h. Additional Information:  None           
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RECONSTRUCTION 
City of Cocoa – 4 units    

Name of the Strategy: Single-Family Replacement Housing Program Summary of the Strategy:  Funds will
be provided under this strategy demolish and replace homes that were severely damaged by the 2004 hurri-
canes.  The home must have been occupied by the applicants prior to it being destroyed.    

a. State Fiscal Years Covered: 2005-2006, 2006-2007, and 2007-2008.
b. Income Categories to be served:  This strategy will serve households at or below 50% of MFI (very

low-income) as defined by the HUD and adopted by the State of Florida and distributed by the
Florida Housing Finance Corporation.  

c. Maximum Award noted on the Hurricane Housing Goals Chart:  The maximum HHR program
award per unit under this strategy shall be $125,000.  

d. Terms, Recapture and Default: All assistance will be given in the form of a Deferred Payment
Loan (DPL).  The DPL will be a zero (0) percent interest rate loan secured by a 30 lien period on
the replacement property. Funds will be recaptured if, at any time prior to the end of the lien
period, the property ceases to be the principal residence of the owner or the title is transferred.
For the purpose of the Agreements between the City and the Homeowner “sold” shall mean the
property is sold, title transferred, Agreement of Deed executed, or the owner no longer resides at
the property as their principal residence. Principal residence is defined as the dwelling where the
mortgagor maintains his or her permanent place of abode, and typically spends the majority of the
calendar year.  A person may have only one principal residence.  

e. Recipient Selection Criteria:   An eligible recipient shall be assisted on a first come, first
ready basis.  Recipients must be able to secure an affordable mortgage from an institutional
first mortgage lender or be able to provide sufficient cash resources with which to pay for the
reconstructed home, the subsidy will cover any costs of construction over 30% of the clients
income.  The amount of assistance would be for gap financing to make the mortgage affordable.
If there is existing mortgage(s) on the home that will be demolished the recipient must be able
to pay off the first mortgage or roll it into a new mortgage.  If the recipient receives FEMA
assistance or insurance proceeds, those funds must go towards the reconstruction expenses
first.  Owners of properties must be the primary residents and properties assisted must be
located in the city limits.  Applicants must demonstrate the ability to pay property taxes,
insurance, utilities; must be able to maintain the property free of non-structural code
violations; and be in good standing with the City (e.g. city utility account).  Properties will be
inspected for eligibility/feasibility and be clear of mortgages, liens, taxes or any other
assessment unless owner has made arrangements to payoff.  

f. Sponsor Selection Criteria:  Oversight and management of this program shall be the responsibility
of the City’s Community Development Department, Housing & Neighborhood Services Division.  

g. Additional Information: The appraised value of the home may not exceed the maximum sales price
allowed in the SHIP Program.    
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Okaloosa County 21 units
SUBSTANTIAL REHABILITATION/RECONSTRUCTION

Summary of the Strategy: Complete the substantial rehabilitation or reconstruction (replacement) of
severely substandard, homeowner occupied housing units directly impacted by Hurricane Ivan. This
rehabilitation will include rehabilitation and relocation assistance for pre and post 1994 manufactured
homes. The maximum per unit cost for substantial rehabilitation or reconstruction is $40,000 for
applicants 31% to 120% AMI and $60,000 for those 30% or below AMI.  

a. Fiscal Years Covered:  July 1, 2005 - June 30, 2008  
b. Income Categories to be served:  This strategy will assist families with incomes of 120% or less of

the area median income.  
c. Maximum award is noted on the Housing Delivery Goals Charts: $40,000         Terms, Recapture

and Default:  Applicants 120% to 31% of AMI will receive assistance in the form of a direct depre-
ciable loan to the homeowner.   Secured by officially recorded lien that is forgivable at the end of
four years. The amount of the lien that has not depreciated must be repaid upon default by the
homeowner. Default is defined as the sale, rental or transfer of ownership of the property during
the four (4) year period.  Applicants 30% or below of AMI will receive assistance in the form of a
direct grant.    

d. Recipient Selection Criteria:  Assistance will be provided on a first-come, first-              served
basis following advertisement of the availability of HHRP funds.  The family must provide proof
of property ownership. (Life estates are recognized as proof of ownership.)  A waiting list exists for
this strategy and new applicants will be added to the existing list.  

e. Sponsor Selection Criteria: This strategy will be implemented by the County’s housing agent.  
f. Additional Information:  None.
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Osceola County
HUD 202 HOUSING DEVELOPMENT FOR SENIORS 10 units 

Summary of Strategy: This strategy will provide a deferred loan in the amount of $250,000 to help
construct a HUD 202 Housing Development for Seniors.  The property will consist of a maximum of fifty (50)
units that will house very low and low-income seniors on a permanent basis.  

a. Fiscal Year Covered  This strategy will be offered during SFY 2006/2007/2008  
b. Income Categories to be Served  Income categories to be served will be very low and low

income with preference being given to very low and below as per the Area Median Income
Limits as published by HUD and distributed by the Florida Housing Finance Corporation on an
annual basis.  

c. Maximum Award as noted on the Hurricane Housing Goals Chart  The maximum award for this
strategy will be a $250,000 deferred provided by the Hurricane Housing Recovery Program.  

d. Terms, Recapture, and Default  Assistance will be provided directly to the organization selected
in the form of a deferred loan of $250,000 for the construction of a HUD 202 Senior Housing
project.  The loan will have a five-year compliance period.  Should the Owner/Developer of the
subject properties default on the terms of the Agreement, or fail to meet HHRP requirements,
the Owner/Developer will be required to pay Osceola County the full amount of the loan.  If at
any time during the lien period of five years the property is sold or transferred by the Owner,
the full amount of the loan will be recaptured, unless the property is sold or transferred to an
eligible organization approved by the County.  

e. Recipient Selection Criteria:  The recipient of the funds for this strategy will be selected
competitively based upon submission of a proposal that will address the needs of this population
and that has been awarded a HUD 202 Housing Program.  Applicants must submit plans,
specifications, city and county approvals, cost estimates of the construction, and a time frame for
completion. The HHRP funds that will be loaned for this use must be for the direct benefit of very
low and low-income senior citizens or younger persons with disabilities who will reside in this
facility and receive its services.  This component will be monitored for the five-year compliance
period.  The selection criteria established under this program for the recipients of housing
services must be presented to the Osceola County HHRP by the Owner/Developer selected
prior to being implemented so that the HHRP can insure that they meet program guidelines.  If a
waiting list is created for this housing then very low and low-income persons must be selected
first from this list during the five-year compliance period.  

f. Sponsor Selection Criteria, if applicable HHRP funds will be used as part of the local contribu-
tion for this strategy and loaned to the selected developer.  Applications will be scored and a
selection made on the following criteria:  Criteria listed above in the Recipient Selection Criteria

R E N T A L S T R A T E G I E S
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The applicant must provide a list and plans for all the buildings and units to be created under
this housing initiative and the incomes of those people being served under the HHRP. List of
the cost of the development and the timeline for completion The ability of the Developer/Owner
to complete the construction within the time frame established under this loan. The extent to
which the construction of these units has on the effect of the preservation of decent, safe and
sanitary and affordable housing in Osceola County.  The Owner/Developer must initially moni-
tor the income of the HHRP clients  and provide this data to the Osceola County HHRP. 

g. Additional Information  The Housing Office will verify the incomes of selected residents on
initial occupancy. Plans and Specifications for construction must be on file at the Osceola
County HHRP. The Housing Office will be responsible for reviewing applications, assuring
compliance with local and state regulations and making recommendations to the Board of
County Commissioners for their approval. The recipient of the funds will be required to
keep the property in decent, safe and sanitary condition as defined by HUD through the
compliance period.  Property insurance will also be required during the compliance period with
Osceola County listed as an additional insured. Failure to abide by any rules, regulations, and
stipulations of this program will be deemed to indicate that the project is in default and may
invoke Recapture provisions. The property must be clear of any additional liens other than a
required mortgage.  Osceola County will take no lower than a second mortgage on any property
purchased with HHRP funds. 
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Escambia County
Rental Development - 697 units

Summary of the Strategy: Rental Development (rental unit production) 

Brief Description: HHRP funds will support the development of quality, affordable, preferably mixed
income rental housing for eligible persons through new construction, acquisition of property or existing
rental units, and/or rehabilitation of existing substandard rental units. These rental development project(s)
will be undertaken in partnership with a local Community Housing Development Organization (CHDO),
Public Housing Authority (PHA), a 501(c)(3) non-profit affordable housing sponsor, and/or private
for-profit developers selected through one or more open proposal submission(s). HHRP funds will support
non-profit and private-for-profit sponsored affordable rental housing developments typically in conjunction
with financing provided by the Florida Housing Finance Corporation (FHFC), the U. S. Department of
Housing and Urban Development (HUD), the U. S. Department of Agriculture (USDA), local bonding
authorities, public housing authorities, or other similar rental development sponsoring agencies.

a. Fiscal Years Covered: July 1, 2005 – June 30,. 2008 
b. Income Categories to be served: All of the rental units developed through this strategy must be

occupied by very low and low income families (below 80% of the median) and at least 10% of the
families must be extremely low income (below 30% of the median) at initial occupancy.

c. Maximum award is noted on the Housing Delivery Goals Charts (HDGC): The maximum award
levels for this strategy are stipulated in the HDGC - $20,000.

d. Terms, Recapture and Default: Rental Development: Deferred Payment Loan @ 0% or below
market interest rate (typically for a 20-25 year term forgivable in annual increments over the full
term of the mortgage assuming compliance with all HHRP requirements by the Sponsor agency).
Secured by mortgage and note. Maximum term is 25 years, unless a longer term is specifically
required by HUD or the FHFC as a condition for project financing. As defined in the applicable
mortgage and note, full recapture of HHRP funds invested is required upon default, unless a
forgiveness provision (depreciating balance) is incorporated into the mortgage and note in which
case the undepreciated portion shall be due and payable upon default.  Compliance monitoring
shall be performed annually by NEFI, as agent for Escambia County, and/or the Pensacola
Housing Department for the minimum period required by HHRP through monitoring Section 8
rental/lease documents or by direct review of Sponsor agency documentation to establish
compliance with Program affordability requirements with respect to tenant occupancy, income
levels, and rent rates. For FHFC or HUD financed projects that also receive HHRP local
support, occupancy, rent, and housing quality compliance documentation secured by FHFC,
HUD or their designated contract monitor shall be deemed acceptable in meeting this
requirement. The sale of properties assisted with HHRP funds shall require approval of the
Board of County Commissioners and Pensacola City Council, and shall be acceptable (without
repayment) only if the subsequent owner(s) agree to meet any remaining rental, occupancy and
affordability obligations established in the development agreement, mortgage and note.

e. Recipient Selection Criteria: Assistance provided on a first come/first served basis following
advertisement of the availability of HHRP resources. When an extensive waiting list exists for the
strategy, applicants are added to the list in first come/first served order. Extensive wait lists exist
for this strategy.

f. Sponsor Selection Criteria: CHDO, PHA, and/or Non-Profit Sponsored Development: Non-profit
sponsored rental development project(s) will be completed through contract with an eligible
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CHDO, PHA, or 501(c)(3) non-profit agency. Selection will be based upon agency response to a
request for proposal issued to all eligible CHDO's (for HOME CHDO set-aside activities), PHA(s), or
non-profit developers of affordable rental housing. Project selection criteria shall include the follow-
ing, as applicable: 

1. agency must be a locally designated CHDO (HOME set-aside funds), PHA, or a 501(c)(3)
non-profit;

2. agency's rental unit portfolio; 
3. agency's previous rental development experience; 
4. conformity with Escambia Consortium Consolidated Plan rental development goal(s) 
5. total (aggregate) cost per unit-all funding sources; 
6. Subsidy level per unit; 
7. HHRP cost per unit; 
8. ratio of private funds to public funds;
9. ratio of other funds to HHRP funds; 
10. compliance with new construction preference; 
11. rental development bedroom size mix (2 bedrooms preferred);
12. proposed development site located in a designated Community Redevelopment Area

(CRA) or Enterprise Zone; 
13. target date for Project commitment and completion if selected; 
14. form of assistance requested (ie, deferred payment loan, low interest loan, loan guar-

antee, etc.; For-Profit Sponsored Development: For solely “local” projects that do not
involve other funding partners (FHFC, HUD, DCA, or USDA), at the option of the
County and City, for-profit sponsored rental developments may be handled through a
separate proposal solicitation that will be based upon a detailed Request for
Proposals to be developed specifically for the HHRP initiative. The selection criteria
will mirror many of those cited above, but will require significantly greater detail and
disclosure of financial data in order to determine the level of local commitment
required from HHRP resources, the contribution of the proposed project to Hurricane
Ivan Rental Development Recovery Goals as established by the County and City, and
unit production scheduling. For projects jointly financed with FHFC, HUD, DCA,
USDA or similar authorities, the County and City may elect to rely on the competi-
tive review and ranking process established by the FHFC, HUD, DCA, or USDA for
purposes of determining the project(s) to which local HHRP funds will be committed.
Locally, proposals will be evaluated by designated County and City housing staff
and/or a Project Review Team. Final selection and contract approval will be provided
by the County Commission and/or City Council. 

g. Additional Information: NONE  
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Osceola County 
TRANSITIONAL HOMELESS HOUSING CONSTRUCTION – 6 units  

Summary of the Strategy: This strategy will be used to provide a deferred loan in the amount of $327,943
to assist in the construction of a transitional homeless housing development for persons in need of emergency
shelter and rehabilitation services in Osceola County.  The shelter will be constructed in the City of
Kissimmee.    

a. Fiscal Year Covered  This strategy will be offered during SFY 2006/2007  
b. Income Categories to be served  Income categories to be served will be restricted to extremely

low and very low-income persons.  These categories are defined as area median income
limits as published by HUD and distributed by the Florida Housing Finance Corporation on an
annual basis.  

c. Maximum award as noted on the Hurricane Housing Goals Chart:  The Maximum award will
consist of a deferred loan in the amount of $327,943 towards the cost of construction of a sixty-
four (64) unit property.  

d. Terms, Recapture, and Default  Assistance will be provided in a deferred loan in the amount of
$327,943. The grant will have a five-year compliance period. Should the Owner/Developer of
the subject properties default on the terms of the Agreement, or fail to meet the Hurricane
Housing Recovery Program requirements, the Owner/Developer will be required to repay
Osceola County the full amount of the loan. If at any time during the lien period of five years,
the property is sold or transferred by the Owner/Developer, or used for another purpose, the
total amount of the loan will be recaptured, unless the property is sold or transferred to an
eligible organization as determined by the County.  

e. Recipient Selection Criteria  The recipient of the funds for this strategy will be selected com-
petitively based upon submission of a proposal that will address the needs of this population.
Applicants must submit plans, specifications, city and county approvals, cost estimates of the
construction, and a time frame for completion. The HHRP funds that will be loaned for this use
must be for the direct benefit of extremely low and very low-income persons who will reside at
this facility and receive its services.  This component will be monitored for the five-year
compliance period. The selection criteria established under this program for recipients of the
services must be presented to the Osceola County HHRP prior to being implemented so that
the HHRP can insure that they meet program guidelines. If a waiting list is created for this
housing and services then extremely low and very low-income persons must be selected first
from this list during the five-year compliance period.  

f. Sponsor Selection Criteria, if applicable.  HHRP funds will be used as part of the local contri-
bution for this strategy and loaned to the selected developer.  Applications will be scored and
a selection made on the following criteria:  Criteria listed above in the Recipient Selection
Criteria The applicant must provide a list and plans for all the buildings and units to be
created under this housing initiative and the initial incomes of those people being served under
the HHRP. List of the cost of the development and the timeline for completion. The ability of
the Developer/Owner to complete the construction within the time frame established under this
grant. The extent to which the construction of these units has on the effect of the preservation
of decent, safe and sanitary and affordable housing in Osceola County. The Owner/Developer
must initially monitor the income of the HHRP clients and provide this data to the Osceola
County HHRP. 
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g. Additional Information:  The Housing Office will verify the incomes of selected residents on
initial occupancy. Plans and Specifications for construction must be on file at the Osceola
County HHRP. The Housing Office will be responsible for reviewing applications, assuring
compliance with local and state regulations and making recommendations to the Board of
County Commissioners for their approval. The recipient of the funds will be required to keep
the property in decent, safe and sanitary condition as defined by HUD through the compliance
period.  Property insurance will also be required during the compliance period with Osceola
County listed as an additional insured. Failure to abide by any rules, regulations, and
stipulations of this program will be deemed to indicate that the project is in default and may
invoke Recapture provisions.    
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Osceola County   
TRANSITIONAL HOUSING MENTAL HEALTH PROGRAM – 20 units

Summary of the Strategy: This strategy will be used to provide a deferred loan/grant in the amount of
$200,000 in order to construct a fully functional, fifteen (15) beds or more, transitional housing residential
facility, which will used as transitional housing and will provide services to, and address the needs of Osceola
County’s severe and persistent mentally ill and substance abuse/chemical dependency population.  The
program will provide community support including homeless prevention and transition to permanent housing.
The purpose of the program will be to improve housing options and decrease the possibility of homelessness
for individuals suffering from mental health disorders. A recipient who does not own the property upon which
the development is to be constructed, however can show evidence that it has a leasehold interest on the
property for at least 15 years, may be eligible for a grant under this strategy subject to certain requirements.  

a. Fiscal Year Covered  This strategy will be offered during SFY 2006/2007  
b. Income Categories to be Served  Income categories for extremely low and very low-income will

only be served under this strategy as defined by the Area Median Income Limits as published by
HUD and distributed by the Florida Housing Finance Corporation on an annual basis.  

c. Maximum Award will consist of a deferred loan/grant of $200,000 to assist in the construction of
this facility.  

d. Terms, Recapture and Default  Assistance will be provided in a deferred loan/grant in the amount
of $200,000. The deferred loan will have a five-year compliance period. The grant will have a 15-
year compliance period. Should the Owner/Developer of the subject properties default on the
terms of this agreement, or fail to meet the Hurricane Housing Recovery Program requirements,
the Owner/Developer will be required to repay Osceola County the total amount of the loan. If at
any time during the lien period of five years or the grant period of 15 years, the property is sold
or transferred by the Owner/Developer, or used for another purpose, the total amount of the loan
will be recaptured, unless the property is sold or transferred to an eligible organization as deter-
mined by the County.  

e. Recipient Selection Criteria  The recipient of the funds for this strategy will be selected
competitively based upon submission of a proposal that will address the needs of this
population.  Applicants must submit plans, specifications, city and county approvals, cost
estimates of the construction, and a time frame for completion. The HHRP funds that will be
distributed for this use must be for the direct benefit of extremely low and very low-income
persons who will reside at this facility and receive its services.  This component will be
monitored for the five-year compliance period for the loan and 15-year compliance period for
the grant. The selection criteria established under this program for recipients of the services
must be presented to the Osceola County HHRP prior to being implemented so that the
HHRP can insure that they meet program guidelines. If a waiting list is created for this
housing and services then extremely low and very low-income persons must be selected first
from this list during the five-year compliance period for the loan and 15-year compliance
period for the grant.  

f. Sponsor Selection Criteria, if applicable HHRP funds will be used as part of the local contribu-
tion for this transitional housing strategy and loaned to the selected developer.  Applications will
be scored and a selection made on the following criteria.  Criteria listed above in the Recipient
Selection Criteria Must provide a list and plans for all the buildings and units to be created
under this housing initiative and the incomes of those people being served under the HHRP. List
of the cost of the development and the timeline for completion. The ability of the
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Developer/Owner to complete the construction within the time frame established under this
grant. The extent to which the construction of these units has on the effect of the preservation of
decent, safe, and sanitary and affordable housing in Osceola County.  The Owner/Developer
must initially monitor the incomes of the HHRP clients and provide this data to the Osceola
County HHRP.  

g. Additional Information  The Housing Office will verify the incomes of selected residents on
initial occupancy. Rehabilitation is defined as the repairs or improvements, which are needed
for safe and/or sanitary habitation, correction of substandard code violations, or the addition of
handicapped accessibility features. The Housing Office will be responsible for reviewing the
applications, assuring compliance with local and state regulations and making recommenda-
tions to the Board of County Commissioners for their approval. The Recipient of the funds will
be required to submit monthly reports to the Housing Office for repairs, actual cost of repairs,
the original timeline for completion, the actual timeline for completion, and reasons for any
deviation. Failure to remit any required reports by the required deadline will be deemed to
indicate that the project is in default and may invoke the recapture provisions of this plan and
the contract. The Developer/Owner will choose the contractor to do the necessary work after a
complete bidding process. The property must be clear of any liens with the exception of a
first mortgage, if any, and Osceola County will assume a second mortgage position for its
involvement in the program on all deferred loans.   
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Orange County – 90 units 
MANUFACTURED HOMES REPAIR-REPLACEMENT  
MAJOR REPAIR TO MANUFACTURED HOMES  

Summary of the Strategy: This strategy will finance repairs of owner occupied post 1994 manufactured
homes.  An inspection of the manufactured home will be conducted by HCD staff to determine the scope of
repairs.  The following items are eligible for repair assistance: Roof; plumbing; floor; windows; electrical; air
conditioning systems and other items determined to be a hazard.   

a. Fiscal Years Covered: 2005-2006; 2006-2007; 2007-2008 
b. Income Categories to be served:  Extremely Low, Very Low and Low 
c. Maximum award as noted on the Hurricane Housing Goals Chart:  $5,000 
d. Terms, Recapture and Default: Funds provided under this strategy will be in the form of a grant.
e. Recipient Selection Criteria:  First come, first ready       
f. Sponsor Selection Criteria, if applicable:  Not applicable  
g. Additional Information: None
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Brevard County – 6 units
Strategy: Repair and Replacement Assistance for Post - 1994 Manufactured Homes   

Summary of the Strategy: This program is designed to assist eligible owners with the repair or demolition
and replacement of a manufactured home, when it has been determined that it is not economically feasible to
rehabilitate the unit by the Brevard County Housing and Human Services Construction Supervisor.   Loans for
assistance may include costs related to all eligible repair or demolition/replacement expenses as well as soft
costs associated with the project, including storage of personal items, short term relocation costs, closing costs
and direct staff costs for inspections and work write-ups.  

a. Fiscal Years Covered:  2005-06, 2006-07 and 2007-08. 
b. Income Categories Served: Units must be owned and occupied by households whose income are

less than 80% of Area Medium Income (AMI) as provided by HUD and distributed annually by
Florida Housing Finance Corporation. 

c. Maximum Award on the Hurricane Housing Goals Chart:  The maximum award under this
strategy is $80,000.  This level of award is supported by documentation on replacement of a
manufactured home in Brevard County.   Up to $20,000 will be awarded for repairs if the unit
can be brought up to local code.  Every effort will be made to utilize program funds to provide
gap financing for each project according to financial need. 

d. Terms, Recapture, and Default: Deferred payment loans will be secured by a lien against the
property purchased.  Funds will be recaptured if, at any time prior to the end of the lien period,
the property ceases to be the principal residence of the owner.  Exceptions will be considered on
a case-by-case basis when the dwelling remains in the lower income housing stock.  The lien
periods are outlined below:
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Lien Period

5 years

10 years

15 years

20 years

Assistance Amount

$500  -  $10,000

$10,001 - $30,000

$30,001 – $50,000

$40,001 +

Annual Depreciation

1/5 of loan amount

1/10 of loan amount

1/15 of loan amount

1/20 of loan amount

e. Recipient Selection Criteria: Eligible applicants will be determined by need and selected on a
first-qualified, first- served basis, within income groups as determined by the Brevard County
Housing and Human Services Construction Supervisor. (Special needs populations will be given
priority.)  Applicants must demonstrate the ability to pay property taxes, insurance, utilities, and
existing mortgage payment; and must be able to maintain the property free of non-structural code
violations.  First-time applicants will be given priority over previously assist persons.  Exceptions
may be made for eligible property owners in cases where living conditions threaten the personal
health and safety of the household.  Applicants must be in good standing with the County.
Property must be free of code enforcement liens or any other assessment unless owner has made
arrangements to payoff or such violation will be addressed in the work write-up.  The home to be
rehabilitated/replaced must be located within unincorporated County jurisdiction.    

f. Sponsor Selection Criteria (if applicable):  The Brevard County Department of Housing and
Human Services will administer the Repair and Replacement Strategy for manufactured homes. 

g. Additional Information:  
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Martin County 35 units
Manufactured/Mobile Home Repair-Replacement  

Summary of Strategy: This strategy is to fund the replacement of pre-1994 manufactured or mobile homes
and for replacement or repair of post-1994 manufactured or mobile homes.   

a. Fiscal Years Covered: Fiscal years covered are 2005/06, 2006/07 and 2007/08.   
b. Income Categories to be served: At least 20% of the funds will serve the extremely low income

(ELI) households, 30% will serve the very low, and another 30% will serve low income
households.  The remaining 20% of funds will be spent on any combination of ELI, very low, low
and moderate. 

c. Maximum Award: The maximum award amount for any income level will be $80,000. 
d. Terms, Recapture and Default: The term of the no interest loan will be 30 15 years, at which

point all funds will be returned to the County, if the property is still occupied by the original
applicant, then the loan will be forgiven.  If the property is sold or ownership transferred, the
entire amount of the loan will be returned to the County.  The County will record lien documents
to that effect.  

e. Recipient Selection Criteria:  The County will advertise the availability of HHR funding in
accordance with Rule 67-37 F.A.C.  Selection criteria will be based on State and local SHIP
requirements, with priority given the lowest income and special needs housing.  Applications
will be available year round as long as funding is available.  Awards will be made on a first come
first serve basis, as funding is available. 

f. Sponsor Selection Criteria: The County will advertise the availability of HHR funding in
accordance with Rule 67-37 F.A.C.  Applicants will have a two-month period to submit
applications.   The Grants and Affordable Housing Advisory Committee (GAHAC) and a Staff
committee will review and rank all applicants and make funding recommendations to the
Board of County Commissioners.     

g. Additional Information: These funds can be matched with other funding sources both public and
private for maximum leveraging  
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Palm Beach County 30 units
Name of the Strategy: Repair/Replacement of Post - 1994 Manufactured Homes

Summary of the Strategy: Funding will be provided to income eligible extremely low, very low, and low
income applicants for repair, replacement, and relocation assistance of post-1994 Manufactured Homes
constructed in compliance with Florida Building Code, or with the Manufactured Home Construction Safety
Standards Act, including Manufactured Homes located or leased in stable park situations. Limited repair and
relocation assistance will be provided on a case-by-case basis for pre-1994 Manufactured Homes and mobile
homes. In the event the rehabilitation cost is at least fifty (50) percent or more of the value of the home, the
homeowner may utilize the maximum award towards the purchase of a replacement home.   Assistance will
also be provided for down-payment, closing cost and purchase price assistance for site-built and post-1994
Manufactured Homes constructed in compliance with Florida Building Code, or with the Manufactured Home
construction Safety Standards Act with the appropriate wind load rating. This strategy may be achieved in
coordination with the Long Term Recovery Coalition (LTRC). 

a. Fiscal Years Covered:  2005/2006; 2006/2007; 2007/2008 
b. Income Categories to be served: Extremely low, very low and low income  
c. Maximum Award:  as noted on the Hurricane Housing Goals Chart: $40,000 
d. Terms, Recapture and Default:    Funding in the amount of $5,000 or less is provided in the form

of an unsecured grant with no recapture or deferred payment provision. Funding to extremely low
income applicants up to the maximum award will be provided as a deferred payment zero (0)
interest loan secured by a mortgage and note for a period of twenty (20) years (1/20 forgiven each
year). No payment is due as long as the home remains the primary residence of the applicant. If
the home is sold or leased, title is transferred or conveyed, or the home ceases to be the primary
residence of the applicant during the term of the loan, the outstanding (un-forgiven) balance of the
loan will be due and payable within 60 days.   Assistance to very low income applicants will be
provided in the form of a deferred payment zero (0) interest loan secured by a mortgage and note
for a period of twenty (20) years. No payment is due as long as the home remains the primary
residence of the applicant. If the home is sold or leased, title is transferred or conveyed, or the
home ceases to be the primary residence of the applicant during the term of the loan, the entire
amount of assistance provided will be due and payable within 60 days.   Assistance to low and
moderate income applicants is provided in the form of a deferred payment zero (0) interest loan
secured by a mortgage and note for a period of thirty (30) years. No payment is due as long as the
home remains the primary residence of the applicant. If the home is sold or leased, title is trans-
ferred or conveyed, or the home ceases to be the primary residence of the applicant during the
term of the loan, the entire amount of assistance provided will be due and payable within 60 days.
Additionally, a deed or resale restriction for the term of the mortgage may be recorded in the
Public Records of Palm Beach County ensuring resale of assisted units to extremely low/very-low/
low/moderate income eligible buyer. Other resale restrictions as stipulated in a Community Land
Trust and/or Shared Equity Agreements if applicable may be enforced during the applicable
restrictive period. 

e. Recipient Selection Criteria: Eligible applicants will be approved for assistance on a first-come,
first-qualified first served basis within the income groups subject to funding availability. In
addition to being income eligible, applicants requiring replacement housing assistance must meet
the same selection criteria for recipients under the HHR Land Acquisition Strategy.  HHR funds
may be combined/leveraged with private financing, SHIP and/or HOME funds where needed to
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facilitate replacement/repair of a manufactured home.  When HHR funds are combined with SHIP
or HOME funds, any loan repayment proceeds will be prorated and deposited into a separate
Housing Trust Fund as required.  

f. Sponsor Selection Criteria:  Financial assistance will be available on a case by case basis to
individuals, the Long Term Recovery Coalition (LTRC) and other non-profit and Community
Based Organizations (CBO) working with income eligible homeowners for payment and/or
reimbursement of small (less than $5,000) construction and construction related expenses.  

g. Additional Information:   None  
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Palm Beach County 30 units
Name of the Strategy: Repair/Replacement of Post - 1994 Manufactured Homes

Summary of the Strategy: Funding will be provided to income eligible extremely low, very low, and low
income applicants for repair, replacement, and relocation assistance of post-1994 Manufactured Homes
constructed in compliance with Florida Building Code, or with the Manufactured Home Construction Safety
Standards Act, including Manufactured Homes located or leased in stable park situations. Limited repair and
relocation assistance will be provided on a case-by-case basis for pre-1994 Manufactured Homes and mobile
homes. In the event the rehabilitation cost is at least fifty (50) percent or more of the value of the home, the
homeowner may utilize the maximum award towards the purchase of a replacement home.   Assistance will
also be provided for down-payment, closing cost and purchase price assistance for site-built and post-1994
Manufactured Homes constructed in compliance with Florida Building Code, or with the Manufactured Home
construction Safety Standards Act with the appropriate wind load rating. This strategy may be achieved in
coordination with the Long Term Recovery Coalition (LTRC). 

a. Fiscal Years Covered:  2005/2006; 2006/2007; 2007/2008 
b. Income Categories to be served: Extremely low, very low and low income  
c. Maximum Award:  as noted on the Hurricane Housing Goals Chart: $40,000 
d. Terms, Recapture and Default:    Funding in the amount of $5,000 or less is provided in the form

of an unsecured grant with no recapture or deferred payment provision. Funding to extremely low
income applicants up to the maximum award will be provided as a deferred payment zero (0)
interest loan secured by a mortgage and note for a period of twenty (20) years (1/20 forgiven each
year). No payment is due as long as the home remains the primary residence of the applicant. If
the home is sold or leased, title is transferred or conveyed, or the home ceases to be the primary
residence of the applicant during the term of the loan, the outstanding (un-forgiven) balance of the
loan will be due and payable within 60 days.   Assistance to very low income applicants will be
provided in the form of a deferred payment zero (0) interest loan secured by a mortgage and note
for a period of twenty (20) years. No payment is due as long as the home remains the primary
residence of the applicant. If the home is sold or leased, title is transferred or conveyed, or the
home ceases to be the primary residence of the applicant during the term of the loan, the entire
amount of assistance provided will be due and payable within 60 days.  Assistance to low and
moderate income applicants is provided in the form of a deferred payment zero (0) interest loan
secured by a mortgage and note for a period of thirty (30) years. No payment is due as long as the
home remains the primary residence of the applicant.  If the home is sold or leased, title is
transferred or conveyed, or the home ceases to be the primary residence of the applicant during
the term of the loan, the entire amount of assistance provided will be due and payable within 60
days.  Additionally, a deed or resale restriction for the term of the mortgage may be recorded in
the Public Records of Palm Beach County ensuring resale of assisted units to extremely
low/very-low/ low/moderate income eligible buyer. Other resale restrictions as stipulated in a
Community Land Trust and/or Shared Equity Agreements if applicable may be enforced during
the applicable restrictive period. 

e. Recipient Selection Criteria: Eligible applicants will be approved for assistance on a first-come,
first-qualified first served basis within the income groups subject to funding availability. In
addition to being income eligible, applicants requiring replacement housing assistance must meet
the same selection criteria for recipients under the HHR Land Acquisition Strategy.   HHR funds
may be combined/leveraged with private financing, SHIP and/or HOME funds where needed to
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facilitate replacement/repair of a manufactured home.  When HHR funds are combined with SHIP
or HOME funds, any loan repayment proceeds will be prorated and deposited into a separate
Housing Trust Fund as required.  

f. Sponsor Selection Criteria:  Financial assistance will be available on a case by case basis to
individuals, the Long Term Recovery Coalition (LTRC) and other non-profit and Community
Based Organizations (CBO) working with income eligible homeowners for payment and/or
reimbursement of small (less than $5,000) construction and construction related expenses.  

g. Additional Information:  None  
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Orange County 27 units
MANUFACTURED HOMES DOWNPAYMENT ASSISTANCE

Summary of the Strategy: This strategy will provide assistance to qualified first time homebuyers for
downpayment and closing costs associated with purchasing a new or post 1994 manufactured home.
Assistance of up to $20,000 or 25% of the sales price, which ever is less, is available for new or existing
manufactured homes.  

a.  Fiscal Years Covered: 2005-2006; 2006-2007; 2007-2008 
b.  Income Categories to be served:  Extremely Low, Very Low and Low 
c.  Maximum award as noted on the Hurricane Housing Goals Chart:  $20,000  
d.  Terms, Recapture and Default: A deferred payment loan (DPL) amortized over ten (10) years at

0% interest will be recorded on properties receiving assistance. The DPL is due and payable as a
result of default on the first mortgage or if the home is sold, refinanced, rented or ceases to be
owner occupied. 

e.  Recipient Selection Criteria:  First come, first ready  
f.  Sponsor Selection Criteria, if applicable:  Not applicable   
g. Additional Information: None  
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Levy county 7 units 
Purchase Assistance for Post - 1994 Manufactured Homes 

Summary of the Strategy: This strategy will provide funding assistance to eligible households for the
purchase of a post-1994 manufactured home. This strategy may provide assistance to eligible households
for the demolition and removal of a manufactured home and/or replacement of the manufactured home.  

a.  Fiscal Years Covered: 2005/06, 2006/07 and 2007/08 
b.  Income Categories to be served: Extremely low income, very low income, low income and

moderate income households. 
c.  Maximum award as noted on the Hurricane Housing Goals Chart: $10,000 
d.  Terms, Recapture and Default: Assistance provided through this strategy will be in the form of a

deferred payment loan (DPL) for a period of three years, secured by a second mortgage on the
home.  The loan balance shall become immediately due and payable upon the sale or transfer of
the property or if the home is no longer the primary residence of the applicant. In the event of
death of the borrower(s) the second mortgage will be forgiven.

e.  Recipient Selection Criteria: Assistance will be provided on a first come, first qualified, first
served basis within income level guidelines. Units assisted must be located on property owned and
occupied by the applicant. 

f.  Sponsor Selection Criteria, if applicable: n/a 
g.  Additional Information: n/a          
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THE FLORIDA HOUSING COALITION, INC. is a nonprofit, statewide membership organization whose mission is to act as

a catalyst to bring together housing advocates and resources to provide all Floridians with a safe and

affordable home and suitable living environment. Established in 1982, the Coalition has an extensive

history of providing information, training, and technical assistance on affordable housing and related

issues, and supports community-based partnerships in leveraging resources to maximize the availability

and improve the quality of affordable housing in Florida.

he Coalition’s goal is to offer a seamless continuum of training opportunities on any

housing or community development topic with which you may need assistance.

The Coalition has a strong, diverse history of funders and partners who support us in

achieving this goal, including the following:

THE FLORIDA HOUSING COALITION’S technical assistance team consists of a highly skilled and geographically

dispersed network of technical assistance providers, professional staff, and housing professionals in

virtually all areas of the development of affordable housing. The Coalition has established a presence in Florida

as a principle resource for training and education on affordable housing issues.  We are committed to

continuing a standard of excellence in training by providing local governments and nonprofit

organizations with the skills to become effective partners in the housing delivery process through the provision

of technical assistance and training.  The Coalition offers Professional Certifications in Core and Advanced

Affordable Housing Curriculum as well as Homebuyer Education Certification through our partnership with

NeighborWorks of America. 

T H E F L O R I D A H O U S I N G C O A L I T I O N ,  I N C .  H A S S E R V E D A S T H E S T A T E O F F L O R I D A ’ S A F F O R D A B L E
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H O M E O W N E R S H I P S T R A T E G I E S

N O T E :  T H E N U M B E R O F U N I T S I S F R O M E A C H C O M M U N I T Y ’ S 2 0 0 6  A N N U A L R E P O R T .  I T R E P R E S E N T S T H E

N U M B E R O F U N I T S F O R E A C H S T R A T E G Y T H A T W E R E C O M P L E T E D B Y J U N E 3 0 ,  2 0 0 6  A S W E L L A S T H O S E

U N I T S T H A T W E R E E S T I M A T E D T O B E C O M P L E T E D B Y J U N E 3 0 ,  2 0 0 8 .

Charlotte County – 3 units
Community Land Trust 

Establish and provide funds for the creation of a Community Land Trust and the purchase of land for no more
than $50,000 per unit, for development of community housing

a. State Fiscal Years 2006, 2007 and 2008
b. Income Categories served:  Moderate up to 100% of AMI, Low, Very Low and Extremely Low

Incomes
c. Maximum award:  $750,000 over 3 year period.
d. Terms, Recapture and Default Grant.  With resale provisions.  Land is secured thru restrictive

covenants.
e. Recipient Selection Criteria:  First ready, first served
f. Sponsor Selection Criteria, if applicable RFP for non-profit who can demonstrate capacity and

experience creating affordable housing within specified time frame Additional Information:  CLT
will advertise RFP for private and non-profit developers to construct affordable community
housing, partnering with several that can produce desired single family, duplexes or triplexes
homes for sale within specified time frame or rental units for rental by low, very low or extremely
low income households.

APPENDIX A
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Escambia County – 129 units
Housing Development
Home Construction and/or Development Financing

Summary of the Strategy: Home Construction and/or Development Financing (including Urban Infill housing)

Brief Description: HHRP funds will be used to fully or partially finance the acquisition of property,
individual construction, or large scale development of new affordable housing units for sale and occupancy by
HHRP eligible homebuyers on a Countywide basis. The homes will be produced by: (1) providing short term,
interim construction financing to local non-profit or for profit residential builders/developers combined
with optional conversion of all or a portion of the construction financing to a long-term deferred second
mortgage to enhance affordability for the HHRP eligible homebuyer, or (2) through mortgage reduction
assistance (soft second mortgage) provided to enable SHIP eligible families to directly purchase newly
constructed homes available on the open market. Completed homes will be purchased by approved HHRP
eligible families with permanent first mortgage financing provided by area private financial institutions. A
minimum of 60% of the permanent mortgage financing will be provided by participating lenders. The
remainder, or a portion thereof, may be held as a deferred HHRP second mortgage to provide affordability of
the home for the lower income homebuyer. This strategy also incorporates the Urban Infill concept or
stimulating investment in declining urban area such as locally designated Community Redevelopment Areas
(CRA); Escambia County, Pensacola and Century Enterprise Zones (EZ), the Pensacola Front Porch
Community, and similar areas “targeted” for redevelopment by offering financial incentives to encourage the
redevelopment of abandoned or vacant Urban Infill properties by private developers/builders, non-profit
corporations, lenders, and individual citizens. Utilizing HHRP, SHIP, HUD, or other public and private
sector resources, the Urban Infill component of this Strategy encompasses: the identification and evaluation
of urban Infill sites/properties (including vacant parcels and/or salvageable abandoned buildings) suitable for
the production of newly constructed or renovated housing utilizing criteria established jointly Escambia
County, the City of Pensacola, and representatives of targeted neighborhoods; attaining control or ownership
of properties, through acquisition, donation, or other means as may be appropriate, that support the overall
Infill housing and redevelopment goals established in the or effectively redeveloping such properties, through
construction or renovation, to meet the single family affordable housing needs of residents of local neighbor-
hood(s). Due to the importance of the neighborhood revitalization mission, HHRP financial resources shall be
allocated in support of the Urban Infill element of this overall Housing Development Strategy in the most
flexible manner allowed under the governing regulations.

a. Fiscal Years Covered: July 1, 2005 – June 30, 2008
b. Income Categories to be served: All of the homes produced through this activity will be sold

to families with incomes below 120% of the median income. A minimum of 60% of the newly
developed homes will be sold to families with incomes below 80% of the area median.

c. Maximum award is noted on the Housing Delivery Goals Charts:  The maximum award level for
this strategy is stipulated in the HDGC: $50,000

d. Terms, Recapture and Default: Home Construction and/or Development Financing: Deferred
Payment Loan @ 0% interest secured by mortgage and note due upon default as a result of the
sale, transfer or rental of the housing unit. Maximum term is 30 years or the term of the first
mortgage whichever is less. Repayment requirements are: full repayment is required upon default
within one year; 20% of the amount of the HHRP assistance is forgiven after one year, with the
balance due and payable if the sale, transfer, encumbrance, or rental of the subject housing
unit occurs within the term of the first mortgage. Assuming the original qualifying homebuyer
occupies the home, without default, for the full duration of the first mortgage, the 80% balance of
the HHRP assistance is also forgivable.
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e. Recipient Selection Criteria: Assistance provided on a first come/first served basis following
advertisement of the availability of HHRP resources. Homebuyer eligibility and certification
activities will be performed in-house.

f. Sponsor Selection Criteria: Local government staff will work individually with local non-profits,
builders, developers, property owners and homebuyers on a first come/first served basis following
public announcement of the availability. The application process for sponsors will be continuous
until funds are exhausted. Generally, selection will be based upon responses to an advertised
request for proposal, and will be for a the full HHRP period. 

g. Selection criteria will include: 
1. Demonstrated affordable housing production and preferably locally based expertise in

affordable single family housing construction, development and marketing; 
2. Housing unit production goals and per unit cost in relation to HHRP funding requested;

amount of non-HHRP funds or value of other services committed as HHRP leverage;
3. The provision of homebuyer education/counseling as a core component
4. Housing production/development schedule (i.e., ability to produce units in a timely

manner)
5. Commitment to reasonable design standards as promulgated by the local governments.
6. Builders or developers who have not been under contract with the Escambia/Pensacola

SHIP Program as a participating builder/ developer within the past two years will be
limited to construction of one house at a time until a minimum of three homes have been
successfully built and sold in accordance with the provisions of this Strategy and the
required Housing Development Agreement.

7. Additional Information: NONE
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Palm Beach County – 20 units
Land Acquisition

Summary of the Strategy: This strategy will provide funds to eligible developers of single-family
developments serving extremely low, very low, low and moderate income households to acquire vacant
land including scattered sites and existing manufactured home parks with the goal of increasing the
number of affordable owner housing units available to income eligible residents.  Properties can be
acquired through deed and tax sales, foreclosure, or through private purchases. Properties purchased
must be utilized for the development of affordable housing for income eligible first time homebuyers. 

Funds may be utilized for site acquisition, site development, infrastructure improvements, impact fees,
demolition costs, and other construction related costs, title costs, appraisals, surveys, attorney’s fees, and all
closing related fees. This strategy can be used in combination with the SHIP Purchase Assistance Program,
SHIP Single Family Development Program and HOME program funding.  When HHR funds are combined
with SHIP or HOME funds, any HHR loan repayment proceeds will be prorated and deposited into a
separate Housing Trust Fund as required. 

a. Fiscal Years Covered:  State fiscal years 2005/2006; 2006/2007; 2007/2008.
b.  Income Categories to be served: Extremely low, very-low, low, and moderate 
c. Maximum award as noted on the Hurricane Housing Goals Chart: $50,000 per lot.
d. The maximum purchase price shall be determined by the appraised /fair market value at time of

purchase not to exceed the maximum purchase price as noted on the housing goals delivery chart
as adjusted from time to time.

e. Terms, Recapture and Default:  Financial assistance to developers will be secured with a mortgage
and note that will require repayment at an interest rate of 3% with a minimum term of 30 years.

1. Assisted developments must commit to set aside a minimum number of units for lower
income households. The housing must remain affordable, and all HHR assisted units must
be occupied by income eligible persons during the affordability period. Additional resale
restrictions as stipulated in a Community Land Trust and/or Shared Equity Agreements if
applicable may be enforced during the applicable restrictive period.

2. Assistance to eligible homebuyers will be provided in the form of a deferred payment zero
percent interest loan secured by a mortgage and note for the market value of the land at
the time of construction for a minimum period of thirty (30) years. No payment will be due
as long as the home remains the primary residence of the applicant. If the house is sold
or leased, title is transferred or conveyed, or the home ceases to be the primary residence
of the applicant for the term of the loan, the entire amount of the assistance provided will
be due and payable within 60 days. 

3. A deed or resale restriction for the term of the mortgage will be recorded in the Public
Records of Palm Beach County ensuring resale of assisted units to income eligible
low/moderate income buyer. Additional resale restrictions as stipulated in a Community
Land Trust and/or Shared Equity Agreements if applicable may be enforced during the
restrictive period.

4. HHR funds may be combined/leveraged with SHIP, HOME, CDBG, private sector
financing, Single Family Mortgage Revenue Bond and Federal Home Loan funds to assist
with single family housing developed/constructed for first-time homebuyers.  When HHR
funds are combined with other funds,  any HHR loan repayment proceeds will be
prorated and deposited into a separate Housing Trust Fund as required. 
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f. Recipient Selection Criteria:
1. Eligible applicants will be approved for assistance on a first-come, first-qualified first

served basis within the income groups subject to funding availability. In addition to being
income eligible, buyers must meet the following selection criteria:

2. Eligible homebuyer program participants must qualify as first time homebuyers and must
receive a certificate of homebuyer counseling prior to loan closing. A first time home
buyer is an applicant who has not owned a home within the three (3) years immediately
preceding the assisted purchase. The only exception is a person who has lost his/her home
as a result of divorce within the three (3) years preceding the assisted purchase.

3. Purchasers of the developed units must be very low, low, or moderate income, and occupy
the property as their primary residence.  Management of the development will select
potential homebuyers for the HHR assisted units on a first come first served, first
qualified basis.  Qualification criteria for HHR recipients must meet all HHR affordability
and income guidelines for the income group. County staffs will income-certify all home-
buyers for the HHR assisted units.

g. The purchase price of the home may not exceed the maximum sales price as established by Palm
Beach County and/or the State of Florida. The home must be located within the urban service
areas of the County.

h. The purchased property must meet all applicable building codes, and, Certificate of Occupancy
is required prior to occupancy.

1. Site Selection Criteria:
(a). Only vacant land will be funded for purchase under this strategy.  Properties

will be purchased at appraised/fair market value. Eminent domain activities
will not be funded under this strategy.

2. Sponsor Selection Criteria: 
(a). Sponsors of affordable owner housing development will be awarded assistance

on a first come first qualified, first served basis subject to funding availability.
The County will advertise the availability of funds. Preference will be given to
sponsors who hire employees through local WAGES and Workforce
Development initiatives. It is the goal of the County to provide funding for a
variety of housing projects in a variety of locations. If staff deems a project not
feasible, staff reserves the right to recommend no funding for that project and
state the reason for such recommendation

3. Selection criteria will also include quality of the proposed development, development
costs, development team experience, housing affordability, financial stability, economic
viability and sensitivity to local housing needs. The proposed HHR assisted units must be
affordable to very low, low and moderate income households
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Lee County 16 units
Homeownership - New Construction

Summary, of the Strategy: Eligible costs include land acquisition, site preparation, infrastructure, pre-
development costs, permitting fees, construction, and other construction related costs. These expenses must
be completed within one year immediately preceding the date of conveyance of title (i.e., closing) or within
24 months of the close of the applicable State fiscal year. The cost of the home to the homebuyer is trans-
ferred through a first mortgage, which may be held by a lending institution, and the property is trans-
ferred to the new owner fee simple, at the completion of construction. The non-profit sponsors may be lever-
aging HHR dollars with private funds derived from mortgages from lenders as well as sweat equity from the
homebuyers. All components of the program will be monitored to ensure that the benefits accrue directly to
the home buyer/owner.

a. Fiscal Years Covered: 2005/2006
b. Income Categories to be served: Extremely low income households as defined by 67ER05-02

Definitions (2) and very-low, low and moderate-income households as defined by Section
420.9071, F.S. are eligible.

c. Maximum award is noted on the Hurricane Housing Goals Chart: See Page 14
d. Terms, Recapture and Default: HHR funds used in the home ownership new construction

strategy are subject to a subordinate mortgage on the property in the amount of the subsidy
or according to costs and other subsidies used in the project. The mortgage is zero interest,
deferred payment, non-amortizing. It is forgiven in 15 years if the owner maintains the home
as a principal residence. Upon the transfer of ownership or sale of the property before 15
years, the entire amount of the mortgage is due and payable to the HHR Trust Fund. If the
new buyer is income eligible for the program, the mortgage may be assumed so long as all
other HHR requirements are met. The total of all mortgages on the property cannot exceed
the appraised value of the unit, which is defined as the Market Value as determined by a State
of Florida Certified Residential Appraiser. The appraisal must include the value of the land
and the improvements using the after-construction value of the property and must be dated
within 12 months of the date construction is to commence. The sales price of any unit must
include the value of the land in order to qualify as eligible housing. Recaptured funds and
program income will be used for eligible HHR activities described in the Hurricane Housing
Delivery Goals Chart. Staff is authorized to use these funds for emergency housing needs as
well. The funds must be expended within the statutory requirements for program income and
recaptured funds. The Hurricane Housing Assistance Plan may be amended if program goals
will not be met. f. Recipient Selection Criteria: To qualify, applicant households must be
eligible under the HHR income guidelines and select housing that meets criteria in Sec.
420.907 Florida Statutes and Chapter 67-37 Florida Administrative Code. New construction
by non-profit sponsors or governmental agencies is made available on a first come, first ready,
most needed basis to households that have been impacted by the hurricanes. g. Sponsor
Selection Criteria, if applicable: IRS approved non-profit affordable housing providers and/or
government agencies compete for HHR funding at the discretion of the county and according
to the county's procurement procedures. Sponsors will be selected based on the criteria
shown in the Addendum. Because the purpose is to assist households impacted by the
hurricanes; priority will be given to sponsors or government agencies who can demonstrate
their recipients are on the 2004 Lee County Disaster Recovery List compiled with the
assistance of the Lee County Long Term Recovery Committee and maintained at the Lee
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County Department of Human Services, the Pine Island Long Term Recovery Organization
(PILTRO) list or whose clients qualify for inclusion on these lists. (Households on these lists
have a documented need as they have been screened and the status of their FEMA and
insurance disbursements is documented). h. Additional Information: Efforts will be made
to leverage public dollars to the maximum extent possible in the program. The home
ownership/new construction strategy encourages the use of HOME, HOPE, SHIP and other
available programs. Private capital, donations and sweat equity are also important in the
home ownership construction strategy.   
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City of Port St. Lucie - 8 units
SCATTERED SITE LAND ACQUISITION FOR HOME BUILDING PROGRAM  

Summary of the Strategy: The land acquisition strategy will be utilized for the purchase of individual scat-
tered building lots for very-low and low income clients whose homes are being built by Habitat for Humanity
or an approved private contractor.  The City will collaborate with the County on its builder/lot program or work
with the approved contractors to develop pre-approved plans for homes that may be constructed on these lots.
Very-low income clients may qualify for purchase of a scattered site lot plus down payment/closing cost assis-
tance under the Home Purchase Program.  Low-income may qualify for either a building lot -or home pur-
chase assistance to purchase an existing home, not both.  

a. Fiscal Years covered: 2005/2006; 2006/2007; 2007/2008 
b. Income Categories to be served:  Very low and low income.  Maximum award as noted on the

Hurricane Housing Goals Chart: $90,000  
c. Terms, Recapture and Default: A mortgage in the amount of the appraised value at the time of con-

struction will be recorded against the property.  This will be a deferred loan (DPL), with no inter-
est, due and payable when the home is sold.  Any program income received will be paid to the
HHR Trust Fund for use in assisting other eligible households.  Note: We are considering
Community Land Trusts, resale restrictions and shared equity mortgages which may be used in
connection with this strategy if approved and available for implementation during the required
time frame.  

d. Recipient Selection Criteria:  Households must meet income and other qualifying guidelines set
forth under SHIP Home Purchase Program, have the ability to qualify for a new home being built
by Habitat or an approved private or nonprofit contractor and accept the approved plans available
for the program.    

e. Sponsor Selection Criteria:  Contractors wishing to work with this program must either respond to
an RFP, or the City may piggyback on existing contracts with the County for a similar project.  

f. Additional Information:  None   
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Indian River County – 37 UNITS 
Land Acquisition Loans/Grants

Summary of the Strategy: To assist extremely low income, very low income, and low income house as
well as non-profit sponsors, such as Habitat for Humanity, for the acquisition of vacant lands or lots for the
purpose of providing eligible housing units for eligible persons.

a. Fiscal Years Covered: FY 2005-2006, FY 2006-2007, FY 2007-2008
b. Income Categories to be served:  

1. Extremely-Low Income Persons (less than 30% of median income)
2. Very Low-Income Persons (between 31-50% of median income) 
3. Low-Income Persons (between 51-80% of median income)  

c. Maximum award:  The maximum monetary award for land acquisition loan shall not exceed
$50,000.00 per lot within an existing subdivision or appraised value of the lot, whichever is less,
or $100,000.00 per acre for un-subdivided lands with a density of 6 units per acre or higher.    

d. Terms, Recapture, Default: Land acquisition loans to individual eligible recipients are deferred
payment loans whereby repayment of the entire loan amount is required at the time the parcel/lot
and its corresponding eligible housing unit is sold or at the time that the assisted unit is occupied
by someone other than the original loan recipient. Recaptured funds will be deposited in the
county’s affordable housing trust fund. Eligible persons may repay the entire amount of the loan
at any time. For non-profit organizations, the award will be a grant. The non-profit organization,
however, shall guarantee that units to be built on the property will be used by extremely
low-income, very low-income, or low-income persons.    

e. Recipient Selection Criteria:  Applications will be reviewed based on a first come first reviewed
basis, and applicants will be chosen per the following criteria:  Income Eligibility Asset
Verification        

f. Sponsor Selection Criteria: Grants to non-profit organizations will be awarded based on the
following criteria:  

• Ability to proceed with construction
• Ability to meet the deadline for expending the funds
• Number of units to be built
• Percentage of extremely low and very low income households to be assisted
• The length of time the organization has been in Indian River County 
• Experience in development of affordable housing
• Proof of 501(1)3 tax exempt status

g. Additional Information:  
1. Geographic Area Land acquisition loans may be made anywhere in the County, including

all municipalities located within the County.  
(a). Housing Unit Classification All housing units utilizing assistance from the

Program Land Acquisition Loan Strategy shall be owner-occupied single
family residences.  Mobile homes are not eligible. 

(b). Land acquisition loans can be given in combination with down  payment
closing costs and impact fee loans.    
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City of Fort Pierce – 20 UNITS 
LAND ACQUISITION 

Summary of the Strategy: Funds will be utilized to purchase individual scattered building lots for homes
to be built by Habitat for Humanity or an approved private contractor.  The City will collaborate with the
County on its builder/lot program or work with approved contractors to develop pre-approved plans for homes
that may be constructed on these lots.    

a. Fiscal Years Covered:  2005-06, 2006-07, and 2007-08  
b. Income Categories to be served:  Very low, low, or moderate income families (ie, with incomes

below 120% of the median income).   
c. Maximum award as noted on the Hurricane Housing Goals Chart: $100,000    
d. Terms, Recapture and Default:  A mortgage in the amount of the appraised value at the time of

construction will be recorded against the property.  A deferred payment loan @ 0% interest due
and payable upon sale, transfer or rental of residence for very low income families.  Low and
moderate income households will receive a zero (0%) to five (5%) low interest, direct loan with
up to the maximum of a 30 years repayment period, or a combination for low and moderate
income families.  Interest rate will be determined on a case-by-case basis.  Loans will be due
and payable upon sale, transfer or rental of residence.  

e. Recipient Selection Criteria:  Households must meet income and other qualifying guidelines set
forth in the downpayment assistance strategy, have the ability to qualify for a new home being built
by Habitat, Sunrise City C.H.D.O., or an approved private or nonprofit contractor and accept the
approved plans available for the program.  

f. Sponsor Selection Criteria:  Developers wishing to work with this program must either respond to
a Request for Proposal (RFP), or the City may piggyback on existing contracts that follow under
state purchasing guidelines for similar projects.    

g. Additional information:  None 
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Hardee County 39 units 
PURCHASE ASSISTANCE 

Summary of the Strategy: This strategy is for income eligible applicants as first time homebuyers or
displaced persons to purchase single family, homeowner occupied site-built homes (not mobile homes).
Funds will be used for closing costs and down payment assistance toward approved existing houses or
approved new construction contracts. The criteria will also require only approved lending institutions for
first mortgages. Funds will be awarded as indicated in the Hurricane Housing Delivery Goals Chart. The
difference between the award and the amount needed for closing costs will be applied as a loan principal
reduction.  Applicants will be required to attend a homebuyers education course, consumer credit
counseling and provide a minimum of $500 of private funds at the loan closing or before.  

a. Fiscal Years Covered:  2005/2006-2007/2008 
b. Income Categories to be served:  Extremely Low Income (30% or below the Average Median

Income [AMI]), Very Low Income (50% or below the AMI), Low Income (50% to 80% AMI), and
Moderate Income (80% to 120%AMI).

c. Maximum award as noted on the Hurricane Housing Delivery Goals Chart:  Individual maximum
awards for the Rehabilitation/Replacement Housing strategy are:  Extremely Low Income:
$70,000, Very Low Income: $60,000, Low Income: $50,000 and Moderate Income: $40,000. 

d. Terms, Recapture and Default:  Program funds used in the home are subject to a subordinate
mortgage or Deferred Payment Loan Agreement (DPL) on the property in the amount of subsidy
or according to actual costs used on the project. The mortgage is zero interest, deferred payment
and non-amortizing. Term of the lien is 20 years and requires that said property is the
applicant/property owner’s primary place of residence and who is also required to reasonably
maintain the home to reasonable standards for the term of the lien. After 10 years, if the terms of
the agreement have been met, fifty percent (50%) of the subsidy will be forgiven. Upon transfer of
ownership or sale of the property prior to the 10 year period, the entire amount of the subsidy is
due and payable to the Hardee County SHIP/HHRP Trust Fund. Transfer of Ownership after 10
years will require a repayment to the program of 50% of the original subsidy. If the terms of the
agreement are met for the full 20 years, the remaining 50% will be forgiven and the lien will be
satisfied at 100%. Recaptured funds and program income will be returned to the program and
used for eligible SHIP/HHR activities as described in the Housing Delivery Goals Chart. OCD
staff is authorized to administer these funds for rehabilitative housing needs. Recaptured funds
are to be expended within statutory requirements. 

e. Recipient Selection Criteria:  To qualify, applicant households must be eligible under SHIP
income guidelines. Funds are distributed on a first come, first ready basis after an initial point
ranking system. Priority will be given to extremely low income, very low income, Elderly and
Disabled households.  Sponsor Selection Criteria, if applicable:  Local approved government and
non-profit, housing organizations, with interests in the same projects/individuals, will be given
consideration for additional funding to leverage individual applicants  
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Glades County – 3 units 
PURCHASE ASSISTANCE-SITE BUILT    

Summary of the Strategy: The Glades County HHR Purchase Assistance strategy may assist a verified
and certified homebuyer by paying a portion of their down payment, closing costs and/or principal mortgage
buy-down to purchase either a unit of new construction of concrete block structure  (CBS) or an existing,
site-built unit, built of either concrete block structure (CBS) or a stick built unit.  The Purchase
Assistance strategy may leverage HHR Funds along with funds from State, Federal programs or private
lending institutions. If SHIP funds are available and all SHIP guidelines are met, a portion of SHIP funds
UNIT or EXISTING UNIT Down Payment, Closing Cost Assistance, Mortgage Principal Buy-Down. 

a. Fiscal years covered by strategy.  FY 2005/2006; 2006/2007; 2007/2008
b. Income category to be served.   This strategy will be provided to households with incomes less

than 120 % of the Area Median Income Adjusted by Family Size: Extremely Low Income, Very
Low Income, Low Income and Moderate Income.

c. Maximum award as noted on the Hurricane Housing Goals Chart: 
1. Extremely Low Income category award amount up to $30,000 
2. Very Low Income category award amount up to $30,000 
3. Low income category award amount up to $30,000 
4. Moderate income category award amount up to $30,000

d. Terms, Recapture and Default.  The recipient is required to sign a deferred Mortgage and Loan
Agreement and Mortgage Note with the Glades County Board of County Commissioners as either
a first or second mortgage/lien holder for a term of TEN (10) years.  The Mortgage is forgiven on
a pro rata basis beginning in year SIX (6). Twenty percent (20%) of the mortgage amount will be
forgiven per year until year ten (10).  At which time, if the Owner-Occupant has remained in full
compliance with the terms of the deferred Mortgage and Loan Agreement, the entire debt will be
forgiven.  The interest rate for the Down Payment Assistance mortgage is 0%.  No payments will
be required until the property is sold, transferred, or is no longer the primary residence of the
homebuyer.  At which time, if the Owner-Occupant has NOT remained in full compliance with the
terms of the Deferred Mortgage and Loan Agreement, the non-forgiven debt plus four percent (4%)
interest accrued from the date of default, is due and payable.  Subordination:  Subordination
approval for debt service will not be allowed during the term of the deferred Mortgage and Loan
Agreement. 

e. Recipient Selection Criteria. The applicant will be verified and certified according to the State
Criteria for “Anticipated Gross Household Income Limits Adjusted to Family Size”.  Contingent
upon availability of HHR funds, Glades County may encumber funds for applicants on a priority
bases AMI income level, elderly or disabled.  After the priority applicants are served, other
applicants may  be served  on a first-ready, first-served bases.  The unit to be purchased must be
located in the City of Moore Haven or the County of Glades, Florida; The sales price or value of a
unit of new construction  may  not  exceed the maximum amount allowed in the HHRP program
which is 90 % of the median area purchase price of $106,365; existing unit $98,523.  The applicant
will pay the applicant’s  investment  fee  towards  the purchase of the home in the amount  of: 

1. Extremely Low Income $100.00 
2. Very Low Income $300.00
3. Low Income $400.00 
4. Moderate Income $500.00  
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e. The applicant must be income and credit eligible for first mortgage financing that will cover the
remainder of the cost of the home above the HHR Assistance Award; The applicant must have an
accepted contract for a home and have applied for and received a written pre-approval document
from the first mortgage lender; The property taxes and the homeowner’s insurance must be held in
escrow as a PITI payment by the first mortgage lending institution; Homeowner’s insurance is
required to show Glades County Board of County Commissioners as a first or second mortgage lien
holder in the loss payable clause and a copy of the document sent to the HHRP Administration
office;  

f. Sponsor Selection Criteria:  None  
g. Additional Information:  None  
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DeSoto County – 55 units
Purchase Assistance 

Activity Description: Funds are provided to homebuyers for new construction or the purchase of an
existing home.  The maximum purchase price for construction or the purchase of an existing home is
$189,000.  Only the amount of subsidy required to close will be awarded.  Funds through this strategy may
be utilized to make necessary code related repairs to the unit being purchased.  The maximum award may
not be exceeded.  Applicants will be pre-qualified through the Housing Office for this assistance.  Upon
completion of application/income verification the homeowner will be notified in writing as to his or her
eligibility determination.  Eligible applicants will be provided a list of participating lenders through the
HHRP program.  The Housing Office must be provided a copy of all inspections, appraisals, and photos of
each residence being purchased or constructed with HHRP funds.  The applicant will be responsible for
selecting an eligible home and securing his or her maximum mortgage commitment.  Post ‘94 Mobile Homes
may be purchased with HHRP assistance.  Funds will be provided to the closing agent for eligible
applicants.  Upon notification of eligibility, the maximum award will be encumbered for the applicant.
Funds will be encumbered for a period of 60 days.  If the homebuyer fails to close, or contact the Housing
Office with specific details and timelines, the funds will be made available to the next applicant.  The
HHRP administrator will award encumbrance extensions on a case-by-case basis.  If funds are
unencumbered, the applicant will have to reapply for funding.     

a. State Fiscal Year(s):  2005, 2006, 2007 
b. Income Categories Served:  very low, low, and moderate income households as defined by Section

420.9071, F.S.  
c. Maximum Award:  Maximum award is tiered by income category as follows: 

• Very Low = $40,000 
• Low          = $35,000 
• Moderate  = $30,000  

d. Terms/Recapture/Default Provisions:  Subject to a subordinate mortgage.  Mortgage due and
payable to the DeSoto County HHRP trust Fund upon transfer of ownership of the property.  A
homeowner will be in default if he/she fails to maintain the unit as his/her primary residence or if
the owner transfers ownership of the property.  Repayment shall become due and payable within
30 days of the transfer.  

e. Recipient Selection Criteria:  Funds are made available first come first ready basis to HHRP
eligible applicants.      

f. Sponsor Selection Criteria:  Not applicable. The County administers the purchase price buy-down
assistance program.
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DISASTER RESPONSE & DISASTER MITIGATION   
Boynton Beach 31 units 
Disaster Prevention  

Summary of the Strategy: The purpose of this strategy is to provide Florida Product Approved hurricane
panels to very low, low and moderate income households who currently do not have any, and replacement of
awnings that are not suitable to current City of Boynton Beach codes.    

a. Fiscal Years Covered:  State Fiscal Years 2005/2006; 2006/2007, and 2007/2008.
b. Income Categories to be served:  Very low, low, and moderate income households as defined by

the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) and adopted by the State of
Florida and distributed by the Florida Housing Finance Corporation for use in the SHIP Program.  

c. Maximum award as noted on Hurricane Housing Goals Chart: The maximum award for this
strategy is $5,000 per unit.  

d. Terms, Recapture and Default:  Assistance will be provided in the form of a grant as the price is
expected not to exceed the $5000 threshold. Therefore, individual households will not be required
to repay funds used for hurricane disaster prevention assistance.   

e. Recipient Selection Criteria: In addition to being income eligible as described above, applicants
will be served on a first-come, first served basis as long as funding is available.  The residence
must be located within the municipal boundaries of Boynton Beach.  

f. Sponsor Selection Criteria:  N/A Additional Information: Elderly applicants, and applicants who
may be physically challenged will be allowed to obtain accordion awnings in order to alleviate the
possibility of having to incur costs to have protection put in placed during the event of pending
hurricanes.  Otherwise, aluminum storm panels will be installed.

R E H A B I L I T A T I O N S T R A T E G I E S

N O T E :  T H E N U M B E R O F U N I T S I S F R O M E A C H C O M M U N I T Y ’ S 2 0 0 6  A N N U A L R E P O R T .  I T R E P R E S E N T S T H E

N U M B E R O F U N I T S F O R E A C H S T R A T E G Y T H A T W E R E C O M P L E T E D B Y J U N E 3 0 ,  2 0 0 6  A S W E L L A S T H O S E

U N I T S T H A T W E R E E S T I M A T E D T O B E C O M P L E T E D B Y J U N E 3 0 ,  2 0 0 8 .

APPENDIX B
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City of Deltona 12 units 
Disaster Recovery    

Summary of the Strategy: Pay insurance deductibles Pump septic tanks Repair damage not covered by
insurance, FEMA, or other funding source Correct damage from mold, mildew and insect related to the storm
event; funding available for contracted work and materials.  Prevention from further damage: roof tarps,
plywood, emergency plumbing repair, carpet removal, etc.  

a. Fiscal Years Covered:  State Fiscal Years 2005/06, 2006/07, 2007/08  
b. Income Categories to be served: Household incomes at or below 80% of the area median income,

adjusted for household size.  Preference shall be given to applicants below 50%.  Extremely Low
- 30% Very Low – 50% Low – 80%    

c. Maximum award as noted on the Hurricane Housing Goals Chart: 
1. FY 2005 – $11,000 
2. FY 2006 -  $12,500 
3. FY 2007 -  $14,000

d. Terms, Recapture and Default: Low Income - 10 year defer pay loan, reduced by 10% of the
original loan amount each year.  Very Low & Extremely Low – Grant, no recapture  

e. Recipient Selection Criteria: Eligible applicants will be assisted on a first-come, first-qualified,
first-served basis.  

f. Sponsor Selection Criteria, if applicable: N/A  
g. Additional Information: This strategy may be combined with other state, federal, or local programs.  
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Seminole County 8 units
Mitigation 

Summary of the Strategy: This strategy offers qualified seniors and disabled homeowners assistance with
home repairs, home alterations to improve their health and safety, contribute to structural integrity and
preservation of their owner occupied home. Home repairs to make a home barrier free for special needs
households are also eligible.  This strategy also includes reconstruction and demolition if a home is beyond
financial feasibility to repair (cost of repairs more than 51% value) or a replacement of a mobile home with
a mobile home on a case by case basis.  Households are eligible for rental assistance if their home is
demolished and rebuilt using this strategy.  The eligible household may receive rental assistance for up to 6
months of rent during the reconstruction of their home. Rental assistance payments may not to exceed $700
per month for up to 6 months.  

a. Fiscal Years Covered: 2005/2006; 2006/2007; 2007/2008  
b. Income Categories to be Served: Very low income and low income households as defined by the

U. S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD); adopted by the State of Florida; and
distributed by the Florida Housing Finance Corporation for use in the HHR Program.  

c. Maximum Award is Noted on the Housing Delivery Goals Charts:
d. Terms, Recapture and Default: Seminole County will provide an interest free forgivable grant for

up to $15,000 of mitigation repairs or a low interest deferred payment forgivable combination
loan for up to 30 years for demolition /removal and reconstruction of the applicant’s home.  The
interest rate will not exceed two percent (2%). The minimum affordability period is: 

1. Assistance of up to $15,000  Grant  0 years Affordability 
2. Assistance of $15,001 - $40,000  Loan  15 Years Affordability
3. Assistance of $40,001 - and above Loan  30 years Affordability 

e. Repayment, default and recapture will be triggered point of sale, transfer, refinance or no longer
owner – occupied before the end of the term. 

f. Recipient Selection Criteria: Funds will be made available on a first come, first completed
application served, basis while funds are available. Eligible applicants must be head of household,
62 years of age or older, or disabled head of household with special needs.  Applicants who have
been previously assisted with SHIP Funds are not eligible.  All units assisted will be within
Seminole County. Mobile homes built after 1994 are eligible for repair or removal and replacement
with a site built home or a mobile home on a case by case basis. Mobile homes built before 1994
are eligible for removal and replacement with a site home or a mobile home on a case by case basis.
Applicants are required to submit a completed Seminole County HHR Application and provide
all written documentation requested of income eligibility and qualifications. Persons who
qualify for HHR Assistance must contractually agree to all HHR Program guidelines, Seminole
County HHR requirements, recapture provisions and certify that the unit assisted will be their
principal residence. 

g. Sponsor Selection Criteria:  The County may choose a sponsor to assist in administration of
this strategy by advertising using Seminole County purchase and procurement guidelines. The
sponsor may be a private corporation or a not-for-profit corporation, community based
organization.  Selection will be based on the sponsor’s ability to proceed, past experience in
related fields, and performance.  

h. Additional Information:  If it is determined by the Seminole HHR Program that the applicant
meets income eligibility guidelines, a home inspection and work write-up will be completed by
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the County or its designee. Applicants whose homes are beyond repair may apply for Demotion
and Replacement.  Funds will be encumbered for eligible applicants whose homes are deemed
repairable according to program guidelines. The County or its designee will assist the homeowner
with home repair work write-up and inspections. All home repair work shall be performed by a
licensed, insured contractor.  The Homeowner’s mortgages, taxes, and special assessments must
be paid up to date on the property to be repaired.  All homes eligible for mitigation repairs must
be owner occupied and with a fee simple title.  If it is determined by the Seminole HHR Program
that the applicant meets eligibility guidelines for reconstruction, a title search, variance and
setback requirements update, necessary sanitary requirements for water and sewer or septic and
lot size will be determined to see if the lot meets current guidelines.  Applicants eligible to
receive assistance must have applied to the mitigation repair program and their home declared
beyond repair.  Funds for repairs or reconstruction will be encumbered for eligible applicants
whose lots are deemed buildable according to program guidelines.  The County or its designee
will assist the homeowner with County approved new home plans, contractor quote process and
inspections to ensure that all work is performed by a licensed and insured contractor.   
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City of Deltona 12 units 
Hazard Mitigation  

Summary of the Strategy: To reduce or eliminate the exposure of people’s lives or property to harm from a
disaster. Generator – 1 per household for persons with medical conditions who require electrical power. Tree
and debris removal required to make the housing unit safe. Purchase and installation of wind-rated storm
shutters. Purchase and installation of wind-rated garage doors. Retrofitting roofs with hurricane clips or
straps to improve roof wind load rating. Replacement and original installation of properly sized rain gutters,
including repairs of fascia board. Upgrading electrical service and installation of underground power drop.
Elevating air conditioning units, hot water heaters, and utilities and appliances in garages and utility rooms
where demonstrated flood hazards exist. Flood proofing converted garages where demonstrated flood hazards
exist. Elevating electrical equipment and septic tanks to comply with current legal flood insurance program
and Florida Health Law requirements within designated 100 year flood zones.  

a. Fiscal Years Covered: State Fiscal Years 2005/06, 2006/07, 2007/08  
b. Income Categories to be served:  Household incomes at or below 80% of the area median income,

adjusted for household size.  Preference shall be given to applicants below 50%.  Extremely Low
- 30% Very Low – 50%  Low – 80%    

c. Maximum award as noted on the Hurricane Housing Goals Chart: Extremely Low  $5,000 
Very Low  $5,000 Low  $5,000  

d. Terms, Recapture and Default: Low Income – 10 year defer pay loan, reduced by 10% of the
original loan amount each year.   Extremely Low & Very Low – Grant, no recapture  

e. Recipient Selection Criteria: Eligible applicants will be assisted on a first-come, first-qualified,
first-served basis.  

f. Sponsor Selection Criteria, if applicable: N/A  
g. Additional Information: This strategy may be combined with other state, federal, or local programs.   
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REHABILITATION Martin County – 10 units 
Rehabilitation  

Summary of Strategy: This strategy is to assist existing homeowners in the repair and substantial
replacement of owner occupied properties. Fiscal Years Covered:  The fiscal years covered in this plan are:
2005/06, 2006/07 and 2007/08. 

a. Income Categories to be served:  At least 20% of the funds will serve the extremely low income
(ELI) households, 30% will serve very low and 30% low income households.  The remaining 20%
will serve any combination of ELI, very low, low or moderate income households. 

b. Maximum award:  The maximum award amount for any income level is $60,000.00 
c. Terms, Recapture and Default:  The term of the no interest loan will be 30 15 years, at which point

all funds will be returned to the County, if the property is still occupied by the original applicant,
then the loan will be forgiven.  If the property is sold or ownership transferred, the entire amount
of the loan will be returned to the County.  The County will record lien documents to that effect.
Recipient Selection Criteria:  The County will advertise the availability of HHR funding in
accordance with Rule 67-37 F.A.C.  

d. Selection criteria will be based on State and local SHIP requirements, with priority given the
lowest income and special needs housing.  Applications will be available year round as long
as funding is available.  Awards will be made on a first come first serve bases, as funding is
available. 

e. Sponsor Selection Criteria:  The County will advertise the availability of HHR funding in
accordance with Rule 67-37 F.A.C.  Applicants will have a two-month period to submit
applications.   The Grants and Affordable Housing Advisory Committee (GAHAC) and a Staff
committee will review and rank all applicants and make funding recommendations to the
Board of County Commissioners.     
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Palm Beach County 84 units
Owner-Occupied Housing Rehabilitation 

Summary of the Strategy: This strategy combines the SHIP Strategies for Housing Rehabilitation,
Replacement Housing, Special Needs/Barrier Free Housing, and the Disaster Mitigation/Recovery, and will
be used to enhance these strategies. Funds are provided to extremely low, very low, low and moderate
income homeowners to repair/replace/reconstruct/retrofit eligible single family owner-occupied units
(structures of one to four dwelling units) for the purpose of upgrading substandard property to correct code
violations and prevent additional deterioration and/or add needed living space. Assistance for moderate
income homeowners is limited to hurricane related repairs.  Special Needs/Barrier-Free funding will be
provided to disabled households for housing modification and barrier removal to improve accessibility and
provide for health and safety repairs as needed.  Eligible homes requiring rehabilitation will be renovated
to meet the County’s applicable building code standards.  If the maximum award combined with other
public or private dollars is not sufficient to bring a home up to County’s building code standards, the home
will not be eligible for assistance under this strategy.  However, if the rehabilitation cost is at least fifty
percent or more of the fair market value of the home, the homeowner may be referred for replacement
housing under the Replacement Housing Strategy. Eligible home repairs include but are not limited to:

a. Structural components that show sign of imminent collapse 
b. Damage cause by fire Roof repair and /or replacement:  complete repair or replacement

of deteriorated roofing systems to eliminate substandard or unsafe roofing conditions
including gutters 

c. Broken water pipes Sewer sanitation failure Water leaks in walls or foundation  
d. Door replacement including hardware 
e. Garage door repair/replacement 
f. Windows and window fixtures replacement including screens 
g. Roof leaks causing electrical hazard, ceiling collapse or structural damage Inoperable

toilet, sink, tub or hot water heater 
h. Drywall replacement/repair Inoperable exterior doors and windows Installation of hurricane

shutters (aluminum)  
i. Electrical failure including exposed bare wires or other imminent fire hazards 
j. Gas leaks  
k. Mold remediation 
l. Termite treatment and repairs 
m. Kitchen and bathroom remodeling 
n. Cracked/dangerous driveway  
o. Room addition to alleviate over crowding  
p. Interior and exterior painting 
q. Rewiring 
r. Re-plumbing 
s. Kitchen and bathroom remodeling to restore/remove/impede deterioration 
t. Repair/replace/install 
u. HVAC system 
v. Floor covering replacement to restore/repair deteriorated existing floor covering 
w. Insulation 
x. Repair deteriorated siding/stucco 
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y. Repair/replace existing sprinkler system and related items 
z. Replace existing landscape only if hurricane damaged  
aa. Debris removal 
bb. Repair/replace screen and patio enclosures 
cc. Repair/replace fence only if required by 
dd. Homeowners/Condo Associations 
ee. Repair/replace light fixtures  
ff. Payment of Home Owners Associations fees windstorm and flood insurance (up to 12

months)  including  payments of fees assessed for hurricane related repairs  Incipient
building code violation that if left un-repaired will compromise the health and safety of
a household Any other repairs identified as being in violation of applicable building
code threatening the life, health and safety of the resident. 

b. Fiscal Years Covered: 2005/2006; 2006/2007; 2007/2008 
c. Income Categories to be served: Extremely Low, very low, low and moderate income households as

defined by the U. S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) and adopted by the
State of Florida and Palm Beach County.  

d. Maximum award as noted on the Hurricane Housing Goals Chart $50,000 The maximum award
for this strategy is not automatically provided. Rather, the amount of subsidy awarded will be the
maximum amount necessary to make the necessary repairs and bring the house up to building
code requirements.

e. Terms, Recapture and Default Funding in the amount of $5,000 or less will be provided in the form
of an unsecured grant with no recapture or deferred payment provision.  Assistance of $5,001 up
to $20,000 will be in the form of a deferred payment zero interest loan secured by a lien on the
property for a period of 10 years. Assistance exceeding $20,001 and up to the maximum award
will be in the form of a deferred payment, zero interest loan secured by a lien for a period of 30
years.  No payments will be due as long as the home remains the primary residence of the
original applicant.  If the home is sold, leased, title is transferred, or the home ceases to be
the primary residence of the applicant within the lien period, the entire amount of assistance
provided must be repaid within 60 days.  If the property is sold or title is transferred to an income
eligible buyer during the term of the mortgage, repayment may be waived for the owner and
transferred to the buyer if the purchaser accepts the terms and conditions of the program,
including the principal residence requirement and any new/additional program requirements
applicable at the time of transfer.  The purchaser’s eligibility will be determined by the County
and must be requested by the owner prior to the sale of the property. If eligible, the purchaser
shall be entitled to the remainder of the owner’s benefit.

f. Recipient Selection Criteria: Eligible applicants will be approved for assistance on a first-come,
first-qualified first served basis within the income groups subject to funding availability. 

g. Sponsor Selection Criteria, if applicable:  No sponsors are utilized for the Owner-Occupied
Housing Rehabilitation program. Applicants will be funded subject to funding availability.
Funding for materials and labor may also be provided to long-term recovery organizations in Palm
Beach County including non-profit and community housing organizations.   

h. Additional Information:   In addition to being income eligible as described above, applicants must
meet the following selection criteria: Applicant may not currently own or have assets exceeding
$200,000 (monetary gifts and real estate excluding applicant’s primary residence are included in
the asset calculation The residence must  be owner occupied Mortgage payments and taxes must
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be current / paid up to date Applicants must provide proof of current homeowners insurance and
ownership. HHR funds may be combined with SHIP and/or HOME funds where needed.  When
HHR funds are combined with SHIP or HOME funds, any HHR loan repayment proceeds will be
prorated and deposited into a separate Housing Trust Fund as required. Rehabilitation/repairs
must be performed by a State certified licensed contractor licensed to do business in Palm Beach
County.    
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Boynton Beach 9 units 
Owner-Occupied Housing Rehabilitation

Summary of the Strategy: This strategy provides 0% interest rate, deferred payment loans to assist very
low, low, and moderate- income households to rehabilitate owner occupied single family units. This strategy
furthers the City’s Housing Element of its Comprehensive Plan by preserving the City’s existing housing
stock.  Areas to be addressed will be interior and exterior building/electrical/plumbing problems in an
effort to make them compatible with to current codes.  Emphasis will also be placed on health, potential
life threatening safety issues, as well as retrofitting items for those individuals with special needs:   

a. Fiscal years covered: State Fiscal Years 2005/2006; 2006/2007; and 2007/2008.  
b. Income Categories to be served: Very low, low, and moderate income households as defined by the

U. S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) and adopted by the State of Florida
and distributed annually by the Florida Housing Finance Corporation.   

c. Maximum award as noted on the Hurricane Housing Goals Chart: The maximum award for this
strategy is $40,000.00.  However, the maximum amount is not automatically awarded, but rather
the subsidy awarded will be the minimum amount required to make necessary repairs to bring the
dwelling into compliance with the City’s current code requirements. 

Household Size #
of Persons

Maximum Award

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Very Low-Income
0 - 50% of Median

$40,000

$22,000
$25,100
$28,250
$31,400
$33,900
$36,400
$38,950
$41,450

Low-Income 51% -
80% of Median

$40,000

$35,150
$40,200
$45,200
$50,250
$54,250
$58,300
$62,300
$66,300

Moderate-Income 81%
-120% of Median

$20,000

$52,800
$60,240
$67,800
$75,360
$81,360
$87,360
$93,480
$99,480

d. Terms, Recapture, and Default: Assistance greater than $5,000 provided to eligible households
in the form of a 0% interest, deferred payment loan secured by a promissory note forgivable over
ten (10) years.  Prorating of the loan award will occur at a rate specific to the duration of the
note.  Repayment of the full loan award will be immediately due to the City in the event any of
the “qualifying events” occur prior to the expiration date of the note.  The “qualifying event(s)”
are considered to be:  Sale of the unit, or transfer of title (except for major healthcare expenses
by one of the primary owners or by inheritance) The assisted homeowner fails to continuously
occupy the home The unit is rented The unit is refinanced without prior authorization of the City
of Boynton Beach Repaid funds will be utilized in accordance with the approved Local Housing
Assistance Plan in effect at the time the funds are recaptured.  If no “qualifying event(s)” occur
prior to the expiration of the note, the loan is totally forgiven.  In the event the homeowner wishes
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to refinance his or her first mortgage or take out an equity loan to make repairs or improvements,
the City has developed an administrative policy pertaining to subordination requests. Recipient
Selection Criteria: In addition to being income eligible as described above, applicants must meet
the following selection criteria:  Applicant may not currently own or have assets exceeding
$15,000, (monetary gifts and real estate are included in the asset calculations; retirement
accounts are not); this does not include the value of the dwelling being rehabilitated; The
dwelling must be owner occupied; Mortgage payments and taxes must be current / paid up to
date; and Applicant must have proof of current homeowners insurance.  

e. Sponsor Selection Criteria, if applicable: N/A.  
f. Additional Information: The home must be located within the City’s municipal boundaries.  The

appraised value of the home may not exceed the maximum sales price allowed by the SHIP pro-
gram for existing units.  The homeowner must agree to maintain the home free of any code viola-
tions after rehabilitation work is completed.  
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Glades County – 4 units 
REHABILITATION

Summary of Strategy: The Glades County HHRP Rehabilitation strategy’s intent is to emphasize the
upgrading homeowner conditions by the repairing of a deteriorated unit.  The Down Payment assistance
Program will use HHR Funds, along with funds from State, Federal programs or private lending institutions.
If SHIP funds are available and all SHIP guidelines are met, a portion of  SHIP funds may be leveraged  with
HHR funds and/or other sponsor funds for rehabilitation of a site built unit.  Repair of site built housing;
Repair for post-1994 Manufactured Homes where the wind-load rating is sufficient for the location; Limited
repair on a case by case basis to pre-1994 Manufactured Homes and mobile homes: 

a. Fiscal years covered by strategy: FY 2005/2006; 2006/2007; 2007/2008
b. Income category to be served: This strategy will be provided to households with incomes of less

than 120 % of the Area Median Income Adjusted by Family Size: Extremely Low Income, Very
Low Income, Low Income and Moderate Income.

c. Maximum award as noted on the Hurricane Housing Goals Chart: 
1. Extremely Low Income category award amount up to $30,000 
2. Very Low Income category award amount up to $30,000 
3. Low Income category award amount up to $30,000 
4. Moderate Income category award amount up to $30,000  

d. Terms, Recapture and Default:  The recipient is required to sign a deferred Mortgage and Loan
Agreement and Mortgage Note with the Glades County Board of County Commissioners as a first
or second mortgage/lien holder as follows:  The Mortgage and Loan Agreement, in the amount from
$1.00 up to $15,000., will be for a term of THREE(3) years, forgivable on a pro rata basis,
beginning in year TWO(2), fifty percent (50%)of the mortgage amount will be forgiven per year
until year THREE(3).    The Mortgage and Loan Agreement, in the amount of %15,000.01 up to
$30,000.00, will be for a term of FIVE(5) years, forgivable on a pro rata basis, beginning in year
FOUR(4), fifty percent (50%) of the  mortgage amount will be forgiven per year until year FIVE(5).
The interest rate for the Down Payment Assistance mortgage is 0%.  No payments will be required
until the property is sold, transferred, or is no longer the primary residence of the homebuyer.  At
which time, if the Owner-Occupant has NOT remained in full compliance with the terms of the
Deferred Mortgage and Loan Agreement, the non-forgiven debt plus four percent (4%) interest
accrued from the date of default, is due and payable.  

e. Subordination.  Subordination approval for debt service will not be allowed during the term of the
deferred Mortgage and Loan Agreement.  

f. Recipient Selection Criteria. 
1. Site Built Unit: The Applicant will show proof of property ownership in the form of a

Warranty Deed or Quit Claim deed.  
2. Mobile Home: The Applicant will show proof of property ownership in the form of a

Warranty Deed or Quit Claim deed and proof as title holder of the mobile home.  The
mobile home and the land of the applicant will be subject to the HHRP mortgage and loan
agreement. Glades County, as a mortgage holder, will follow the same requirements as
other mortgage lenders.  The Applicant will be verified and certified according to the
State Criteria for “Anticipated Gross Household Income Limits Adjusted to Family Size.”
Contingent upon availability of HHR funds, Glades County will encumber funds
for applicants on a priority bases AMI income level, elderly or disabled.  After priority
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applicants are served, other applicants may be served on a first-ready, first-served bases.
The unit to be repaired will be located in the City of Moore Haven or in Glades County,
Florida.  The assessed value of the existing unit may not exceed the maximum sales price
or value allowed in the HHRP which is 90% of the median area purchase price of
$98,523.  The unit will be pre-inspected for HHR by a certified, licensed inspector for
safe or sanitary habitation, correction of substantial code violations, or the creation of
additional living space. 

g. Sponsor Selection Criteria:  None  
h. Additional Information:  None           
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RECONSTRUCTION 
City of Cocoa – 4 units    

Name of the Strategy: Single-Family Replacement Housing Program Summary of the Strategy:  Funds will
be provided under this strategy demolish and replace homes that were severely damaged by the 2004 hurri-
canes.  The home must have been occupied by the applicants prior to it being destroyed.    

a. State Fiscal Years Covered: 2005-2006, 2006-2007, and 2007-2008.
b. Income Categories to be served:  This strategy will serve households at or below 50% of MFI (very

low-income) as defined by the HUD and adopted by the State of Florida and distributed by the
Florida Housing Finance Corporation.  

c. Maximum Award noted on the Hurricane Housing Goals Chart:  The maximum HHR program
award per unit under this strategy shall be $125,000.  

d. Terms, Recapture and Default: All assistance will be given in the form of a Deferred Payment
Loan (DPL).  The DPL will be a zero (0) percent interest rate loan secured by a 30 lien period on
the replacement property. Funds will be recaptured if, at any time prior to the end of the lien
period, the property ceases to be the principal residence of the owner or the title is transferred.
For the purpose of the Agreements between the City and the Homeowner “sold” shall mean the
property is sold, title transferred, Agreement of Deed executed, or the owner no longer resides at
the property as their principal residence. Principal residence is defined as the dwelling where the
mortgagor maintains his or her permanent place of abode, and typically spends the majority of the
calendar year.  A person may have only one principal residence.  

e. Recipient Selection Criteria:   An eligible recipient shall be assisted on a first come, first
ready basis.  Recipients must be able to secure an affordable mortgage from an institutional
first mortgage lender or be able to provide sufficient cash resources with which to pay for the
reconstructed home, the subsidy will cover any costs of construction over 30% of the clients
income.  The amount of assistance would be for gap financing to make the mortgage affordable.
If there is existing mortgage(s) on the home that will be demolished the recipient must be able
to pay off the first mortgage or roll it into a new mortgage.  If the recipient receives FEMA
assistance or insurance proceeds, those funds must go towards the reconstruction expenses
first.  Owners of properties must be the primary residents and properties assisted must be
located in the city limits.  Applicants must demonstrate the ability to pay property taxes,
insurance, utilities; must be able to maintain the property free of non-structural code
violations; and be in good standing with the City (e.g. city utility account).  Properties will be
inspected for eligibility/feasibility and be clear of mortgages, liens, taxes or any other
assessment unless owner has made arrangements to payoff.  

f. Sponsor Selection Criteria:  Oversight and management of this program shall be the responsibility
of the City’s Community Development Department, Housing & Neighborhood Services Division.  

g. Additional Information: The appraised value of the home may not exceed the maximum sales price
allowed in the SHIP Program.    
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Okaloosa County 21 units
SUBSTANTIAL REHABILITATION/RECONSTRUCTION

Summary of the Strategy: Complete the substantial rehabilitation or reconstruction (replacement) of
severely substandard, homeowner occupied housing units directly impacted by Hurricane Ivan. This
rehabilitation will include rehabilitation and relocation assistance for pre and post 1994 manufactured
homes. The maximum per unit cost for substantial rehabilitation or reconstruction is $40,000 for
applicants 31% to 120% AMI and $60,000 for those 30% or below AMI.  

a. Fiscal Years Covered:  July 1, 2005 - June 30, 2008  
b. Income Categories to be served:  This strategy will assist families with incomes of 120% or less of

the area median income.  
c. Maximum award is noted on the Housing Delivery Goals Charts: $40,000         Terms, Recapture

and Default:  Applicants 120% to 31% of AMI will receive assistance in the form of a direct depre-
ciable loan to the homeowner.   Secured by officially recorded lien that is forgivable at the end of
four years. The amount of the lien that has not depreciated must be repaid upon default by the
homeowner. Default is defined as the sale, rental or transfer of ownership of the property during
the four (4) year period.  Applicants 30% or below of AMI will receive assistance in the form of a
direct grant.    

d. Recipient Selection Criteria:  Assistance will be provided on a first-come, first-              served
basis following advertisement of the availability of HHRP funds.  The family must provide proof
of property ownership. (Life estates are recognized as proof of ownership.)  A waiting list exists for
this strategy and new applicants will be added to the existing list.  

e. Sponsor Selection Criteria: This strategy will be implemented by the County’s housing agent.  
f. Additional Information:  None.
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Osceola County
HUD 202 HOUSING DEVELOPMENT FOR SENIORS 10 units 

Summary of Strategy: This strategy will provide a deferred loan in the amount of $250,000 to help
construct a HUD 202 Housing Development for Seniors.  The property will consist of a maximum of fifty (50)
units that will house very low and low-income seniors on a permanent basis.  

a. Fiscal Year Covered  This strategy will be offered during SFY 2006/2007/2008  
b. Income Categories to be Served  Income categories to be served will be very low and low

income with preference being given to very low and below as per the Area Median Income
Limits as published by HUD and distributed by the Florida Housing Finance Corporation on an
annual basis.  

c. Maximum Award as noted on the Hurricane Housing Goals Chart  The maximum award for this
strategy will be a $250,000 deferred provided by the Hurricane Housing Recovery Program.  

d. Terms, Recapture, and Default  Assistance will be provided directly to the organization selected
in the form of a deferred loan of $250,000 for the construction of a HUD 202 Senior Housing
project.  The loan will have a five-year compliance period.  Should the Owner/Developer of the
subject properties default on the terms of the Agreement, or fail to meet HHRP requirements,
the Owner/Developer will be required to pay Osceola County the full amount of the loan.  If at
any time during the lien period of five years the property is sold or transferred by the Owner,
the full amount of the loan will be recaptured, unless the property is sold or transferred to an
eligible organization approved by the County.  

e. Recipient Selection Criteria:  The recipient of the funds for this strategy will be selected
competitively based upon submission of a proposal that will address the needs of this population
and that has been awarded a HUD 202 Housing Program.  Applicants must submit plans,
specifications, city and county approvals, cost estimates of the construction, and a time frame for
completion. The HHRP funds that will be loaned for this use must be for the direct benefit of very
low and low-income senior citizens or younger persons with disabilities who will reside in this
facility and receive its services.  This component will be monitored for the five-year compliance
period.  The selection criteria established under this program for the recipients of housing
services must be presented to the Osceola County HHRP by the Owner/Developer selected
prior to being implemented so that the HHRP can insure that they meet program guidelines.  If a
waiting list is created for this housing then very low and low-income persons must be selected
first from this list during the five-year compliance period.  

f. Sponsor Selection Criteria, if applicable HHRP funds will be used as part of the local contribu-
tion for this strategy and loaned to the selected developer.  Applications will be scored and a
selection made on the following criteria:  Criteria listed above in the Recipient Selection Criteria

R E N T A L S T R A T E G I E S

N O T E :  T H E N U M B E R O F U N I T S I S F R O M E A C H C O M M U N I T Y ’ S 2 0 0 6  A N N U A L R E P O R T .  I T R E P R E S E N T S T H E

N U M B E R O F U N I T S F O R E A C H S T R A T E G Y T H A T W E R E C O M P L E T E D B Y J U N E 3 0 ,  2 0 0 6  A S W E L L A S T H O S E

U N I T S T H A T W E R E E S T I M A T E D T O B E C O M P L E T E D B Y J U N E 3 0 ,  2 0 0 8 .

APPENDIX C
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The applicant must provide a list and plans for all the buildings and units to be created under
this housing initiative and the incomes of those people being served under the HHRP. List of the
cost of the development and the timeline for completion The ability of the Developer/Owner to
complete the construction within the time frame established under this loan. The extent to which
the construction of these units has on the effect of the preservation of decent, safe and sanitary
and affordable housing in Osceola County.  The Owner/Developer must initially monitor the
income of the HHRP clients  and provide this data to the Osceola County HHRP. 

g. Additional Information  The Housing Office will verify the incomes of selected residents on
initial occupancy. Plans and Specifications for construction must be on file at the Osceola
County HHRP. The Housing Office will be responsible for reviewing applications, assuring
compliance with local and state regulations and making recommendations to the Board of
County Commissioners for their approval. The recipient of the funds will be required to
keep the property in decent, safe and sanitary condition as defined by HUD through the
compliance period.  Property insurance will also be required during the compliance period with
Osceola County listed as an additional insured. Failure to abide by any rules, regulations, and
stipulations of this program will be deemed to indicate that the project is in default and may
invoke Recapture provisions. The property must be clear of any additional liens other than a
required mortgage.  Osceola County will take no lower than a second mortgage on any property
purchased with HHRP funds. 
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Escambia County
Rental Development - 697 units

Summary of the Strategy: Rental Development (rental unit production) 

Brief Description: HHRP funds will support the development of quality, affordable, preferably mixed
income rental housing for eligible persons through new construction, acquisition of property or existing
rental units, and/or rehabilitation of existing substandard rental units. These rental development project(s)
will be undertaken in partnership with a local Community Housing Development Organization (CHDO),
Public Housing Authority (PHA), a 501(c)(3) non-profit affordable housing sponsor, and/or private
for-profit developers selected through one or more open proposal submission(s). HHRP funds will support
non-profit and private-for-profit sponsored affordable rental housing developments typically in conjunction
with financing provided by the Florida Housing Finance Corporation (FHFC), the U. S. Department of
Housing and Urban Development (HUD), the U. S. Department of Agriculture (USDA), local bonding
authorities, public housing authorities, or other similar rental development sponsoring agencies.

a. Fiscal Years Covered: July 1, 2005 – June 30,. 2008 
b. Income Categories to be served: All of the rental units developed through this strategy must be

occupied by very low and low income families (below 80% of the median) and at least 10% of the
families must be extremely low income (below 30% of the median) at initial occupancy.

c. Maximum award is noted on the Housing Delivery Goals Charts (HDGC): The maximum award
levels for this strategy are stipulated in the HDGC - $20,000.

d. Terms, Recapture and Default: Rental Development: Deferred Payment Loan @ 0% or below
market interest rate (typically for a 20-25 year term forgivable in annual increments over the full
term of the mortgage assuming compliance with all HHRP requirements by the Sponsor agency).
Secured by mortgage and note. Maximum term is 25 years, unless a longer term is specifically
required by HUD or the FHFC as a condition for project financing. As defined in the applicable
mortgage and note, full recapture of HHRP funds invested is required upon default, unless a
forgiveness provision (depreciating balance) is incorporated into the mortgage and note in which
case the undepreciated portion shall be due and payable upon default.  Compliance monitoring
shall be performed annually by NEFI, as agent for Escambia County, and/or the Pensacola
Housing Department for the minimum period required by HHRP through monitoring Section 8
rental/lease documents or by direct review of Sponsor agency documentation to establish
compliance with Program affordability requirements with respect to tenant occupancy, income
levels, and rent rates. For FHFC or HUD financed projects that also receive HHRP local
support, occupancy, rent, and housing quality compliance documentation secured by FHFC,
HUD or their designated contract monitor shall be deemed acceptable in meeting this
requirement. The sale of properties assisted with HHRP funds shall require approval of the
Board of County Commissioners and Pensacola City Council, and shall be acceptable (without
repayment) only if the subsequent owner(s) agree to meet any remaining rental, occupancy and
affordability obligations established in the development agreement, mortgage and note.

e. Recipient Selection Criteria: Assistance provided on a first come/first served basis following
advertisement of the availability of HHRP resources. When an extensive waiting list exists for the
strategy, applicants are added to the list in first come/first served order. Extensive wait lists exist
for this strategy.

f. Sponsor Selection Criteria: CHDO, PHA, and/or Non-Profit Sponsored Development: Non-profit
sponsored rental development project(s) will be completed through contract with an eligible
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CHDO, PHA, or 501(c)(3) non-profit agency. Selection will be based upon agency response to a
request for proposal issued to all eligible CHDO's (for HOME CHDO set-aside activities), PHA(s),
or non-profit developers of affordable rental housing. Project selection criteria shall include the
following, as applicable: 

1. agency must be a locally designated CHDO (HOME set-aside funds), PHA, or a 501(c)(3)
non-profit;

2. agency's rental unit portfolio; 
3. agency's previous rental development experience; 
4. conformity with Escambia Consortium Consolidated Plan rental development goal(s) 
5. total (aggregate) cost per unit-all funding sources; 
6. Subsidy level per unit; 
7. HHRP cost per unit; 
8. ratio of private funds to public funds;
9. ratio of other funds to HHRP funds; 
10. compliance with new construction preference; 
11. rental development bedroom size mix (2 bedrooms preferred);
12. proposed development site located in a designated Community Redevelopment Area

(CRA) or Enterprise Zone; 
13. target date for Project commitment and completion if selected; 
14. form of assistance requested (ie, deferred payment loan, low interest loan, loan guar-

antee, etc.; For-Profit Sponsored Development: For solely “local” projects that do not
involve other funding partners (FHFC, HUD, DCA, or USDA), at the option of the
County and City, for-profit sponsored rental developments may be handled through a
separate proposal solicitation that will be based upon a detailed Request for
Proposals to be developed specifically for the HHRP initiative. The selection criteria
will mirror many of those cited above, but will require significantly greater detail and
disclosure of financial data in order to determine the level of local commitment
required from HHRP resources, the contribution of the proposed project to Hurricane
Ivan Rental Development Recovery Goals as established by the County and City, and
unit production scheduling. For projects jointly financed with FHFC, HUD, DCA,
USDA or similar authorities, the County and City may elect to rely on the competi-
tive review and ranking process established by the FHFC, HUD, DCA, or USDA for
purposes of determining the project(s) to which local HHRP funds will be committed.
Locally, proposals will be evaluated by designated County and City housing staff
and/or a Project Review Team. Final selection and contract approval will be provided
by the County Commission and/or City Council. 

g. Additional Information: NONE  
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Osceola County 
TRANSITIONAL HOMELESS HOUSING CONSTRUCTION – 6 units  

Summary of the Strategy: This strategy will be used to provide a deferred loan in the amount of $327,943
to assist in the construction of a transitional homeless housing development for persons in need of emergency
shelter and rehabilitation services in Osceola County.  The shelter will be constructed in the City of
Kissimmee.    

a. Fiscal Year Covered  This strategy will be offered during SFY 2006/2007  
b. Income Categories to be served  Income categories to be served will be restricted to extremely

low and very low-income persons.  These categories are defined as area median income
limits as published by HUD and distributed by the Florida Housing Finance Corporation on an
annual basis.  

c. Maximum award as noted on the Hurricane Housing Goals Chart:  The Maximum award will
consist of a deferred loan in the amount of $327,943 towards the cost of construction of a sixty-
four (64) unit property.  

d. Terms, Recapture, and Default  Assistance will be provided in a deferred loan in the amount of
$327,943. The grant will have a five-year compliance period. Should the Owner/Developer of
the subject properties default on the terms of the Agreement, or fail to meet the Hurricane
Housing Recovery Program requirements, the Owner/Developer will be required to repay
Osceola County the full amount of the loan. If at any time during the lien period of five years,
the property is sold or transferred by the Owner/Developer, or used for another purpose, the
total amount of the loan will be recaptured, unless the property is sold or transferred to an
eligible organization as determined by the County.  

e. Recipient Selection Criteria  The recipient of the funds for this strategy will be selected com-
petitively based upon submission of a proposal that will address the needs of this population.
Applicants must submit plans, specifications, city and county approvals, cost estimates of the
construction, and a time frame for completion. The HHRP funds that will be loaned for this use
must be for the direct benefit of extremely low and very low-income persons who will reside at
this facility and receive its services.  This component will be monitored for the five-year
compliance period. The selection criteria established under this program for recipients of the
services must be presented to the Osceola County HHRP prior to being implemented so that
the HHRP can insure that they meet program guidelines. If a waiting list is created for this
housing and services then extremely low and very low-income persons must be selected first
from this list during the five-year compliance period.  

f. Sponsor Selection Criteria, if applicable.  HHRP funds will be used as part of the local contri-
bution for this strategy and loaned to the selected developer.  Applications will be scored and
a selection made on the following criteria:  Criteria listed above in the Recipient Selection
Criteria The applicant must provide a list and plans for all the buildings and units to be
created under this housing initiative and the initial incomes of those people being served under
the HHRP. List of the cost of the development and the timeline for completion. The ability of
the Developer/Owner to complete the construction within the time frame established under this
grant. The extent to which the construction of these units has on the effect of the preservation
of decent, safe and sanitary and affordable housing in Osceola County. The Owner/Developer
must initially monitor the income of the HHRP clients and provide this data to the Osceola
County HHRP. 
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g. Additional Information:  The Housing Office will verify the incomes of selected residents on
initial occupancy. Plans and Specifications for construction must be on file at the Osceola
County HHRP. The Housing Office will be responsible for reviewing applications, assuring
compliance with local and state regulations and making recommendations to the Board of
County Commissioners for their approval. The recipient of the funds will be required to keep
the property in decent, safe and sanitary condition as defined by HUD through the compliance
period.  Property insurance will also be required during the compliance period with Osceola
County listed as an additional insured. Failure to abide by any rules, regulations, and
stipulations of this program will be deemed to indicate that the project is in default and may
invoke Recapture provisions.    
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Osceola County   
TRANSITIONAL HOUSING MENTAL HEALTH PROGRAM – 20 units

Summary of the Strategy: This strategy will be used to provide a deferred loan/grant in the amount of
$200,000 in order to construct a fully functional, fifteen (15) beds or more, transitional housing residential
facility, which will used as transitional housing and will provide services to, and address the needs of Osceola
County’s severe and persistent mentally ill and substance abuse/chemical dependency population.  The
program will provide community support including homeless prevention and transition to permanent housing.
The purpose of the program will be to improve housing options and decrease the possibility of homelessness
for individuals suffering from mental health disorders. A recipient who does not own the property upon which
the development is to be constructed, however can show evidence that it has a leasehold interest on the
property for at least 15 years, may be eligible for a grant under this strategy subject to certain requirements.  

a. Fiscal Year Covered  This strategy will be offered during SFY 2006/2007  
b. Income Categories to be Served  Income categories for extremely low and very low-income will

only be served under this strategy as defined by the Area Median Income Limits as published by
HUD and distributed by the Florida Housing Finance Corporation on an annual basis.  

c. Maximum Award will consist of a deferred loan/grant of $200,000 to assist in the construction of
this facility.  

d. Terms, Recapture and Default  Assistance will be provided in a deferred loan/grant in the amount
of $200,000. The deferred loan will have a five-year compliance period. The grant will have a 15-
year compliance period. Should the Owner/Developer of the subject properties default on the
terms of this agreement, or fail to meet the Hurricane Housing Recovery Program requirements,
the Owner/Developer will be required to repay Osceola County the total amount of the loan. If at
any time during the lien period of five years or the grant period of 15 years, the property is sold
or transferred by the Owner/Developer, or used for another purpose, the total amount of the loan
will be recaptured, unless the property is sold or transferred to an eligible organization as deter-
mined by the County.  

e. Recipient Selection Criteria  The recipient of the funds for this strategy will be selected
competitively based upon submission of a proposal that will address the needs of this
population.  Applicants must submit plans, specifications, city and county approvals, cost
estimates of the construction, and a time frame for completion. The HHRP funds that will be
distributed for this use must be for the direct benefit of extremely low and very low-income
persons who will reside at this facility and receive its services.  This component will be
monitored for the five-year compliance period for the loan and 15-year compliance period for
the grant. The selection criteria established under this program for recipients of the services
must be presented to the Osceola County HHRP prior to being implemented so that the
HHRP can insure that they meet program guidelines. If a waiting list is created for this
housing and services then extremely low and very low-income persons must be selected first
from this list during the five-year compliance period for the loan and 15-year compliance
period for the grant.  

f. Sponsor Selection Criteria, if applicable HHRP funds will be used as part of the local contribu-
tion for this transitional housing strategy and loaned to the selected developer.  Applications will
be scored and a selection made on the following criteria.  Criteria listed above in the Recipient
Selection Criteria Must provide a list and plans for all the buildings and units to be created
under this housing initiative and the incomes of those people being served under the HHRP. List
of the cost of the development and the timeline for completion. The ability of the
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Developer/Owner to complete the construction within the time frame established under this
grant. The extent to which the construction of these units has on the effect of the preservation of
decent, safe, and sanitary and affordable housing in Osceola County.  The Owner/Developer
must initially monitor the incomes of the HHRP clients and provide this data to the Osceola
County HHRP.  

g. Additional Information  The Housing Office will verify the incomes of selected residents on
initial occupancy. Rehabilitation is defined as the repairs or improvements, which are needed
for safe and/or sanitary habitation, correction of substandard code violations, or the addition of
handicapped accessibility features. The Housing Office will be responsible for reviewing the
applications, assuring compliance with local and state regulations and making recommenda-
tions to the Board of County Commissioners for their approval. The Recipient of the funds will
be required to submit monthly reports to the Housing Office for repairs, actual cost of repairs,
the original timeline for completion, the actual timeline for completion, and reasons for any
deviation. Failure to remit any required reports by the required deadline will be deemed to
indicate that the project is in default and may invoke the recapture provisions of this plan and
the contract. The Developer/Owner will choose the contractor to do the necessary work after a
complete bidding process. The property must be clear of any liens with the exception of a
first mortgage, if any, and Osceola County will assume a second mortgage position for its
involvement in the program on all deferred loans.   
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Orange County – 90 units 
MANUFACTURED HOMES REPAIR-REPLACEMENT  
MAJOR REPAIR TO MANUFACTURED HOMES  

Summary of the Strategy: This strategy will finance repairs of owner occupied post 1994 manufactured
homes.  An inspection of the manufactured home will be conducted by HCD staff to determine the scope of
repairs.  The following items are eligible for repair assistance: Roof; plumbing; floor; windows; electrical; air
conditioning systems and other items determined to be a hazard.   

a. Fiscal Years Covered: 2005-2006; 2006-2007; 2007-2008 
b. Income Categories to be served:  Extremely Low, Very Low and Low 
c. Maximum award as noted on the Hurricane Housing Goals Chart:  $5,000 
d. Terms, Recapture and Default: Funds provided under this strategy will be in the form of a grant.
e. Recipient Selection Criteria:  First come, first ready       
f. Sponsor Selection Criteria, if applicable:  Not applicable  
g. Additional Information: None

M A N U F A C T U R E D H O U S I N G

S T R A T E G I E S

N O T E :  T H E N U M B E R O F U N I T S I S F R O M E A C H C O M M U N I T Y ’ S 2 0 0 6  A N N U A L R E P O R T .  I T R E P R E S E N T S T H E

N U M B E R O F U N I T S F O R E A C H S T R A T E G Y T H A T W E R E C O M P L E T E D B Y J U N E 3 0 ,  2 0 0 6  A S W E L L A S T H O S E

U N I T S T H A T W E R E E S T I M A T E D T O B E C O M P L E T E D B Y J U N E 3 0 ,  2 0 0 8 .

APPENDIX D



Brevard County – 6 units
Strategy: Repair and Replacement Assistance for Post - 1994 Manufactured Homes   

Summary of the Strategy: This program is designed to assist eligible owners with the repair or demolition
and replacement of a manufactured home, when it has been determined that it is not economically feasible to
rehabilitate the unit by the Brevard County Housing and Human Services Construction Supervisor.   Loans for
assistance may include costs related to all eligible repair or demolition/replacement expenses as well as soft
costs associated with the project, including storage of personal items, short term relocation costs, closing costs
and direct staff costs for inspections and work write-ups.  

a. Fiscal Years Covered:  2005-06, 2006-07 and 2007-08. 
b. Income Categories Served: Units must be owned and occupied by households whose income are

less than 80% of Area Medium Income (AMI) as provided by HUD and distributed annually by
Florida Housing Finance Corporation. 

c. Maximum Award on the Hurricane Housing Goals Chart:  The maximum award under this
strategy is $80,000.  This level of award is supported by documentation on replacement of a
manufactured home in Brevard County.   Up to $20,000 will be awarded for repairs if the unit
can be brought up to local code.  Every effort will be made to utilize program funds to provide
gap financing for each project according to financial need. 

d. Terms, Recapture, and Default: Deferred payment loans will be secured by a lien against the
property purchased.  Funds will be recaptured if, at any time prior to the end of the lien period,
the property ceases to be the principal residence of the owner.  Exceptions will be considered on
a case-by-case basis when the dwelling remains in the lower income housing stock.  The lien
periods are outlined below:
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Lien Period

5 years

10 years

15 years

20 years

Assistance Amount

$500  -  $10,000

$10,001 - $30,000

$30,001 – $50,000

$40,001 +

Annual Depreciation

1/5 of loan amount

1/10 of loan amount

1/15 of loan amount

1/20 of loan amount

e. Recipient Selection Criteria: Eligible applicants will be determined by need and selected on a
first-qualified, first- served basis, within income groups as determined by the Brevard County
Housing and Human Services Construction Supervisor. (Special needs populations will be given
priority.)  Applicants must demonstrate the ability to pay property taxes, insurance, utilities, and
existing mortgage payment; and must be able to maintain the property free of non-structural code
violations.  First-time applicants will be given priority over previously assist persons.  Exceptions
may be made for eligible property owners in cases where living conditions threaten the personal
health and safety of the household.  Applicants must be in good standing with the County.
Property must be free of code enforcement liens or any other assessment unless owner has made
arrangements to payoff or such violation will be addressed in the work write-up.  The home to be
rehabilitated/replaced must be located within unincorporated County jurisdiction.    

f. Sponsor Selection Criteria (if applicable):  The Brevard County Department of Housing and
Human Services will administer the Repair and Replacement Strategy for manufactured homes. 

g. Additional Information:  
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Martin County 35 units
Manufactured/Mobile Home Repair-Replacement  

Summary of Strategy: This strategy is to fund the replacement of pre-1994 manufactured or mobile homes
and for replacement or repair of post-1994 manufactured or mobile homes.   

a. Fiscal Years Covered: Fiscal years covered are 2005/06, 2006/07 and 2007/08.   
b. Income Categories to be served: At least 20% of the funds will serve the extremely low income

(ELI) households, 30% will serve the very low, and another 30% will serve low income
households.  The remaining 20% of funds will be spent on any combination of ELI, very low, low
and moderate. 

c. Maximum Award: The maximum award amount for any income level will be $80,000. 
d. Terms, Recapture and Default: The term of the no interest loan will be 30 15 years, at which

point all funds will be returned to the County, if the property is still occupied by the original
applicant, then the loan will be forgiven.  If the property is sold or ownership transferred, the
entire amount of the loan will be returned to the County.  The County will record lien documents
to that effect.  

e. Recipient Selection Criteria:  The County will advertise the availability of HHR funding in
accordance with Rule 67-37 F.A.C.  Selection criteria will be based on State and local SHIP
requirements, with priority given the lowest income and special needs housing.  Applications
will be available year round as long as funding is available.  Awards will be made on a first come
first serve basis, as funding is available. 

f. Sponsor Selection Criteria: The County will advertise the availability of HHR funding in
accordance with Rule 67-37 F.A.C.  Applicants will have a two-month period to submit
applications.   The Grants and Affordable Housing Advisory Committee (GAHAC) and a Staff
committee will review and rank all applicants and make funding recommendations to the
Board of County Commissioners.     

g. Additional Information: These funds can be matched with other funding sources both public and
private for maximum leveraging  
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Palm Beach County 30 units
Name of the Strategy: Repair/Replacement of Post - 1994 Manufactured Homes

Summary of the Strategy: Funding will be provided to income eligible extremely low, very low, and low
income applicants for repair, replacement, and relocation assistance of post-1994 Manufactured Homes
constructed in compliance with Florida Building Code, or with the Manufactured Home Construction Safety
Standards Act, including Manufactured Homes located or leased in stable park situations. Limited repair and
relocation assistance will be provided on a case-by-case basis for pre-1994 Manufactured Homes and mobile
homes. In the event the rehabilitation cost is at least fifty (50) percent or more of the value of the home, the
homeowner may utilize the maximum award towards the purchase of a replacement home.   Assistance will
also be provided for down-payment, closing cost and purchase price assistance for site-built and post-1994
Manufactured Homes constructed in compliance with Florida Building Code, or with the Manufactured Home
construction Safety Standards Act with the appropriate wind load rating. This strategy may be achieved in
coordination with the Long Term Recovery Coalition (LTRC). 

a. Fiscal Years Covered:  2005/2006; 2006/2007; 2007/2008 
b. Income Categories to be served: Extremely low, very low and low income  
c. Maximum Award:  as noted on the Hurricane Housing Goals Chart: $40,000 
d. Terms, Recapture and Default:    Funding in the amount of $5,000 or less is provided in the form

of an unsecured grant with no recapture or deferred payment provision. Funding to extremely low
income applicants up to the maximum award will be provided as a deferred payment zero (0)
interest loan secured by a mortgage and note for a period of twenty (20) years (1/20 forgiven each
year). No payment is due as long as the home remains the primary residence of the applicant. If
the home is sold or leased, title is transferred or conveyed, or the home ceases to be the primary
residence of the applicant during the term of the loan, the outstanding (un-forgiven) balance of the
loan will be due and payable within 60 days.   Assistance to very low income applicants will be
provided in the form of a deferred payment zero (0) interest loan secured by a mortgage and note
for a period of twenty (20) years. No payment is due as long as the home remains the primary
residence of the applicant. If the home is sold or leased, title is transferred or conveyed, or the
home ceases to be the primary residence of the applicant during the term of the loan, the entire
amount of assistance provided will be due and payable within 60 days.   Assistance to low and
moderate income applicants is provided in the form of a deferred payment zero (0) interest loan
secured by a mortgage and note for a period of thirty (30) years. No payment is due as long as the
home remains the primary residence of the applicant. If the home is sold or leased, title is trans-
ferred or conveyed, or the home ceases to be the primary residence of the applicant during the
term of the loan, the entire amount of assistance provided will be due and payable within 60 days.
Additionally, a deed or resale restriction for the term of the mortgage may be recorded in the
Public Records of Palm Beach County ensuring resale of assisted units to extremely low/very-low/
low/moderate income eligible buyer. Other resale restrictions as stipulated in a Community Land
Trust and/or Shared Equity Agreements if applicable may be enforced during the applicable
restrictive period. 

e. Recipient Selection Criteria: Eligible applicants will be approved for assistance on a first-come,
first-qualified first served basis within the income groups subject to funding availability. In
addition to being income eligible, applicants requiring replacement housing assistance must meet
the same selection criteria for recipients under the HHR Land Acquisition Strategy.  HHR funds
may be combined/leveraged with private financing, SHIP and/or HOME funds where needed to
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facilitate replacement/repair of a manufactured home.  When HHR funds are combined with SHIP
or HOME funds, any loan repayment proceeds will be prorated and deposited into a separate
Housing Trust Fund as required.  

f. Sponsor Selection Criteria:  Financial assistance will be available on a case by case basis to
individuals, the Long Term Recovery Coalition (LTRC) and other non-profit and Community
Based Organizations (CBO) working with income eligible homeowners for payment and/or
reimbursement of small (less than $5,000) construction and construction related expenses.  

g. Additional Information:   None  
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Palm Beach County 30 units
Name of the Strategy: Repair/Replacement of Post - 1994 Manufactured Homes

Summary of the Strategy: Funding will be provided to income eligible extremely low, very low, and low
income applicants for repair, replacement, and relocation assistance of post-1994 Manufactured Homes
constructed in compliance with Florida Building Code, or with the Manufactured Home Construction Safety
Standards Act, including Manufactured Homes located or leased in stable park situations. Limited repair and
relocation assistance will be provided on a case-by-case basis for pre-1994 Manufactured Homes and mobile
homes. In the event the rehabilitation cost is at least fifty (50) percent or more of the value of the home, the
homeowner may utilize the maximum award towards the purchase of a replacement home.   Assistance will
also be provided for down-payment, closing cost and purchase price assistance for site-built and post-1994
Manufactured Homes constructed in compliance with Florida Building Code, or with the Manufactured Home
construction Safety Standards Act with the appropriate wind load rating. This strategy may be achieved in
coordination with the Long Term Recovery Coalition (LTRC). 

a. Fiscal Years Covered:  2005/2006; 2006/2007; 2007/2008 
b. Income Categories to be served: Extremely low, very low and low income  
c. Maximum Award:  as noted on the Hurricane Housing Goals Chart: $40,000 
d. Terms, Recapture and Default:    Funding in the amount of $5,000 or less is provided in the form

of an unsecured grant with no recapture or deferred payment provision. Funding to extremely low
income applicants up to the maximum award will be provided as a deferred payment zero (0)
interest loan secured by a mortgage and note for a period of twenty (20) years (1/20 forgiven each
year). No payment is due as long as the home remains the primary residence of the applicant. If
the home is sold or leased, title is transferred or conveyed, or the home ceases to be the primary
residence of the applicant during the term of the loan, the outstanding (un-forgiven) balance of the
loan will be due and payable within 60 days.   Assistance to very low income applicants will be
provided in the form of a deferred payment zero (0) interest loan secured by a mortgage and note
for a period of twenty (20) years. No payment is due as long as the home remains the primary
residence of the applicant. If the home is sold or leased, title is transferred or conveyed, or the
home ceases to be the primary residence of the applicant during the term of the loan, the entire
amount of assistance provided will be due and payable within 60 days.  Assistance to low and
moderate income applicants is provided in the form of a deferred payment zero (0) interest loan
secured by a mortgage and note for a period of thirty (30) years. No payment is due as long as the
home remains the primary residence of the applicant.  If the home is sold or leased, title is
transferred or conveyed, or the home ceases to be the primary residence of the applicant during
the term of the loan, the entire amount of assistance provided will be due and payable within 60
days.  Additionally, a deed or resale restriction for the term of the mortgage may be recorded in
the Public Records of Palm Beach County ensuring resale of assisted units to extremely
low/very-low/ low/moderate income eligible buyer. Other resale restrictions as stipulated in a
Community Land Trust and/or Shared Equity Agreements if applicable may be enforced during
the applicable restrictive period. 

e. Recipient Selection Criteria: Eligible applicants will be approved for assistance on a first-come,
first-qualified first served basis within the income groups subject to funding availability. In
addition to being income eligible, applicants requiring replacement housing assistance must meet
the same selection criteria for recipients under the HHR Land Acquisition Strategy.   HHR funds
may be combined/leveraged with private financing, SHIP and/or HOME funds where needed to
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facilitate replacement/repair of a manufactured home.  When HHR funds are combined with SHIP
or HOME funds, any loan repayment proceeds will be prorated and deposited into a separate
Housing Trust Fund as required.  

f. Sponsor Selection Criteria:  Financial assistance will be available on a case by case basis to
individuals, the Long Term Recovery Coalition (LTRC) and other non-profit and Community
Based Organizations (CBO) working with income eligible homeowners for payment and/or
reimbursement of small (less than $5,000) construction and construction related expenses.  

g. Additional Information:  None  
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Orange County 27 units
MANUFACTURED HOMES DOWNPAYMENT ASSISTANCE

Summary of the Strategy: This strategy will provide assistance to qualified first time homebuyers for
downpayment and closing costs associated with purchasing a new or post 1994 manufactured home.
Assistance of up to $20,000 or 25% of the sales price, which ever is less, is available for new or existing
manufactured homes.  

a.  Fiscal Years Covered: 2005-2006; 2006-2007; 2007-2008 
b.  Income Categories to be served:  Extremely Low, Very Low and Low 
c.  Maximum award as noted on the Hurricane Housing Goals Chart:  $20,000  
d.  Terms, Recapture and Default: A deferred payment loan (DPL) amortized over ten (10) years at

0% interest will be recorded on properties receiving assistance. The DPL is due and payable as a
result of default on the first mortgage or if the home is sold, refinanced, rented or ceases to be
owner occupied. 

e.  Recipient Selection Criteria:  First come, first ready  
f.  Sponsor Selection Criteria, if applicable:  Not applicable   
g. Additional Information: None  
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Levy county 7 units 
Purchase Assistance for Post - 1994 Manufactured Homes 

Summary of the Strategy: This strategy will provide funding assistance to eligible households for the
purchase of a post-1994 manufactured home. This strategy may provide assistance to eligible households
for the demolition and removal of a manufactured home and/or replacement of the manufactured home.  

a.  Fiscal Years Covered: 2005/06, 2006/07 and 2007/08 
b.  Income Categories to be served: Extremely low income, very low income, low income and

moderate income households. 
c.  Maximum award as noted on the Hurricane Housing Goals Chart: $10,000 
d.  Terms, Recapture and Default: Assistance provided through this strategy will be in the form of a

deferred payment loan (DPL) for a period of three years, secured by a second mortgage on the
home.  The loan balance shall become immediately due and payable upon the sale or transfer of
the property or if the home is no longer the primary residence of the applicant. In the event of
death of the borrower(s) the second mortgage will be forgiven.

e.  Recipient Selection Criteria: Assistance will be provided on a first come, first qualified, first
served basis within income level guidelines. Units assisted must be located on property owned and
occupied by the applicant. 

f.  Sponsor Selection Criteria, if applicable: n/a 
g.  Additional Information: n/a          
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